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ABSTRACT
BroLICAL LITERACY AMONG BABY BUSTERS
by
David Clark Moenning
The purpose of this study was to design, inclement, and evaluate a customized
approach to cultivating bibUcal literacy in Baby Busters not currently involved in an
ongoing, systematic Bible study, taking into consideration the intellectual and emotional
infhiences shaping the way they encounter, assimilate, and apply Scripture.
This study found that a narratively-organized, experientially-focused, and
relationally-based approach was effective in beginning the process ofcultivating biblical
literacy among Baby Busters and in motivating them to stay committed to its
development in their lives.
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CHAPTER 1
UNDERSTANDENG THE PROBLEM
Methodology of the Study
Chris and Chariene, both in their mid-twenties, were newly married, new to the
Christian faith, and new to the community in which they were living. At the invitation of
a neighbor, they attended a new church meeting in a nearby middle school Both came
from dysfimctional homes and were still feeling the effects of their less-than-ideal
upbringing. Their hunger to experience acceptance, belonging, and to make sense of
their new &ith in Christ caused their paths to cross with the church. The people were
friendly and authentic, the music was upbeat and high quaUty, and they identified with
the pastor and the messages he preached. They even began attending one of the church's
small groups for Bible study in hopes ofgetting rooted and growing m their new feith.
They felt like they had found a church home ^^4lere they belonged. After several weeks
in the small group, Chris and Charlene' s enthusiasm began to wane and before long they
stopped attending the small group Bible study. Naturally, their small group leader
observed their spiritual "coohng ofi" and chose to ask them about it. What she
discovered through her conversation with Chris and Charlene was that they were seeking
a Bible study that would value their personal story and help them identify it with God's
story and not simply be inspired by it. They were also longing for a Bible study that
could take into account the intellectual and emotional influences and experiences that
shaped their lives and that were relevant to them as members of the Baby Buster
generation. These findings not only surprised her, but also challenged the church's
approach to teaching the Bible and discipling other members ofChris and Charlene' s
generation.
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The preceding scenario would excite and challenge me as the pastor of a new church.
I would feel excited to have the opportunity of investing in the spiritual development of a
generation ofpeople hke Oms and Charlene who are searching and himgermg for
spiritual purpose and community (Celek and Zander 84-85). I would be challenged by
what Long and others have suggested, namely that "Baby Busters are a unique generation
of individuals (approximately 46 million in the United States) requiring a diflFerent
approach as well as specialized strategies and methodologies m order to develop them
into bibUcally Uterate followers ofJesus Christ" (Generating Hope 1 83). Todd Hahn and
David Verhaagen support this observation when they suggest that
much good can be said about the traditional, propositional approach to
discipleship, and that while many chiuches and para-chiu-ch organizations
have succeeded in equipping their disciples with essential information for
living the Christian life (i.e.�memorizing Bible verses, a daily quiet time,
practical principles for prayer, and other features ofpropositional
discipleship), we sense among Baby Busters today a searching and
longing for something more than solely information-based discipleship.
(27)
Therefore, the problem this study sought to address was how to customize a Bible study
program specifically tailored to account for the intellectual and emotional influences that
have shaped Baby Buster's lives, and how to most effectively cultivate bibhcal hteracy
among a generation suggesting that truth is more e5q)eriential and subjective rather than
absolute?
Developing bibUcal hteracy in Baby Busters is a way ofbeing faithflil to Jesus'
command: "Therefore go and make disciples of all nations, baptizing them in the name
of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Spkit, and teaching them to obey
everything I have commanded you" (Matt. 28: 19-20a). Such intentional discipling wall
aid m the healthy development of a Baby Buster's new faith. According to (jeorge
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Bama, Baby Busters are the second largest generation numerically in America, and as
such they exceed the national population ofall but eleven nations on the face of this earth
(Invisible Generation 18). Based on their potential for influence. Baby Busters must be
reached for Christ. If after they have been reached they are nurtured in their faith through
a program ofbibhcal hteracy and developed into committed followers of Jesus Clirist,
they will be well equipped to carry the banner ofQtrist into the new millenniiun.
Customizmg an approach to developing bibhcal hteracy among Baby Busters that
effectively commimicates with them in a relevant fashion must take into accoimt the
following factors:
1 . Many Baby Busters possess a confiised imderstanding of orthodox Christianity
as a result of taking bits and pieces ofdifferent worldviews and combining them to create
an inacciuate patchwork concept ofChristianity. According to Bama
A majority ofBaby Busters report at least a nominal Clrristian upbringmg,
and as such they feel as though they know vArnt it is all about. Yet, they
do not have a deep enough grasp ofthe faith to mentally piece together the
big picture ofChristianity, and what that faith might do for
them. . . Consequently, they take bits and pieces ofvarious faiths and blend
them together in a personalized, customized brand of rehgion. They may
call it C^hristianity, but it is not an orthodox brand of the faith (Invisible
Generation 30, 176).
Bama also suggests in an interview with (jood News magazine that "the churches that
have been most effective in combating bibUcal ilUteracy are those that offer 'systematic
theological education' and not 'random bits ofbibUcal truth' that go in one ear and out
the other" (35-36). This observation, combined with an intentional effort to take into
account the influences that have shaped Baby Busters' lives (i.e., postmodernism) may
contribute significantly to cultivating bibUcal Uteracy among Baby Busters.
2. Many Baby Busters possess a limited "trivial piusuit" knowledge of the Bible.
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A survey conducted by Ravitch and Finn on the bibhcal knowledge ofBaby Busters
supports this statement (Invisible Generation 160). The research showed that
� 80 percent knew that the bibhcal account of creation could be foimd in the
book ofGenesis;
� 78 percent knew the basic theme ofthe story ofDavid and (johath;
� 70 percent knew that Judas was the person who betrayed Jesus (Hirist;
� 67 percent were able to choose the basic theme of the story ofCain and
Abel;
� 61 percent associated Solomon with wisdom;
� 60 percent knew the basic theme of the story ofJonah and the fish;
� 57 percent correctly identified the general content ofthe tale about the
prodigal son;
� 37 percent associated Job with patience; and,
� 33 percent knew the significance of Sodom and Gomorrah.
While this survey indicates that Baby Busters possess a nominal degree ofBible
knowledge, it does not mean they know how such Bible knowledge relates to the whole
of Scripture.
3. The values and philosophies ofBaby Busters have been uniquely shaped by
intellectual forces (e.g., postmodernism) and emotional forces (e.g., dysfimctional
famihes). The basic premise ofpostmodernism is that objective, absolute truth does not
exist. Rather, "truth" exists only as a subjective construct based on an individual's
experience. One person's imderstanding ofwhat constitutes truth and reahty is
considered no more vahd than another person's understanding. Several factors constitute
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the emotional mjQuence ofdysfimctional famihes on Baby Busters. These would include
divorce (between 1960 and 1979 the American divorce rate tripled, and by 1986 the
United States had the highest divorce rate in the Western world), blended femihes as a
resuh of remarriages, abuse (physical, emotional, sexual, and verbal), and a decrease in
traditional two parent famihes from 66 percent in 1970, to 57 percent in 1980, to 50
percent m 1991 (C}enerating Hope 43).
Background to the Study
In June 1997 I was appointed to the DeLand District in the Florida Aimual
Conference ofthe United Methodist Cliurch to plant a new chvirch in Deltona, Florida.
The name of the church is Pine Ridge Fellowship United Methodist Chiuch (PRF).
Dehona is located thirty rmles northeast ofOrlando, and thirty miles southwest of
Daytona Beach. It is a bedroom community to Orlando with a present population of
69,543 people and a projected population growth to 91,945 by the year 2007. The
community ofDehona is 97 percent white, with other ethnic groups comprising the
remaining 3 percent ofthe population. The median age ofresidents is 36.2 years old with
one-third of the population being under eighteen years old. PRF is a contemporary,
seeker-sensitive chm-ch corcprised of345 active participants with a membership of 150.
One-third of the congregation is eighteen years old and under, with the remaining two-
thirds under the age of sixty with the exception of a few senior adults. Sixty-five percent
ofthose attending PRF were previously imchurched, wMe 35 percent have come from
other denominations. Since the official launch date of the church on 1 February 1998,
one-third of the recorded decisions for Christ have been among Baby Busters, amoimting
to approximately fifty individuals. Ofthose fifty individuals, less than ten are currently
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connected and committed to a consistent Bible study program This has resulted in Baby
Busters who are spiritually mahiomished and undeveloped, aflfectmg both the personal
spiritual hfe of the Baby Buster as well as the corporate spiritual hfe of the PRF faith
community. The premise ofthis study is that our experience at PRF reflects a larger
dilemma facing other faith communities as well. Up imtil September 2001 PRF offered
only generic mformation-based small groups for prayer and Bible study, not customized
in method or content to account for the distinctives or diversity ofthe Baby Buster
generation.
Statement of Purpose
The piupose of this study was to design, inclement, and evaluate a customized
approach to cultivating bibhcal Uteracy among Baby Busters not currently involved in an
ongoing, systematic Bible study program
The in:q)lementation phase of the project occiured over a nine-week period in
order to test the design. The nine-week project could only provide the foimdation for
beginning what is a lifelong joumey of encountering the Bible with one's mind and
aUowing the Bible to encounter one's heart and soul as weU. BibUcal Uteracy is not a
short-term goal quickly accomphshed. Instead it is a steady joumey to be embraced and
enjoyed over the course of a lifetime.
Research Questions
The foUowing questions guided the research ofthe study.
Research Question 1
Did the subjects demonstrate a change in informational Uteracy over the
nine-week Bible study?
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Research Question 2
Did the subjects demonstrate a change in formational hteracy over the nine-week
Bible study?
Research Question 3
Did the subjects develop a change in their commitment to participate m an
ongoing Bible study program?
Definition of Terms
Five terms were central to this study: bibUcal Uteracy, Bible basics, Baby
Busters, postmodem, and postmodernism
Biblical Literacy
MulhoUand, m Shaped bv the Word, distinguishes between two approaches to
readittg the Bible. Those approaches are informational and formational Informational
reading is focused on the mind and the pmsuit ofbibUcal information, while formational
readmg is focused on the heart and aUows the Scripture to shape one's character. While
MulhoUand distinguishes between the two, he also points out the interplay and balance
that must take place between the two approaches. The interplay between the
informational and formational approaches to reading the Bible constitute the best
definition ofbibUcal literacy; therefore, for the purpose of this study, bibUcal literacy is
the resuh of a sustained process in which a person encounters Scripture in both an
informational (mind-content) and formational (heart-character) respect. The two operate
together as an overaU developmental process, resulting m persons who can understand
Old and New Testament Bible basics, comprehend the bibUcal narrative, experience how
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their individual narrative is associated with it and how it is making a difference in their
hfe.
Bible Basics
Ray Ticknor and Roger Carstensen in their manual Help Stamp Out Bibhcal
Dhteracy. define Bible basics as knowing the books of the Bible, Old and New Testament
personahties, themes associated with the bibhcal texts, as well as the history and
geography of the Bible (7-8). In addition to these, one could also add the structures,
genres, contexts and texts. The informational dimension ofbibhcal hteracy in this study
will be limited to an understanding of these Bible basics as they are related to selected
bibhcal themes and texts.
Baby Busters
According to Tim Celek and Dieter Zander, in their book Inside the Soul of a
New Generatiom Baby Busters comprise a generation of46,000,000 Americans ranging
in age from eighteen to thirty-six. The term "Buster" not only describes the post-Boomer
demographic reahty hut also describes the attitude of this particular generation. "They
feel angry, alone, abandoned, and ahenated" (21).
Many Busters have gotten to the point where they feel they can trust only
themselves. They feel hke they have been cheated by the government, by
the economy, by thek famihes, and by previous generations. As a result,
they don't have a lot of faith m institutions: pohtical, rehgious, or
financial (26).
The specific target group of this study was Baby Busters possessing a worldview
mfluenced by postmodernism, and not currently mvoh/ed m an ongoing, systematic
disciphng program
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Postmodern
The term "postmodem" primarily refers to time rather than a distmct ideolog> .
according to Gene Edward Veith m Postmodem Times. Most scholars associate the shift
from the modem era to the postmodem era with the comitercultm-e of the 1960s, during
which tune people began to seek freedom from the moral and rational constraints of
modernism and be drawn more to the romantic and existential philosophies inherent in
postmodernism Other scholars, such as Thomas Oden, suggest that the shift occurred
with the faU of the Berlin wall \\1iich. according to Oden, fimctioned as a s\mbol ofthe
modem worldview (39-41). Regardless ofwdien the shift actually took place, at the tiun
of the twenty-first centur\'. aU of society is living in a postmodem age. However, not all
generations ofpeople living in the postmodem age ascribe to the tenets of
postmodernism
Postmodernism
In contrast to the Enhghtenment thinking ofmodernism, postmodernism is the
ideology or philosophy ofhfe which denies the existence of absolute tmth, meaning, and
individual identity, identifying these as nothing more than social constmcts. While
postmodem thought represents a major shift from the philosophical basis ofmodernism,
the philosophies ofRomanticism and Existentiahsm (arismg out of the Enhghtenment
thinkmg ofmodernism) significantly shape the ideology associated with the postmodem
age. According to postmodem thought, the idea of absolute, objective tmth is rejected,
while subjective e?q)erience is elevated as the predominant criteria for determining what
is true, thus resuhmg in relative tmth. Postmodernism has been described by Celek and
Zander as "a room without waUs, a floor, or a ceihng" (50), thus reflectmg the anti-
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foundational nature ofpostmodernism and its tendency to avoid foundational judgments
regarding truth and meaning. The contradictory nature ofpostmodernism is well
illustrated m that while it claims to be anti-foundational it does ascribe to one absolute
foimdational judgment�absolute truth does not exist.
Design of the Project
The project of the study was two dimensional m natiue, consisting of a weekly
Bible study and worship celebration e?q)erience, based on the principle of creative
redimdancy. In Church for the Unchm-ched. George Hunter writes that, "Because the
Christian gospel is a multifaceted gem, no one comprehends the message from one
exposure" (165). Apphed to the cultivation ofbibhcal hteracy in Baby Busters, this
means bibhcal truth needs to be repackaged in multiple, creative ways m order for it to be
most effective. The project was conducted over a nine-week period wrth fourteen Baby
Busters not currently involved in an ongoing, systematic Bible study program The
purpose was to begin the process ofdeveloping bibhcal literacy in this group.
Once the fourteen participants were selected as a result of responding to an
invitation letter (see Appendix A) to complete a descriptive questionnaire (see Appendix
B), each was administered a multiple choice pretest questionnaure on Bible basics (see
Appendix C), which was then ranked on the informational literacy scale (see Appendix
D). The fourteen subjects were then asked to participate in an entrance interview by me
(see Appendix E) and asked to share their mdividual story and their current
understanding ofhow it was connected to other stories contained m the Bible. This was
done for four reasons. First, it provided a bridge of communication and rapport with each
participant. Second, it communicated the value oftheir personal e?q)erience. Third, it set
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the stage for more fully connecting their story to other related bibhcal stories, and fourth
it gave me insight into the degree ofmfluence and mtegration that has occurred between
the bibhcal story and their daily living (formational hteracy). Followmg each of the
weekly Bible studies, I completed a structiued, observation instrument (see Appendix F).
Followmg the project, the subjects were asked to con^lete a participant evaluation form
(see Appendix G). A multiple choice posttest, Bible basics questionnaire, as weU as an
exh mterview by me (see Appendix H), were also admmistered to each subject. The first
dimension ofthe project involved a researcher-designed weekly Bible study entitled,
'Intersections: How Bibhcal Stories and Themes Connect with Yoiu- Life Joiuney" (see
Appendix I). It was two hours in length, conducted at a location away from the local
church. The setting was casual, aUowing for casual dress attire and the provision of food
and soft drinks in order to help create an inviting, non-threatening environment. The
New Living Translation served as the primary Bible text diuing the sessions in addition
to the use ofmedia technology where appropriate. The purpose of the Bible study was to
take some initial steps toward developing bibhcal literacy in each participant through a
study ofbibUcal stories, related Bible basics, and corresponding theological themes
central to the (3iristian faith and espoused in both the Old and New Testaments. The
themes considered over the nine weeks ofthe project were sin and the faUen human
condition, grace, repentance, discipleship, Scrq)ture, the Church universal evangelism,
stewardship, and evil and suffering. The value ofusmg bibUcal stories in the project to
teach Bible basics and the theological themes of Scrq)tiu-e is underscored by Nathan and
WUson in Empowered Evangehcals vAien they observe that "coUege students raised in
the postmodem mentality are more responsive to the use ofbibhcal parables, stories, and
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analogies" (145). The use of such stories and parables served to underscore the
propositional teaching present in the Pauline epistles.
Each Bible study gathering had eleven separate movements, with each movement
receiving a different aUotment oftime and emphasis. The eleven movements were as
follows.
The (jathering and Prayer Time
The purpose of this movement was to foster a spirit ofkoinonia among the group.
Sharing in one another's lives through an informal gathering and intentional prayer time
assisted in the development of a community that was supportive, accepting, and
authentic.
The Modem Movie Parallel
The piupose of this movement was to root and relate the bibhcal/theological
theme into a context and language that was readily accessible and apphcable to each of
the participants. It assisted me m bridgmg the relevance gap created by presentmg
bibhcal/theological concepts from antiquity to twenty-first century, postmodem Baby
Busters.
Introduction of the Bibhcal/Theological theme
The purpose of this movement was to set the stage for each ofthe two-hour Bible
study gatherings. Once the bibhcal/theological theme had been mtroduced through the
modem movie parallel, a definition of the theme was offered, as weU as a relevant quote
from a rehgious author, and a related Scripture passage.
TjifLRelated Bible Story
The purpose of this movement was to root and relate the bibhcal/theological
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theme to a Bible story. As the participants encomitered the particular Bible story, they
were hopefiilly able to relate and identify theh personal story to rt, as weU as to the
objective truth contamed in it, and thereby to develop an identification and connectedness
to the Scripture.
The Related Epistle l^s.son
The purpose of this movement was to root and relate the bibhcal/theological
theme to its New Testament epistle teaching, and the bibhcal historical context associated
with the particular epistle. This movement also assisted the participants to see the
systematic connection among the bibhcal/theological themes, related bibhcal narratives,
and then- related, epistle teachmg.
The Related Bible Basics
The purpose of this movement was to assist the participants in graspmg the books
ofthe Bible, bibhcal personalities, history, structure, geme, and original context of the
bibhcal text related to the bibhcal/theological theme.
The Break
The purpose ofthis movement was to aUow the participants a time to use the
restroom, to get something to eat, and to build community with one another.
The Related Issue/Concern
The purpose of this movement was to associate the bibhcal/theological theme to a
modem day issue or concem of a Baby Buster, to assist the participants in imderstanding
the pragmatic nature ofthe bibhcal/theological theme, and to discover how it works and
apphes in the real world.
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The Practical Application
The purpose ofthis movement was to assist the participants m applying the
bibhcaVtheological theme and bibhcal narrative to their hfe and to examine how what
they beheved about the theme could make a difference m then character and behavior.
The Closing Praver Time
The purpose of this movement was to experience a tune of closure and
covenantmg among the group participants after each ofthe Bible study gatherings.
Priming The Pump
The purpose of this movement was to keep the participants engaged in the
disciphne ofBible study, and to get them thmldng and preparing for the next week's
study m advance through pre-assigned Scripture passages.
The second dimension ofthe project involved attendance at the Simday worship
celebration. The music, message, testimonies, drama, and media technology used in the
gathering were organized aroimd the various Bible stories and theological themes
featured in the weekly Bible study gathering. For instance, if the theme ofthe Bible
study was grace, the worship celebration would have featiued a message developed on
this same theme communicated in a cvdturaUy relevant fashion.
The goal ofthe project was to customize an approach to cuhivatmg bibhcal
hteracy among Baby Busters that would keep them consistently engaged with the
disciphng process and that would take into account the mfluence ofpostmodernism on
the way they encounter the Bible. Greater detail regarding the methods invoh^ed in
accomphshing this goal wiU be provided in the review ofhteratiue in this study.
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Biblical and Theological Foundation
The value ofhavmg a consistent plan for faith development foUowing salvation is
underscored in Jesus' parable of the sower recorded in Matthew 13:1-9; 18-23.
"Some (seed) feU on rocky places, where it did not have much soil. It sprang up quickly.
because the soil was shaUow. But when the sun came up, the plants were scorched, and
they withered because they had no root" (Matt. 13:5-6). The seed scattered among the
rocky soil represents the danger and demise fadng the spuitual weU-bemg of a Baby
Buster who, foUowmg conversion, is not discipled and nurtured through ongomg,
systematic Bible study. This parable reflects how unperative evangehsm and discipleship
are in the mmistry of the church to reach and disciple Baby Busters for C3mst. In the
same way that the seeds scattered among the rocky soil had no root system to sustain
their growth, so the Baby Buster's new faith wiU perish if rt is not provided a plan for
developing a spiritual root system and if the person is not responsive to such a plan.
In his cormnents on the seed that feU on the good soil, Donald Hagner states that
"the good soil is that which receives the seed of the word, which nurtures that seed in
discipleshq), and which bears frurt in accordance with the pattem of conduct described m
the Sermon on the Mount" (33A: 380). Therefore, in order for Baby Busters to develop
into bibhcal hterate foUowers of Jesus Christ and to resemble the seed scattered among
the good soU, the local church must exercise a customized, consistent, and systematic
Bible study approach on their behalf
Paul models an incamational approach to communicating the gospel that mforms
the methodology required for cuhivatmg bibhcal hteracy among Baby Busters when he
writes
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To the Jews I became hke a Jew, to win the Jews. To those under the law
1 became hke one under the law, so as to wm those under the law. To
those not having the law I became hke one not havmg the law, so as to
win those not having the law. To the weak 1 became weak, to win the
weak. I have become aU thmgs to aU persons so that by all possible means
I might save some.
(1 Cor. 9:20-22)
In order to reach both the Jew and the Gentile with the gospel message, Paul modeled the
mcamation ofGod to humanity, by "becommg hke one under the law, or hke one not
under the law," entering mto then- particular woridview, and connectmg with them
without compromising the core values ofhis farth. His commitment to "become ah
thmgs to aU persons so that by all possible means I might save some" is the same
commitment necessary m order to cultivate bibhcal hteracy m Baby Busters. We, too, m
the local church must mdigenize ourselves into the worldview ofBaby Busters,
connectmg with theu narrative, experiential, and relational orientation to the Bible, m
order to lead and disciple them m bibhcal tmth. We cannot stay perched m our modem
worldview and cast bibhcal tmth theu way and hope that they wiU digest it and apply it
on their own. We must become one with them, loving and valuing Baby Busters and
their faith so much that we wiU find a way to connect with them without corq)romising
our commitment to the Way in the process.
Greater attention to the bibhcal and theological foundations ofthis studywill be
covered m Chapter 2.
Methodology
The methodology involved an evaluative study primarily utilizmg descriptive
measiues. The seven measures used mclude a quantitative descriptive questionnaire; a
pretest-posttest, multiple choice, Bible basics questionnaire; quahtative in-person
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entrance and exit interviews; as well as a written participant exit evaluation. I also
completed structured observation following each weekly session of the project.
Subjects
Fourteen subjects were mvolved m this study. Fourteen were selected due to the
probability ofattrition over the nine-week period, resulting in a few ofthe participants
dropping out of the study. Attrition can occiu for any niunber of reasons, the most
coimnon being scheduling conflicts, heahh issues, or a failure to ejqierience a connection
with the Bible study or those participatmg m the study. For the purpose ofthis study, 1
focused on Baby Busters between the ages ofeighteen to thirty-six. This increased the
probability of ascertaining fomteen subjects and of focusing on individuals most
significantly influenced by postmodernism The selection process involved an invitation
letter (see Appendbc A) sent to fifty-one potential participants attending Pine Ridge
FeUowship describing the purpose of the study and inviting them to conqjlete a
descriptive questiormahe (see Appendbc B). The fourteen participants were selected
based on the results ofthe descriptive questionnaire and then conq)atibility to the piupose
of the project.
Variables
Three types ofvariables pertamed to the project. They were mdependent,
dependent, and mtervening. The mdependent variable was the nine-week Bible study�
the content, methods, and group dynamics of the project. The dependent variable was the
level ofbibhcal hteracy in the subjects. The mtervenmg variables were the age, gender,
length of tune the subjects had been Christians, the rehgious envuonment m which they
were raised, and the different geographical locations in which they were reared.
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According to George Gallup, Jr. and Sarah Jones, m their book 100 Questions and
Answers: Rehgion in America, adults who are located m the Bible beh demonstrate
greater knowledge of the Bible (43).
Instrumentation
As noted above, seven descriptive measures related to the study. The first was a
researcher-designed quantrtatrve descriptive questionnaire (see Appendix B) administered
to thirty-two Baby Busters attendmg Pme Ridge Fellowship. The questionnahe was
comprised of twenty, muhiple choice questions designed to identify fourteen Baby
Busters whose worldview had been mfluenced by postmodernism, and who were not
currently involved in an ongoing, systematic Bible study program
The second measure used in the study was a pretest, multiple choice, Bible basics
questionnaire (see Appendix C). It was comprised of forty-eight questions specifically
related to the Old and New Testaments of the Bible. A researcher-designed,
informational literacy scale was used to score the responses ofthe subjects to the pretest
questionnaire (see Appendix D).
The third measure of the study was an entrance interview (see Appendbc E) I
conducted with the subjects ofthe project, (^estions were asked ofeach participant as a
means of assistmg them to teU their story. The entrance mterview provided me with an
understandmg ofhow well the subjects understood, mtegrated, and connected bibhcal
stories to theu personal story prior to the project.
The fourth measure of the study was a structured, observation instrument (see
Appendix F). I used this instrument foUowing each session of the project to record
observations and questions related to group dynamics and the subjects' response to the
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particular material presented and discussed.
The fifth measure of the study was a written participant evaluation by the subjects
(see Appendix G) completed at the close of the project. The written evaluation allowed
each subject to reflect on the effectiveness of each dimension ofthe project, m addition to
how weU the project fidfiUed hs desired goal of engagmg them in an ongoing Bible study
program .
The sixth measure of the study was a posttest, multiple choice, Bible basics
questionnaire identical to the pretest questionnaire. It, too, was comprised of forty-eight
questions specificalh' related to the Old and New Testaments of the Bible. It measured
the subjects' growth related to the mformational aspect ofbibhcal literacy foUowing the
project. Like the pretest, it, too, was scored using the bibhcal literacy scale.
The se\ enth measure of the study was an exit interview I conducted with the
subjects of the project (see Appendix H). The exit mterview provided msight into the
possible growth the subjects may have experienced m then formational hteracy foUowing
the project m terms of then imderstanding of the relationship between their story and the
bibUcal narrative.
Data Collection
The data was coUected through a quantrtative, descriptive questionnaire, a pretest-
posttest questioimaire, researcher-conducted entrance and exit mterviews, a written,
participant e\'aluation, and a structured, observation mstrument.
Delimitations and Generalizabifity
This study involved five delimiting factors. The first mvolved my bias as the
researcher. As a United Methodist pastor, I chose to hmit the study to the United
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Methodist denomination withm the United States while not exclusively limithig it to
participants aflBhated with United Methodism. References made to the lack ofbibhcal
hteracy programs mtentionally customized for Baby Busters were limited to this
denominational aflBhation and were not intended to be generalized beyond the United
Methodist church within the United States. The second involved the focus of the study
on persons between the ages ofeighteen and thirty-six, thus placing them within the
generation known as the Baby Busters. Third, the project portion of the study was
limited to persons not currently involved in an ongoing, systematic Bible study program
The fourth delinriticig factor involved the limitation of the project to a nine-week study of
particular bibhcal and theological themes and related passages m the Old and New
Testaments. The fifth delimiting fector involved the size ofthe smaU group portion of
the project. It was limited to fourteen Baby Busters. Takmg into account the probabihty
ofattrition among the group, the niunber ofpersons involved declined from fourteen to
aroimd twelve. Current hterature on smaU group dynamics suggests anyv^diere from six
to twelve persons is an ideal number for a smaU group (Long, Small (jroup Leaders
Handbook 18).
Overview of the Study
C3iapter 2 reviews pertment hterature related to the areas ofpostmodernism, the
Baby Buster generation, and bibhcal hteracy. In addition to detailing the bibhcal and
theological basis for the study. Chapter 2 wiU also provide the defining characteristics of
a design for bibhcal hteracy among Baby Busters. C3iapter 3 provides a detailed
explanation of the research design and mstruments employed m the study. Chapter 4
reports the findmgs of the study, and Chapter 5 discusses the significance of the findmgs
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of the study and thek iinphcations for the work ofbibhcal hteracy among Baby Busters
in the local church.
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CHAPTER 2
Review of Selected Literature
This study's focus was a design for developing bibhcal hteracy among Baby
Busters. For the purpose of clarity, I have organized this review ofhterature around five
predominant themes.
What is postmodernism?
Who are Baby Busters?
What is bibhcal literacy?
The bibhcal and theological foundation of the study; and.
Predommant characteristics of a design for bibhcal hteracy among Baby Busters.
What is Postmodernism?
Dennis McCallum, m The Death ofTruth, defines postmodernism as "the
movement m late twentieth-century thought that rejects enhghtenment rationahsm,
mdividuahsm, and optimism" (283). HistoricaUy, postmodernism was most significantly
shaped by the philosophies ofFriedrich Nietzsche, Martin Heidegger, and Karl Marx..
According to Stanley Cirenz, "Nietzsche formulated most ofthe themes that would be
essential to the development of the postmodem inteUectual climate" (89). Most
significant was Nietzsche's rejection of the enhghtenment concept ofobjective tmth. He
clauned that absolute tmth does not exist and cannot be known. Tmth, according to
Nietzsche, was a fimction ofthe language we employ to interpret the world around us
(97). According to Magda Kmg, in her book Heidegger's Philosophy, and lam
Thompson m an article entitled Martm Heidegger: A Philosophical Snapshot. Martm
Heidegger also rejected tmth as an objective reahty, claurdng that "tmth cannot exist
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somewhere by rtself hke a thing, and cannot have the ontological character of reahty"
(King 144). 'Truth," according to Heidegger, "is the disclosedness that comes as a result
ofDasein; of 'bemg there' and bemg able to make inteUigible of (sic) the place m which
we find ourselves" (Thoaq)son 1-3). Of course, the uhimate goal for Heidegger would be
for the conditional reality ofDasein, shaped by "being there" in the world, to adandon
itself to the ultimate reality ofSein. The philosophy ofMarxism also espouses the
relativistic nature of truth characteristic ofpostmodernism According to Walter
Odajnyk, in his book Marxism and Existentiahsm, Marxism declares that "each age must
estabhsh its own truths, and its own fects, for these are of the world and the world is
dynamic. What was true at one age or society may no longer be true at another age, m
another society" (6). Accordmg to Sir Arnold Toynbee, who was one of the first scholars
to use the term "postmodernism," the postmodem age is "one dominated by anxiety,
irrationahsm, and helplessness" (qtd. in Veith 44-45).
Postmodem philosophy exhibhs seven themes that seem to capture its essence and
meaning. The first theme is deconstmction. Deconstmction was first proposed m the
1970s by French philosopher Jacques Derrida who sought to deconstmct or empty
language of its objective value and meaning. Accordmg to deconstmction theory, no
objective tmth or reahty exists except the reahty that our language creates m our minds
(Ford 119). Therefore, m deconstmction, language does not reveal meaning as
much as it
constmcts meanmg (Veith 54). The postmodem statement, "we are mcarcerated m a
prison house of language," points out that m deconstmction everything
from rehgion to
science is essentiaUy considered a hnguistic constmct (52). Smce deconstmction
suggests that tmth is a hnguistic constmct and that, as a resuh, one person
s or group's
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truth is no better than another's, the cuhivation ofbibhcal hteracy in Baby Busters needs
to begin at then level, with their construct of truth, based on their experience.
The second theme is truth. The only absolute truth in postmodermsm is that
absolute truth does not exist. According to McCaUum, "Postmodernism is nothing less
than the death of truth" (244). Whereas in most cases the death of something is foUowed
by a period ofmoummg, in the case ofpostmodemism the death of absolute truth is
celebrated as being long overdue. As a result, postmodemism lacks a single, objective,
aU-consuming tmth or meta-narrative encompassing ah peoples and aU times. Due to the
deconstmction of the bibhcal text, each person or subgroup is free to create hs own
narrative theology or imderstanding of tmth based on individual experience. AU such
theologies are considered equally vahd whether or not they contradict each other (18),
enforcmg the clakn that human mterpretation and experience serve as the ultunate form
of authority m the postmodem pursuit of tmth. AU of this would support the statement
made by Cirenz that "m postmodemism there is no absolute tmth or reahty; rather, tmth is
relative to the community m which we participate" (8). As in the case of deconstmction,
vsMe the absence of an acknowledged objective, absolute tmth is disconcerting to those
not ascribmg to the postmodem worldview, h does create an opportunity to develop
bibhcal hteracy among Baby Busters utUiring the only form of absolute tmth they do
recognize�^theh subjective e?q)erience.
The thud theme is plurahsm hi postmodernism, one of the grossest possible sins
one could commit m both the secular and rehgious arenas is to show intolerance to other
belief systems, regardless ofhow urational or destmctive they may be. This emphasis
on
tolerance and never questionmg the propositions of other pomts ofview leads to
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phiralism According to Leslie Newbigen, religious pluralism is the behef that
differences between the rehgions are not a matter of truth and falsehood but ofdifferent
perceptions ofthe one truth (14). As a resuh, plurahsm produces a melting pot oftruth
and behe^ based on the assumption that everyone's claim to truth can be right and no
one's is wrong, with the exception of those who profess to possess absolute truth. As a
resuh ofthe postmodem emphasis on plurahsm, any such claims by individuals or groups
to absolute, objective tmth are viewed as ignorant, arrogant, and disrespectfiil to those
wiio ascribe to different behef systems. The postmodem emphasis on plurahsm is the
natural resuh of its deconstmction and rejection of absolute tmth and its tolerance of any
tmth. So while pliuahsm applauds a tolerance for tmth based on subjective experience
and interpretation, and while it presents obvious challenges to Cluistian discipleship, it
also provided a common groimd for developing bibhcal literacy in Baby Busters, who, in
their joiuney to grow m bibhcal tmth, responded best to an approach that began at the
point of their subjective experience.
Fourth is the theme of contradiction. The postmodem claun that absohite tmth
does not exist fimctions as an absolute statement on the part ofpostmodernism, reflectmg
its contradictive nature. While postmodemism boasts a tolerance for differing behef
systems and clauns to the tmth, it rejects the C^uistian claun of objective tmth found
m
the person of Jesus Chiist. It is tolerant to aU clauns of tmth except
those that claim to be
absolute tmth, as m the case ofChristianity. While the rational mtellectuahsm of
modernism could not tolerate contradictions, the postmodem mmd has no problem
ascribing to contradictory viewpomts at the same tune. Rational consistency is smq)ly
not unportant. Robert Frost, m the openmg hues ofhis poem 'The Road Not Taken,"
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portrays the tension that exists between modernism and postmodemism in this regard:
'Two roads diverged in a yehow wood and sorry I could not travel both and be one
traveler, long I stood and looked down one as far as I could; to where it bent m the
imdergrowth" (HoUand 1286). The traveler in Frost's poem who could not travel both
roads and stiU remain one traveler is hke the mteUectual representing modernism whose
worldview simply cannot accommodate contradicting philosophies. This individual's
rational, logical mindset wiU only aUow for the choice of one way or another, not both.
However, the very nature ofpostmodemism aUows an individual to travel as many
philosophical roads as he/she might choose regardless of the inherent contradictions.
While modernism operates by an "erther-or" phUosophy, postmodemism fimctions with a
way of thmldng that aUows for a "both-and" approach, which may e>q)lain why many
Baby Busters vs^o professes faith m Jesus Christ are unwiUmg to reject the multiple paths
to God promoted m plurahsm The evidence ofpostmodem contradiction and its
acceptance by Baby Busters was reflected m the approach of the project, which sought to
disciple Baby Busters accordmg to the objective tmth of Scripture, while mitiating that
process from the perspective of the mdividual's subjective experience.
The fifth theme is centerlessness. Accordmg to (3renz, "postmodemism does not
aUow for a common standard or authority whereby people can appeal m then efforts to
measure, judge, or vahie ideas, opinions, or hfestyle choices" (19).
He goes on to say
that "there is no clear shared focus that unites the diverse and divergent elements of
postmodem society mto a smgle whole" (19). The absence
of a central objective meta-
narrative causes postmodems to constmct local narratives based on then subjective
e7q)erience. While the centerlessness ofpostmodemism represents
a release from the
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philosophical constraints ofmodernism, it also creates a hmiger for meaning and purpose
among postmodems. as weU as a sense of despan and disconnectedness. The
aforementioned hunger could fimction as the perfect motivation for moving a Baby
Buster fi-om the centerlessness ofpostmodemism to the centeredness of a relationship to
Jesus Christ.
The six theme is nihihsm Simply defined, nihilism is "nothing-ism," the theory
that life is meaningless and wrthout purpose and that nothing is worth living for. It is the
by-product of the postmodem emphasis that tmth and meaning do not exist in any
objective sense, and ifmeaning and reahty can be foimd in life they are what we create
on our own. The postmodem emphasis that places self and subjectivity at the center of
our existence as human bemgs ultimately leads people to ask, "Is this all there is? Is
there nothing more?" To vAuch postmodemism can only respond, "Yes, this is aU there
is." Accordmg to McCaUum, "no worldview is more likely to produce depression and
despan- than postmodem nihihsm" (267). Celek and Zander pomt out that among those
between the ages of seventeen and thirty-two who most clearly embody postmodem
philosophy, an overwhehnmg sense prevails of feehng alone, abandoned, and ahenated
(25). They go on to say that if one broke postmodem philosophy down to two words,
they would be "nothing matters" (46). As wiU be discussed later m the study,
nihihsm
provides the Oiristian community a wonderfiil opportunity for sharing
whh Baby Busters
the message ofhope and tmth experienced m estabhshing and growmg in a personal
relationship to Jesus Chnst, who alone can bring meanmg, fidfilhnent, and purpose
to
hfe.
The seventh theme is communitv. While modernism stressed the mdividual
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above community, postmodernism, as a reaction against the radical mdividuahsm of
modernism, emphasizes community and the social dunension ofhfe. However, the
postmodem understandmg of conmmnity diBfers from the Ouistian imderstandmg of
community. Not only is Christian community redemptive and open, it seeks to mfluence
what its constituents beheve to be real and tme based on God's self-revelation in Jesus
Christ attested to m Scripture. The postmodem community, however, determines what is
tme and real, and what constituents are e?q)ected to beheve. So while both exercise a
certain degree of determmism and mfluence over then- constituents regardmg what is tme
and real one is based on God's self-revelation m Jesus Christ, while the other is based on
the subjective experience and relative tmth clauns of those wrthin the community. As
Grenz points out, "postmodems beheve that not only our specific behefe but also our
understandmg of tmth hself is rooted m the community m which we participate" (14).
One of the keys to cultivating bibhcal hteracy in Baby Busters was to blend the (Christian
understanding of cormnunity with the postmodem imderstanding, so that vAiat resuhed
was an open, redenq)tive community that valued nidividuals' subjective e?q)erience and
helped them identify and connect their personal story to the stories and bibhcal tmth of
Scripture.
While the mfluence ofpostmodemism is observable throughout our culture ia
such areas as rehgion, education, hterature, and the arts, it is particularly visible m the
hves ofmdividuals commonly referred to as Baby Busters. According Celek and Zander,
Baby Busters are our postmodem Next Cieneration (5 1 ).
Who are Baby Busters?
They have been caUed Generation X, the Twenty-something (jeneration, the
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Yiffies (young, individualistic, freedom minded, and few), the Thirteenth Creneration, the
Invisible Generation, the Margmalized (jfeneration, the Lost (jeneration. and the
Fatherless Generation. They are those who, for the purpose of this study, are referred to
as Baby Busters, bom between 1965 and 1983. Gary Mchitosh, in Three Generations,
suggests they derive then- generational label due to the smaUer (bust) number of
Americans bom primarily between 1965 and 1976, extendmg as far as 1983, as compared
to the Boomers who make up the largest smgle generation to be bom in the United States
(130). In an article entrtled "ah.ministry@genx fomm" pubhshed m Next, Leadership
Network suggests that the Baby Buster generation is the first, post-Christian generation m
American having been predominantly shaped and mfluenced from early childhood by
television and music, as opposed to the values and teachmgs of (Uiristianity (1-5).
Nine Defining Characteristics of Baby Busters
Relative tmth
Baby Busters beheve that absolute, objective tmth caimot be known. According
to a survey conducted by Bama Research and published in The Invisible Generation. 70
percent ofBaby Busters claim that absolute tmth does not exist, and that aU tmth is
relative and personal (81). Tmth for Baby Busters is based on what works for the
individual. They pick and choose ideals and values from various worldviews to come up
with what they consider tmth. Their catch phrase is "You have yoiu tmth and I have
mine" (Celek and Zander 46).
Live and let live
They value their freedom to choose to beheve and do as they please. This
generation ofpersons places high value on tolerance and pliualism Respecting and
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tolerating the behefs and tmth concepts ofothers regardless ofhow illogical they seem is
one ofthe values they esteem most highly. According to Andrea Nasfell, in an article
entitled "What WiU It Take to Reach Generation X," the Baby Busters are the first
generation to grow up m a postmodem society where right and wrong are duty words and
tolerance is considered the greatest virtue (11).
Contradictions and Paradoxes
Accordmg to JefiFBantz, Baby Busters or Generation X is often called the
"paradox generation." They are individuahstic, and yet they value relationships. They
do not respect authority, and yet they long to receive instmction. They are skeptical yet
pragmatic. They have an extended adolescence, and yet they grow up too soon. They are
slow to commit and passionately dedicated. They are a chaUenge to manage but are
exceUent workers. They are apathetic, and yet they care deeply. They are relativistic,
and yet they are searching for meaning. They are disiUusioned, and yet they are not
giving up (37-102).
(jroup and community
They hunger for intimate, supportive relationships within an accepting
commimity. In contrast to those m the Boomer generation shaped by the individuahsm of
the Modem era. Baby Busters value feehngs and mterpersonal relationships over logic,
objective facts, work, money, and status. Baby Busters are more team oriented. Celek
and Zander have noted that Busters are more mterested in domg things as a team They
would rather do things together than have any one of then own peer group elevated above
the others to the top (35). They gam thek identity fi-om wdthm the community. The NBC
prime time television show Friends is a perfect reflection of this Baby Buster
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characteristic. It depicts six members of the Baby Buster generation who have become a
community ofpeople vAio care for each other, trying together to make sense of life. They
have become for one another the family they aU lacked growing up (Long, Generating
Hope 83). Agam Celek and Zander suggest that while Boomers are conquest focused.
Baby Busters are community focused. Instead ofwanting to conquer. Busters want to
connect with other people (3 1 ).
Pragmatic
In the movie, Jerry Maguire. actors Tom Cruise and Cuba Gooding, Jr. portray the
on-again, oflf-again relationship between a sports agent and professional athlete. At one
point in the movie, after talking and theorizing about potential contracts and income, the
athlete says to his agent, "Show me the money!" He says in essence, 'T)on't teU me
about h, just show me. Get practical!" Sunilarly, Baby Busters are longjng for that same
practicahty. They are not interested m abstract theories. They are more mterested m
what works and how it wiU apply to theu hves. For mstance they are not that mterested
m knowmg why community is uiportant. They just know that it is, and they are seekmg
vs^ere they can find it so that they can experience authentic relationships and feel a sense
ofbelongmg and acceptance. Accordmg to Kevm Crraham Ford, in Jesus for a New
Generation, "My generation is searchmg for a gospel that works. The question my
generation is askmg is not 'Can Christians prove what they behe\ e?' but 'Can Christians
hve wdiat they beheve?'" (174).
Authenticity
Baby Busters value and seek authenticity m those m positions of leadership
(pohtical rehgious, economic, etc.). Ford states that
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my generation hungers for role models who will exen^hfy what it means
to hve out an honest, gritty, gutsy faith in a user-unfriendly world. When
they hear our story and see us livmg that story out on a daily basis they
will be amazed. (238-39)
Celek and Zander suggest that "our communication [with Baby Busters] has got to be
real. With a generation so skeptical because 'unage is everythmg,' we have to work
dihgently to be real with them" (101). They hken the concept ofauthenticity to Paul's
teachmg m 2 Corinthians 4 where he taUcs about how the treasure ofChrist is contamed
in earthen vessels.
When Cairistians are wilhng to demonstrate then authenticity by saying 'I
am gomg to quit pretendmg that this piece ofpottery caUed my hfe is
perfect, and I'm gomg to start lettmg the treasure of the Gospel show
through the cracks in my hfe' they wiU gam a hstening audience among
the Baby Buster generation (101).
Just do it
Baby Busters are oriented to the here and now and are determmed to seize the
moment. According to Ford, 'Svlien it comes to sex Baby Busters just do rt. When rt
comes to risk they just do it. When it comes to maintaining an unage ofphysical
perfection. Baby Busters just do it!" (91-92).
Subjective experience reigns
Baby Busters value their life story and subjective experience over logic and
objective facts. Subjective e?q)erience remams the primary criteria for determining what
is moraUy acceptable and true. If a particular truth can be vahdated through their hfe
story, then it will pass the test. If that truth cannot be vahdated through their hfe story,
then it may be true for someone else but not for them. If something seems good and right
and if it meets their needs, then it is okay, regardless ofwhether or not it contradicts
logic. Celek and Zander have observed that Busters trust only themselves. They will
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trust only their experience to decide if somethnig is worthy of their attention or not (48).
Pessimism and skepticism
Speakmg on behalfof the Baby Buster generation. Ford suggests that "there is a
general feehng m my generation that oiu pohtical leaders have failed us, that our
rehgious leaders are a joke and that our Baby Boomer parents have abused or abandoned
us" (48). As a result. Baby Busters feel angry about the past, pesshnistic about the
present, and skeptical about the hope of the fiiture. 'They don't have a lot of faith m
mstitutions-political, rehgious, or financial They see the world through a cloud of
cynicism and skepticism" (Celek and Zander 26).
Having defined postmodemism and highhghted several predominant
characteristics ofthe Baby Buster generation that make them unique from other
generations, I wiU now examine bibhcal literacy, particularly as h relates to having
developed an approach to Baby Busters.
What Is BibUcal Literacy?
In order to flesh out the nature ofbibUcal hteracy, I wiU begm with a general
definition ofhteracy. Accordmg to The American Heritage Dictionarv ofthe EngUsh
Language, hteracy is "the abihty to read and write" (412). However, according to E. D.
Hu-sch, Jr., m his book Cuhural Literacy. Uteracy mvolves more than sunply readmg and
writing. A person must be able to fimction as a resuh of these skiUs. So, m addition to
the flmdamental skiUs of readmg and writing, hteracy mvolves the effective use ofthe
standard hterate language (3). Floyd Shacklock, m his World Literacy Manual also
distmguishes between hteracy and functional hteracy. He defines flmctional hteracy as
"the abihty to use the skUls of readmg and writmg at a self-sustammg level m a person's
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daily life and work, and for active participation in the hfe of that person's society" (5).
His concem is that hteracy woxild not simply be an end in itselfbut that h would lead to
fiuther learning.
In the same way that Shacklock and Hirsch stress the dual nature of literacy,
MulhoUand forms the basis for the definition ofbibhcal hteracy enployed in this study
when, in his book Shaped by the Word, he stresses the dual natiue of reading the Bible as
not only informational (knowing) but also formational (bemg). Informational reading,
according to MulhoUand, is when the reader seeks to master and grasp control ofthe text.
Formational reading is when the text is aUowed to master and shape the reader (54).
WhUe MulhoUand recognizes that we often tend to think of informational and
formational as two different techniques, he agrees that they are really two distmct parts of
a smgle developmental process (58). This developmental process is what I am referring
to as bibhcal hteracy.
In an article pubhshed m Christianity Today, James Bryan Smith observes that
"there is much more to readmg the Bible than merely understandmg the words on the
pages. There can and must be a happy marriage between textual study and contenq)lation
viewing them not as coupetmg but conq)lementary" (29-31). He adds, "One without the
other feels mcomplete" (29-31). According to MulhoUand
the mformational mode is only the 'fi^ont porch' of the role of Scripture in
bibhcal hteracy. It is, you might say, the pomt ofentry mto the text. But
once we have crossed 'the porch,' we must enter into that deeper
encounter with the Word which is the formational approach. (Shaped by
the Word 59)
Aeh-ed Squire, m Askmg the Fathers, builds upon this idea. He asks, "Is it
enough sunply to preserve the words of scriptiue m our memory?" To which he
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responds,
To those vviio only do this the apostle says, 'knowledge pu�Fs up.' And,
fiirther, forgetfulness easily obhterates a memory. You must keep the
word ofGod in the same way as it is best to keep your bodily food. Let it
be taken mto the stomach ofyour mind and pass into the things you care
for and the things you do. (127)
Dennis McCallum, m his book The Death ofTruth, states.
Those vAio seek to dichotomize the heart and the head are doing
something ahen to bibhcal teaching. The real problem comes when heart
knowledge and head knowledge are viewed from an "either-or"
perspective mstead of a "both-and" perspective. Such a division between
our 'liearts" and our "heads" is dangerous. What we know m our heads
and our hearts should be the same, not different. Head knowledge
and heart knowledge must always be conq)atible. Neither is
dispensable. (240)
Working together as a developmental process in the hfe of a new convert to the Christian
faith, bibhcal literacy involves both an informational head knowledge and formational
character encounter with God's Word resulting in acts of righteousness and obedience.
The informational dimension ofbibhcal literacy mvolves knowing such things as
the structure, the original context (Sitz im Leben), content, history, geography, characters,
geme, and themes ofthe Bible. Building upon the informational dimension, the
formational dimension ofbibhcal hteracy mvolves mcamatmg the meanmg of Scripture
in our context ofhfe. Accordmg to MulhoUand, m Invitation to a Joumey. h means
bemg conformed to the unage ofChrist. It is a joumey mto becommg
persons of compassion, persons wiio forgive, persons who care deeply for
others and the world, persons wdio offer themselves to God to become
agents of divme grace m the hves of others and their world. In brief
persons who love and serve as Jesus did. (25)
So then, while mformational Uteracy is focused on the mmd and the pursuit ofbibhcal
information, formational hteracy is focused on the heart, aUowmg the Scripture to shape
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character. Independent of one another, they create an incomplete, imbalanced form of
bibhcal hteracy. Informational hteracy without the character transformation sought after
through formational hteracy wiU lead to nothing more than knowledge that pufl& up the
ego. According to Long,
m a postmodem world where logic and reasoning are not a given and
where the emotions are more in evidence, an approach to discipleship that
emphasizes only reason wiU fail miserably. Both the heart and the mind
have to be engaged m the spiritual joumey. (Generating Hope 162)
Where the informational and formational aspeas ofbibhcal hteracy fimction together, the
resuh will be a healthy, Chiist foUower. To contribute to the development of such a
resuh was the desired goal ofthe project, however, the development of formational
hteracy is a life-long pursuit, and over the course of a nine-week Bible study, the most for
vMch one can hope is to take some initial steps toward its cultivation, as weU as to foster
in the particqjants an understanding of and a commitment to pursue its development.
Why Is Biblical Literacy Important?
Bibhcal hteracy is important for two reasons. First, it provides a means of
combating the informational bibhcal ilhteracy that pervades our postmodem society. As
stated earher, many Baby Busters possess what could be caUed a "trivial pursuit"
knowledge of the Bible. They may know a factual bh oftrivia related to a bibhcal
narrative or personahty, but they do not know how that information relates to the overaU
bibhcal themes of Scripture. George (iahup, Jr. and Sarah Jones observe that
even though the Bible is the world's best seller, comparatively few adults
seem famihar with important parts of it. Only 45 percent nationwide are
able to name more than five ofthe Ten Commandments. Only 46 percent
can correctly name aU four of the New Testament (jospels, and a meager
42 percent ofAmerican adults know that Jesus dehvered the Sermon on
the Moxmt. (43)
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Laurence W. Wood, in an article entitled 'Telling the Old, Old Story in the Postmodem
Age," fiulher estabhshes the extent of the problem and the necessity for action when he
writes that "bibhcal ilhteracy pervades our postmodem society, even among church
people" (4).
Second, bibhcal literacy is important because ifChristians are not "m the Word"
and "shaped by the Word" they cannot fimction as foUowers ofChrist (Shaped by the
Word 54). Bibhcal literacy is foundational to discipleship. In John 15:5, Jesus says, "I
am the vine; you are the branches. If a man remams in me and 1 in him , he wiU bear
much fruit; apart from me you can do nothing." To "remain in him" is to have both the
informational and formational dimensions ofbibhcal literacy operative in one's life. To
"bear much fiiiit" is to be engaged in reaching out to love, teach, and serve a hurting,
hopeless world. Therefore, only as both dimensions ofbibhcal literacy are given
expression will God's desire that we not only "be" disciples but that we also "make"
disciples be ftUfiUed.
Significant Movements within the BUstory of Biblical Literacy
Bibhcal Uhteracy has plagued society across the ages. From the premodem age to
the postmodem age, atteirqjts have been made to address the issue. For the purpose of
this study, reviewing what has been done in the past and wdiat is being done m the present
to confront the problem ofbibUcal illiteracy would be beneficial
The history of communicating the bibhcal narrative for the purpose of
understanding and assimilating bibhcal tmth mto one's life can be categorized into three
distinct, yet overlapping, movements: the oral the visual and the printed.
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According to Susan Niditch, in Oral World and Written Word, "the 'oral' hes
deep m the pre-history ofbibhcal texts" (109). Written works and stories were
communicated among the ancient Israehte community essentially, however not
exclusively, by an oral mentahty" (44). The Torah is an example. While the written
Torah had an mportant place m assisting ancient Israel m remembering and hvmg
accordmg to God's wisdom and wiU, the oral Torah also played a key role. Accordmg to
Bu-ger Gerhardsson m Memory and Manuscript. "The written Torah is 'that which is
read', while the oral Torah is 'that which is repeated'" (28). While the Shema [the great
commandment] m Deuteronomy 6:4-5 is an exarcple ofthe written Torah, verse 7 is an
exhortation for the Israehte community to practice oral Torah. Moses writes, ''Repeat
[euphasis mme] them [the commands] agam and agam to yoiu children. Talk [enq)hasis
mine] about them when you are at home and when you are away on a joumey, when you
are lying down and when you are getting up agam." The emphasis on orahty and
repetition helped the Israehte faith commimity to remember and practice (jod's tmth in
the context of their daily lives. Psalm 1 06 is a fiirther example of the importance of the
oral expression ofthe bibhcal narrative. It is a song to be sung among the faith
commimity upon their retum from national captivity. It was there to help them remember
the history oftheir rebelhon and God's faithfiilness to them as his covenant people.
According to Gerhardsson, "Up until the early 2 century, the Gospels were holy
tradition [original enphasis] rather than Scripture and fimction to ah appearances mainly
orally" (Memorv and Manuscript 202). Based on this statement, he raises the question,
"How then were catechumens taught in the church at this time?" (203). He suggests that
later in the second century, while some of the teaching may have been
based on the Scriptures and some (jospel document, rt is reasonable to
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suppose that the catechumen had to leam by heart a number of formulae,
sayings, important texts and summaries, and that the sacred words were
interpreted for him (203).
The foUowmg statement from frenaeus underscores the oral nature of the teaching that
occurred:
1 can even name the place vsiiere the blessed Polycarp sat and taught,
where he went out and in. 1 remember his way ofhfe, what he looked
hke, the addresses he dehvered to the people, how he told ofhis
mtercourse whh John and with the others who had seen the Lord, how he
remembered their words and what he had heard from them about the Lord,
about his miracles, and about his teaching. As one who had received this
from eyewitoesses ofthe word ofhfe Polycarp retold everything m
accordance with the Scriptures. 1 listened to this then, because of the
grace of (jod wiiich was given me, carefiilly, copymg it down, not on
paper, but in my heart. And 1 repeat h constantly m genuine form by the
grace ofGod. (qtd. in Memory and Manuscript 204)
In addition to the faifluence of orahty in teaclung, it was also very central in the
litiugy of the early Church through congregational singmg and the pubhc reading of
Scriptiue. Both were oral expressions that created a bibhcal context for daily life in
w^ch people could develop in their understanding and assimilation of the Scripture.
Commenting on the acceptance of oral tradition, Alan MiUard, in Readmg and
Writmg m the Tune ofJesus, states that "with the evidence for the role of oral tradhion m
the ancient world so clear, the majority of scholars accept such statements as 'Ah our
knowledge of Jesus is drawn from the deposrt of a tradhion wiiich was transmitted for
several decades by word ofmouth'" (195).
While the oral movement continued over the next several centuries to exercise
mfluence throughout the local church, the advent of stamed glass wmdows, carvings in
wood, and stone depictmg bibhcal unages and narratives paved the way for the \isual
movement ofbibhcal hteracy, givmg rise to another method of communicating the Bible
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to illiterate persons as well as to those unable to afford the cost of a printed copy of the
Bible. Accordmg to W. Grady Jones, m the eleventh century and for several centuries
after, stamed glass with painted figures and pamted wmdows in churches were regarded
as picture books to tell the bibhcal story, smce few people were able to read or write (16).
Because ilhteracy among commoners was such an issue, stamed glass wmdows not only
admitted the hght of day and enhanced aesthetics, they also proclauned the Christian
verities (Ehiby 26). Accordmg to Steven Ozment, in The Age ofReform, while the
ilhterate and financially less fortunate were dependent on the oral and visual movements
ofbibhcal hteracy, the wealthy and weU-educated members of the clergy and social
sector were able to obtain printed copies of the Vulgate produced on sheets ofparchment
made from sheep or calfskin by scribes and monks (199). However, with the dawn of
the Renaissance in the late fourteenth century, significant developments in the translation,
printing, and accessibihty of the Bible gave rise to the printed movement ofbibhcal
hteracy. Not only did John Wycliff'make Enghsh translations of the Vulgate available
during this time, Gerard (jroote contmued his work by also translatmg portions of the
Bible. Accordmg to (jfroote, it was not enough that the clergy be educated. He beheved
that, "a layman must do more than go to chiuch and hsten to his preacher; he must read
and think for hunself' (qtd. m The Age ofReform 16-17).
The advent of the printmg press m the mid-fifteenth century was another one of
the key developments of the Renaissance period that gave unpetus to the bibhcal hteracy
movement, as weU as to the Protestant Reformation. Accordmg to Walter Ong, m his
book Ch-ahtv and Lkeracv, the printmg press not only helped to unplement the Protestant
Reformation and reoriented Cathohc rehgious practice, it also changed family hfe and
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politics, difiused knowledge as never before, made miiversal literacy a serious objective,
made possible the rise ofmodem sciences, and otherwise ahered social and mteUectual
life ( 1 1 7- 1 8). By the end of the fifteenth century, prmtnig presses existed m over two
hundred chies and towns, and an estunated six milhon books had been printed wrth half
of the thirty thousand titles bemg on rehgious subjects (Ozment 199). By making the
Bible available in the vemacular and as a continual text, the printing press aUowed
commoners to ejqperience the writtenWord, to mstmct their children, and to have a sense
of coupetence in matters previously reserved exclusively to high church authority
(Ozment 202).
Colonial Americans also addressed the need for bibhcal hteracy, particularly
among children. Ascribmg to the behef that children should be educated m the faith of
theu fathers, colonial Americans provided for the rehgious trammg ofchildren through
family mstmction, town schools, and mkdsters' catechizing classes (Boylan 6). In 1780,
a British evangehcal layman named Robert RaUtes became concerned over the well-bemg
ofpoor chUdren m Gloucester, England, and as a result laid the foundation for what is
commonly referred to today as Sunday school. Observmg young chUdren's iUiteracy and
atrocious behavior, RaUces beheved that the chUdren of the poor ought to be taught
readmg, writmg, and rehgion. He feh it was the starting point to m^roving
thek
behavior among society and to becommg hterate human bemgs. He contended
that
ChUdren need education to understand the Bible. Accordmg to Raikes, to be
a good
Christian was to be a good citizen; to be a good citizen, one had to know the
Bible. To
know the Bible was to read, and m order to read, persons had to be taught. Therefore,
withm this first organized Sunday school, fimctional hteracy was emphasized
in order to
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produce biblical literacy, which in turn was to produce children who, being "m the Word"
and "shaped by the Word," would be good citizens (166).
No one in the twentieth century has had a greater influence in the area ofhteracy
than Dr. Frank Laubach. Laubach's love for people and his passion for those suffering
imder the yoke of ilhteracy caused him to devote his hfe to traveling around the world
teaching people to read and write so that they would not only experience an essential
dimension ofbemg human but also to be able to fimction within their particular society
with dignity and imderstanding. "Each one teach one" was the battle cry ofhis literacy
campaign. Laubach beheved that each person who had been taught to read would want to
play a part m teaclung someone else. While Laubach believed that people's human
dignity was influenced by functional hteracy, he also beheved that the fiiture weU-bemg
ofProtestant Christianity depended on and related to bibhcal hteracy as weU. He
recognized that the development ofbibhcaUy hterate foUowers of Jesus Christ committed
to the mmistry of the Church ultunately depended on whether or not they were hterate
and thus capable of readmg the Bible.
In his book Fortv Years with the SUent BUhon, Laubach writes.
Every (luistian needs to read his Bible. Wherever a church
contams
Uhter'ates, it feels weak and unhappy untU it has taught them to read. It
finds that iUiterates just emergmg from non-Christian habits need constant
personal attention to keep them from sinking back mto the old
hfe. They
could gam new power to overcome if they could read the gospels,
and
hymns, and Sunday school journals, and prayer books. It is universaUy
recognized that hteracy is a first objective m every
Protestant mass movement. (16)
According to David Mason, by 1965 Frank Laubach had worked
for the cause of
hteracy in 103 countries with 314 different languages (Apostle to
the Dhterates 83). His
hteracy campaigns have been credrted with teachmg from 60,000,000
to 100,000,000
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people to read and providing them with the skills to read the life-giving truth ofthe Bible.
Today an international hteracy mission, caUed Laubach Literacy, Inc., continues the work
of this man fondly remembered as "Mr. Literacy."
In the mid-1950s the Lutheran Church produced a coirprehensive study of the
Bible called "The Bethel Series." Its primary teaching method mvolved lectures and
pictxues contaming various symbols used to teach the mdividual themes contained in each
of the books of the Bible, thus reflecting a strong emphasis on the informational
dimension ofbibhcal hteracy. Over 1,000,000 people from forty-seven different
denominations m the USA and around the world have benefited from its imique approach
to developmg bibhcal hteracy ( 1 ). It contmues to be used today m countless local
churches.
hi 1972, Bruce H. WiUdnson developed "Waht Thru the Bible," a non-
denominational ministry originaUy conceived to enable Christians to grow in their
knowledge and understandmg ofthe Word ofGod. As their mission statement indicates,
"Walk Thru the Bible Ministries exists to contribute to the spiritual growth ofChristians
worldwide through Bible teaching, tools, and training" (3). While the process of spiritual
growth imphes a balanced en^hasis on both the informational and formational
dimensions ofbibhcal hteracy. Walk Thru the Bible seems to place a greater emphasis on
the mformational dimension ofbibhcal hteracy. This becomes evident when one
considers the primary methods VJalk Thru the Bible enqploys for addressmg bibhcal
ilhteracy. They conduct Old and New Testament seminars based on teacher lectures and
audience participation, each designed to help people grasp the "big picture" of the Bible
and remember the key themes in each book. In addition to the seminars. Walk Thru the
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Bible has several pubhcations available to help Qiristians read through the Bible in a
year.
hi 1987, the United Methodist Church developed "The Disciple Bible Study" m
response to the desue of an ordamed Umted Methodist pastor m the Arkansas Annual
Conference to be able to provide the members ofhis congregation with a serious, in-
depth study of the Bible. Bishop and Mrs. Richard Wilke of the Arkansas Annual
Conference of the United Methodist Church, m addition to Dr. Maxie Dunnam, Dr. Ira
GaUoway, and several other individuals, played a significant role in the organization of
Disciple Bible Study. Disciple Bible Study is a thirty-four-week, cortq)rehensrve study of
the Old and New Testaments designed for smaU groups of eight to twelve persons. Its
curriculum includes a study manual organized thematicaUy corresponding to the books of
the Bible. In addition to weekly video lecture presentations given by pastors and scholars
that correspond to the printed material. Disciple Bible Study is facihtated by a leader who
provides opportunities for group reflection and discussion (2-4). Disciple Bible Study
seeks to hold in balance the informational and formational dimension ofbibhcal hteracy.
In March 1 997, vdule on a tour ofthe Kwanglim Methodist Church in Seoul,
Korea, I leamed of several methods they utilize for building bibhcal hteracy among those
in the faith community. In addition to participation in a ceU group where prayer and
Bible study are standard fere, individuals can also transcribe the entire Old and New
Testament in longhand. Once the project is con^lete, the individual or famUy unit
submits the entire document to the Kwanglim church who then has the document bound.
The pastor of the church. Bishop Sundo Kim, then presents the Bible to the individual or
family during the Sunday morning worship service. The process of transcribmg the Bible
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by longhand ensures an informational knowledge of the bibhcal text for those who select
to pursue such a project, while participation in the ceU group fosters both the
informational and formational dimensions ofbibhcal hteracy.
Why a Different Approach Is Necessary
Having addressed what bibhcal hteracy is, why it is important, and several ofthe
significant movements on behalfof its cause, one might question why designing an
approach to bibhcal hteracy among Baby Busters needs to be di6Ferent than that designed
for other Christians. The answer to this question involves vs^at Jim Sutherlin, in his
dissertation 'T)evelopmg Bibhcal Literacy in the Local Congregation", calls the bibhcal
pre-hermeneutic of the behever, a concept originaUy based on what RudolfBultmann
caUed prior imderstanding in his 1950s essay entitled "The Problem ofHermeneutics"
(SutherhnlS).
According to Sutherlin, the bibhcal pre-hermeneutic involves the question(s) the
interpreter brings to the bibhcal text. Included among these would be such things as the
mterpreter's worldview and concept ofthe nature ofthe hterature to be mterpreted (18).
The bibhcal pre-hermeneutic ofBaby Busters involves one primary factor that
distmguishes them from other new C3uistians, thus requiring a different approach to
developing bibhcal hteracy m their lives. That factor has to do with the postmodem
worldview undergirding their hfe experience and from which they originaUy came to the
Christian faith.
According to Ford,
Baby Busters or (jeneration X is the first to see the world through
postmodem eyes. Few of those bom prior to the Baby Buster generation
understand how radicaUy the thought pattems ofBaby Busters differ from
then own ways of thinking. Baby Busters don't just look and dress and
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act differently from previous generations. Baby Busters think differently,
perceive differently, beheve differently and process truth differently from
any previous generation. (113)
As a result, their view of the Bible, its truth claims, and their needs are different from
other Christians bom before 1965 who would have most likely come to Christianity out
of a modem worldview. Due to Baby Busters' understanding that the bibhcal text is not
absolute, objective tmth, but rather, one form oftmth based on subjective interpretation
and whose value hes m its abihty to identify with their personal experience; and due to
the way they process bibhcal information�in community, and according to their feehngs
and emotions rather than their logic, an approach to developing bibhcal hteracy in Baby
Busters needs to be employed that is different than that used for new Christians in
general 1 agree with Todd Hahn and David Verhaagen in (jenXers after God that
if the church is to be successfiil in reaching GeaX, we must be prepared to
sphituaUy mentor and disciple these individuals, e?q)ecting that they wiU
have differences in how they approach their 6ith. These differences, wdU
represent formidable chaUenges in discipling relationships. (17)
The Biblical and Theological Foundation
Jim Leffel and Dennis McCaUum observe that "today we face an American
rehgious cafeteria where we 'take the best and leave the rest,' without any thought as to
whether any of it is tme in an objective sense" (207). The predominant criterion is that if
any form of spirituahty works for the mdividual and serves to en^ower that individual m
life, then it is okay. Such is the reality of the postmodem worldview that defines our
culture and shapes the hves ofBaby Busters seeking to become bibhcaUy hterate. As a
result, one is inclined to ask what sort ofbibhcal response can be given to such a reality?
In 1 Corinthians 1 : 18-2: 16 Paul formulates a response that is relevant to the
postmodem deconstmction ofChristian tmth. In this passage he addresses the subject of
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human wisdom m a denunciatory fashion. He writes to those in Corinth who were
trusting more in the Greek concept ofwisdom that focused on human thought processes
rather than the reception ofwisdom as God's revelation through the Spirit. His writmg
addresses the potential of those in the Corinthian church to adapt to and be influenced by
the displays ofworldly wisdom (ie., philosophical knowledge, rehgious and ethical
insights, and argumentation) that stood m contrast to God's wisdom Paul's stated deshe
is not to feature any such worldly wisdom but to wholly reflect God's wisdom m his
communication among the people. Such wisdom, accordmg to Paul, is bound up in the
message of the cross and draws attention to the Christ ofthe cross.
As the foUowing quote reveals, Paul essentiaUy deconstructs postmodem ideology
by suggesting that tmth claims based on worldly wisdom and philosophies are
foohshness and uhimately a dead end.
For it is written, 'I [God] wiU destroy the wisdom of the wise; the
inteUigence ofthe intelhgent I wiU frustrate.' Where is the wise man?
Where is the scholar? Where is the phUosopher of this age? Has not God
made foolish the wisdom of the world? For since in the wisdom ofGod
the world through its wisdom did not know him, God was pleased through
the foohshness ofwUat was preached to save those who beheve. Jews
demand miraculous signs and Greeks look for wisdom, but we preach
Christ cmcified: a stumbling block to Jews and foohshness to Gentiles,
but to those whom God has caUed, both Jews and Greeks, Christ the
power ofGod and the wisdom ofGod. (1 Cor. 1 : 19-24)
Paul aflBrms that the message ofChrist cmcified is more than a social or linguistic
constmct. It is power and wisdom to those caUed by God to salvation. It is a revelation
based not on worldly wisdom but on the power of the Spirit. According to Paul, the
message ofChrist cmcified is the key to experiencing the wisdom ofGod. In 1
Corinthians 2:6 Paul says, "We do, however, speak a message ofwisdom among the
mature, but not the wisdom ofthis age or ofthe rulers ofthis age, who are coming to
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nothing." Paul had a faith relationship with the Christ who embodied the message of the
cross. As a result ofthat relationship, he received the gift of the Spirit, the same Spirit
who "searches out everything and shows us even God's deep secrets" (1 Cor. 2:10).
Through the mmistry ofthe Spirit, Paul received the wisdom ofGod that transcended the
natural world ofpersuasive philosophy and wisdom It was a wisdom that fimctioned as
an outward manifestation of an mner life in harmony with God as opposed to a worldly
wisdom based on reason and logic. In 1 Corinthians 2:13 Paul says, "We speak, not m
words taught us by human wisdom but in words taught by the Spirit, expressing spiritual
truths in spiritual words."
Paul's mtent was to declare that a person cannot comprehend the wisdom ofGod
without first experiencing and possessing the Spirit ofGod through a relationship with
Jesus Christ. The natural mind cannot comprehend the wisdom ofGod if it has not first
e?q)erienced the Spirit ofGod by receivmg and responding to the message of the gospel
in Jesus Christ.
Paul's words to those in first century Corinth echo an iiiq)ortant message to those
standing on the shiftmg sand of twenty-first century postmodemism: Don't tmst hi tmth
that is constmcted and based on worldly wisdom Build yoiu life on the experience of a
tmth constmcted in God's wisdom and estabhshed in a relationship to the message and
Messenger of the Cross. The relational and experiential aspects inherent m such a step
of faith provide an important bridge to postmodem Baby Busters who are inherently
relational and experiential in nature as weU and that, hke the Corinthian culture, stand in
great need of experiencing the message of the cross and the wisdom ofGod. So while,
at one level Paul's teaching fimctions to deconstmct postmodem ideology, at another
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level, it also builds a bridge to it. Paul's defense of a wisdom based on the supernatural
revelation ofGod, and in opposhion to the reason and logic-based wisdom of the Greek
philosophers, serves as an additional pomt of connection with postmodem Baby Busters.
They have rejected the objective, reason and logic-based tmth claims ofmodernism, and
have embraced the postmodem avenues of e?q)eriencing tmth, placing ultimate value on
subjective interpretation, the supematuraL, and on vdiat appeals to the heart and feelings.
These fectors contributed to the design ofthe project which was narratively-organized,
experientiaUy-focused, and relationaUy-based.
Jesus' parable of the two foimdations (Matt. 7:24-29) provides a vivid word
picture ofthe impending demise of individuals, institutions, and societies built upon the
shaky foundation of a postmodem worldview. Like the house built upon the sand, all that
we constmct upon the foundation of relative tmth and plurahsm wiU eventuaUy implode
and come crashing down. By aUowing subjective experience to determine what
constitutes tmth and reahty, while denymg the absolute tmth ofthe bibhcal narrative as
the foundation of ova lives, personal and communal destmction wiU be inevitable.
Unlike postmodernism, the tmth revealed through the words ofScriptiue, and in
particular Jesus' teaching in the Sermon on the Mount, serve as a rock-sohd foimdation
upon which to build a life and estabhsh commimity.
Clifford Edwards reminds us, in his book Cluistian Being and Dome, that
"Christian doing must take place where there is vital Christian bemg" (160). Where
"domg" does not flow out of "being," an unhealthy spirituality exists. Jesus states,
'Therefore everyone ^^/bo hears these words ofMine, and acts upon them, may be
compared to a wise man who buUt his house upon the rock" (Matt. 7:24). Jesus'
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reference to "these words ofMine" is to his teachmg in the Sermon on the Momit (Matt.
5-7). The mclusion of the phrase "and acts upon them" is a reminder that while the
informational dimension ofbibhcal hteracy is inportant, it is not enough. What exists as
bibhcal truth in our minds must be authenticated in our character through our behavior,
since a person's character is revealed thiough his or her behavior.
In James 2: 14-26, James is writing to Jewish Christians wiio had been scattered
throughout the Mediterranean world because ofpersecution and were tempted to let
inteUectual agreement pass for true faith (Life Apphcation Study Bible 1984). He is
encouragnig the behevers not only to hear the truth but also to put it mto action. He is
addressing the disconnection between faith in Christ and deeds of love and service,
chaUenging the behevers to demonstrate and authenticate their faith through their good
works. The nature ofJames' argument is enforced by Thomas Merton vvben he writes,
"Any serious reading of the Bible means personal involvement m it, not simply mental
agreement with abstract propositions" (33). For James, the issue centers around the
involvement and quahty oftheir faith. The faihue ofthen faith to motivate good works
reflects a "faith that is dead." Likewise, as it relates to this study, a healthy faith is one
that is formationally strong in its bibhcal hteracy resulting in deeds of love and service.
However, ifwe claim to possess a healthy faith but it does not manifest itselfm good
works, it is nothing more than informational feith, rich in knowledge but poor in spiritual
character and incapable of authenticating oiu faith.
The emphasis on the formational dimension ofbibhcal hteracy is fiuther stressed
by Peter in his second letter to the Christians of the early Chiuch. Amidst attacks waged
against then faith by false teachers, Peter exhorts the behevers m both his salutary and
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concluding remarks, with some variation between them, to "grow in the grace and
knowledge of Jesus Christ." While Peter's reference to knowledge (epignosis) has little
to do with the cognitive natiue ofknowmg about Jesus (mformational), it has much to do
with the relational nature ofknowing Jesus (formational). The word "epignosis" refers to
having a more fiiU and accurate knowledge and recognition ofGod, not becommg more
knowledgeable with information about God. Accordmg to Pheme Perkms, m the
Interpretation, commentary on 1 and 2 Peter, James, and Jude, "Peter uses 'epignosis' as
a reference to the recognition ofGod that accompanies conversion" (167). So amidst the
false teachers of the day, Peter is urgmg the behevers to "come to know Jesus, better and
better," in an experiential way, in order to discern their false teaching. While centuries
have passed smce Peter first addressed the behevers ofthe first century, behevers today
continue to face chaUenges to their farth, except that today we caU it postmodemism If
twenty-first century behevers. Baby Busters in particular, are to stand firm and grow in
their faith, it wiU not be primarily due to their informational literacy or knowledge about
Jesus and the bibhcal narrative. It wiU be, like the behevers in Peter's day, because they
have a formational literacy focused on experientiaUy knowing and growing in a
relationship with Jesus C3uist.
When approached by a Pharisee regarding the greatest commandment in the Law,
Jesus responded to him by saying, "You shaU love the Lord your God with aU your heart,
with aU your soul, and wrth aU your mind" (Matt. 22:36-37). In this passage, we discover
the significance and interplay ofboth the heart and mind in cultivating bibhcal literacy.
Accordmg to Dr. Robert MuUioUand, m Shaped by the Word,
the mformational aspect ofbibhcal hteracy relates primarily to loving God
with our minds, whUe formational hteracy relates primarily to loving God
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with our hearts. . . and while loving God with aU ofour heart and all ofour
soul precedes loving God with all ofour mind, both dynamics are
necessary. (23, 60)
When Jesus utters this command to love God, the primary corq)onent ofbibhcal
love toward Crod is not affection but commitment. So in his response, Jesus is calling for
a stubborn, imwavering commitment to iove God with ah our heart, soul, and mmd. The
informational and formational dimensions ofbibhcal hteracy provide a helpflil
framework from which to express this comprehensive, committed love for God. As
MulhoUand suggests, we can love God with our mind through informational hteracy, and
we can love God with oiu heart and soul through formational hteracy (Shaped by the
Word 63).
Jesus' use of stories to communicate with the people of first-century Palestine
provides a bibhcal framework for communicating with Baby Busters m the twenty-first
centiuy church. Rather than attencpting to communicate truth through abstract treatises
and dogmatic argumentation, Jesus told cvdtiuaUy relevant stories that not only incamated
the truth within their storyline but that also maintamed the integrity ofthe truth while
connecting with the lives ofhis hearers. These stories, or parables, characterized the
ministry of Jesus among crowds ofpeople, some ofwhom were hungry to hear a word of
tmth that transcended the legahsm oftheir day. Others may have been among the crowd
to observe Jesus as the latest attraction, to request a miracle of some sort, to pursue a
political agenda, or to capitalize on an opportimity to entrap him. According to Gene
Veith and others who have studied effective ways to communicate Christian tmth to our
postmodem society, "contemporary people have problems paying attention when
someone talks about abstract ideas. Such ideas, however, can be brought down to earth
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by expressing them m stories and emphasizmg practical apphcations" (226).
Jesus' way ofcontextualizing and customizmg the message of the gospel,
depending on the cultural and personal influences shaping the worldview ofwhomever he
was addressing, provided a rationale for the purpose ofthis study. Ford has observed that
"Jesus approached his culture and the individuals in it with a sensitivity to the unique
factors shaping their worldview and their interpretation ofbibhcal truth" (30). As a resuh
Ford suggests that "we need to look at the world through (jeneration X [Baby Buster]
lenses and see how life is colored by their experiences" (36). A comparison of Jesus'
encoimter with Nicodemus in John 3:1-21 and his encoxmter with the woman at the weU
in John 4:4-26 highhghts how Jesus communicated the gospel while reshaping and
recontextualizmg h to each individual With Nicodemus, Jesus' comments were tailored
to him mindful ofhis orientation as a Pharisee and member of the Sanhedrin. When
Jesus says to Nicodemus "you must be bom again," (v. 3) he was using a concept with
which Nicodemus was famihar in its apphcation to (jentile converts. However, because
ofhis status as a Pharisee, Nicodemus presumed Jesus' words regarding being "bom
again" did not apply to him m the same way. He assumed Jesus literaUy meant that he
must be "bom again by water," to which Nicodemus expressed puzzlement (le., "surely a
man cannot enter a second time into his mother's womb to be bom!" v. 4). Jesus'
restatement to Nicodemus that "unless a man is bom ofwater and the Spuit, he cannot
enter the kmgdom ofCiod" points out that, mdeed, the "bom agam" experience Jesus was
calling Nicodemus, the Pharisee, to experience was the same "bom again" experience
required of (jentile converts. Jesus knew Nicodemus' worldview mchided a knowledge
ofOld Testament bibhcal history and references; therefore, we observe m verse 14 his
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reference to "Moses lifting up the bronze snake in the wildemess" (Num 21:8-9), as weU
as his reference hi verses 5-6 to the concept ofrenewal m the Spirit also mentioned in
Ezekiel 36:25-26. These elements in Jesus' discourse with Nicodemus no doubt
contributed to his understanding and built a bridge to his presumed personal encounter
with the gospel later in the narrative (John 19:39-40).
With the woman at the well, Jesus does not try to impose a "one size fits all"
approach to ministering to her needs in the same way he did Nicodemus' needs. Jesus is
sensitive to her worldview wiiich includes social tension among her peers (verses 6-7 that
indicate she went to the weU at noon hi order to avoid those who would have gone in the
morning and evening and would have known her reputation), gender and ethnic tension
(v. 9), and relational tension (vs. 16-18). Jesus, having hstened and entered into her
world, is now nundfid ofher emotional and spiritual needs. Utilizing the context of
Jacob's weU and the presence ofwater, he builds an invitational bridge for her to
experience the living water that only he can offer. In each situation, Jesus' sensitivity
allows him to contextualize the message of the gospel ("bom agam" and "hvmg water")
to each individual without compromising the content. This insight wih provide the basis
for the ten characteristics shapmg the design ofthe project.
Predominant Characteristics of a Design for Biblical Literacy among Baby Busters
Smce Baby Busters are those most heavily influenced by postmodem philosophy,
the challenge this study faced became quite clear.
The ChaUenge
How does one communicate the absolute tmth of Scripture and the objective
reahty of the bibhcal narrative groimded m God's self revelation m Jesus Christ to
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persons whose worldview up to this point has denied and viewed any such absohite truth
with disdain? As Celek and Zander pose the question, "If a group ofpeople say they
don't beheve there's absolute truth, how do we begin to help them process the truth?"
(122).
While this first chaUenge facmg the designing of an approach to bibhcal hteracy
among Baby Busters mvolves the postmodem factor, a second chaUenge involves the fact
that we are now hvmg m a posthterate society, hi an article entitled "New Tools for the
New Paradigm" pubhshed in Next, Haddon Robinson suggests that 'Sve have become a
posthterate culture. What that means is that we have also become an oralAdsual culture"
(4-5). Baby Busters have been more heavUy influenced by hearing, by story, and by
image than by the written word. They are more hkely to respond to something being
communicated in an oralMsual maimer than they would to words on a page. Just
because people are fimctional in their ability to read and write does not mean that they
wiU engage the bibhcal text or let the bibhcal text engage them According to George
Bama, in Virtual America, more than 92 percent ofhouseholds contain at least one Bible,
while less than 37 percent ofpersons have read from the Bible, excluding when they were
at a rehgious service (49). In an article entitled "As A Book That Is Sealed," Lawrence
R Blades makes a simUar observation: "America has more printed Bibles per capita than
any nation in the world, yet for most people it is a book that is sealed" (2).
Ten Defining Characteristics
The foUowmg ten characteristics shaped the design of an approach to developing
bibhcal hteracy m Baby Busters. They were based on three guiding principles:
� The goal ofbibhcal hteracy to develop bibhcaUy hterate, fiilly devoted foUowers
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ofJesus Christ;
� The common themes vMch exist between Baby Busters and postmodem
philosophy. Celek and Zander have observed that "ifwe want to imderstand and minister
to the Baby Buster generation, postmodemity is our startmg point" (51); and,
� The msights ofpertment hterature on how best to communicate bibhcal tmth to
postmodem Baby Busters.
Small group dynamics. Because Baby Busters are group oriented and drawn to
relational settings, the smaU group was a perfect environment for communicating bibhcal
tmth. According to Celek and Zander, vAale smaU groups correspond to Baby Busters'
need to be part of a team and to feel connected to their peers in intimate relationships,
they are also the most effective way for bringing about life change in Baby Busters (132).
According to MulhoUand in Invitation. "Corporate spirituality is an essential context
within which a person can grow toward wholeness in the image ofChrist. . . a person can
no more be conformed to the image ofC3irist outside of corporate spirituahty than a coal
can continue to bum being outside of the fire" (157, 145).
A loving, koinonia commimity. According to Long, "Because (Jeneration X is
suffering from the effects ofthe dysfimctional farmly, their longing is for a place to
belong, a place to caU home" ((jenerating Hope 83). Long then defines community as "a
set ofpersonal, dependable and durable relationships that are based in the values of the
community's participants. It is a place where people find themselves sustained spirituaUy
and emotionaUy" (142). He goes on to suggest that "the change from an emphasis on
individualism to an eirq)hasis on community, or tribal group, is the primary characteristic
of emerging postmodem generations. SmaU groups characterized by intimate commimity
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will be a key factor in ministering to Baby Busters" (136-37). Having developed a
loving, trusting community where Baby Busters could question and discuss the bibhcal
narrative and other scriptural truth went a long way in keepmg them engaged m the Bible
study.
Use ofmedia and video technology. Communicating the informational aspect of
the Bible through media and video technology, when apphcable, also appealed to the
Baby Busters. According to (jeorge Bama, because Baby Busters were weaned on video
images and tend to see theu world in hght ofhow television and movies have portrayed
reality, communicatnig with themwill naturaUy be enhanced by the use ofvideo-based
presentations (Invisible (jeneration 175).
Creative redundancy and repetition. As was mentioned in Chapter 1, in order to
have been most effective in developing bibhcal hteracy m Baby Busters, creative ways of
e?q)osmg them to Bible basics and to the ircq)ortant themes ofScriptiue were essential
(see p. 10). One way this project employed the principle of creative redundancy was by
duphcating the teaching content and theme ofthe small group in the Sunday worship
celebration.
Absence of rehgious and theological terminology. Commimicating the
informational and formational aspects ofbibhcal literacy to Baby Busters in language
they understood and to which they could relate was critical This approach of
mdiginizmg bibhcal/theological tmth m the user-friendly language ofBaby Busters
reflected respect and appreciation for them and their new (Ouistian orientation.
Emphasize practical apphcation and relevance. Because Busters fiher
mformation through the lens ofpragmatism, they were fer more receptive to the
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informational and formational dimensions ofthe Bible when they were shown to have
practical and pertinent apphcation.
Avoid over-mteUectualizing bibhcal truths. Keeping the communication of
bibhcal mformation and truth mentaUy accessible enhanced the probability that Baby
Busters were able to comprehend and receive what was bemg communicated. Keepmg m
mind that the goal was bibhcal hteracy and not bibhcal scholarship was also helpfiil m
avoiding this pitfaU.
Usmg stories from the Gospels. Baby Busters did not respond to abstract bibhcal
truth. They did, however, respond to such tmth when it was communicated within the
context of a story. Celek and Zander have observed that one ofthe most effective ways
to commimicate the attractive, relevant tmth of Scriptiue is through the telling ofbibhcal
stories (125). According to Nathan and Wilson, m Empowered Evangehcals,
the tmths ofjustification by faith are as foundational now as they were
during the time of the Reformation. But in order for these tmths to be
heard, the church would do weU to accompany them with a compelling
presentation ofChiist and His kingdom revealed in a gospel narrative.
(145-46)
Ford offers an important word of caution regarding this characteristic when he writes.
Like Jesus, we have to go beyond stories. We have to state our tmth.
Stories can carry an enormous cargo of tmth and meaning, but stories
can't carry it aU. Ifwe do not make some propositional statements along
with our storytelling, we faU into the trap ofpostmodernism, which
suggests that all meaning resides in the hearer's interpretation ofthe story.
(236)
Narrative discipleship. Ford has observed that
as our culture mcreasingly moves away from logic and propositional-
oriented thought forms and deeper mto feelings-oriented and trans-
rationally oriented thought forms, the only evangehsm that speaks the
language ofthe culture is a story-oriented evangelism Narrative
evangehsm speaks the language of a media-saturated, story-hungry
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generation. (221)
According to Ford,
narrative evangelism begins with the story ofGod's interaction with
hmnan history and with individual human lives. It chaUenges those who
hear the story to either reject h or join then own stories to h, to become
part ofthe story ofGod. (225)
Long suggests that m narrative evangehsni, '"our story' merges or colhdes with 'God's
story' resuhmg m conversion" (Generatmg Hope 188). Once that spuitual "colhsion"
occurs, narrative disciplediip begms. According to Hahn and Verhaagen,
narrative discipleshq) is the outworking ofnarrative evangehsm After the
stories ofoiu hves are hnked with God's story, the story does not end.
Narrative discipleship mvolves helpmg foUowers of (Thrist see how the
unfolding oftheir own life story is a key part of (jod's ongomg plot of
redercq)tion. . .it begins to take form and shape when we introduce them to
the various plot themes of the bibhcal narrative. (26, 38)
For Baby Busters, the one absolute form of tmth can be found m their personal story. By
inviting them to communicate their story m the context of the smaU group setting, the
opportunity was then created to show how the bibhcal story continued to intersect with
their own story. Also, by inviting Baby Busters to share their personal stories, their life
history and presence was aflSrmed as irrq)ortant and valuable.
Utilizmg Baby Buster issues and concems as a bridge to communicating bibUcal
truth. This involved looking at the world through the eyes of a Baby Buster and
discovering the presence ofbibhcal themes cloaked in their most pressing issues and
concems. One might refer to h as an mcamational approach to commimicating bibhcal
tmth. For mstance, one way of looking at reden^tion is recychng. Redert5)tion is taking
somethmg that should be thrown away and making h usefiil again. According to Celek
and Zander, "that's where Baby Busters are at. They don't thmk they're usable. But the
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Gospel says, not only are they usable, they're valuable, and God wants to use them to
aflfect others for eternity" (123). By utilizing this approach the process of cultivatmg
bibhcal hteracy began on the turf ofthe Baby Busters' experience without compromising
the integrity and truth ofthe Bible 1 was seeking to impart.
Research Method
Due to the design of the study, v^ch involved planning nine weekly Bible
studies, teaching and participatmg m those studies, observing the response of the
subjects, reflecting on those findings and then making adjustments, 1 chose participant
observer research as the method for addressmg the purpose of the study as weU as the
research questions guiding the study. Participant observer research, more commonly
referred to as action research, has been defined by Bob Dick as
A family of research methodologies which pursue action (or change) and
research (or understanding) at the same time. It does this by using a cychc
or spiral process altemating between action and critical reflection and in
the later cycles, continuously refining methods, data and interpretation in
the hght of the understanding developed in the earher cycles. . .In most of
its forms it is also participative and quahtative. (1-2)
In the study this process first began with my action of teaching information-based Bible
studies at Pine Ridge Fellowship. Based on my research and observation I discovered
that Baby Busters were dropping out of the studies and feeling disconnected because the
studies did not take mto accoimt the intellectual and emotional mfluences that shaped the
way they mterpret and assimilate bibhcal truth. My next action, based on this discovery,
was to develop a customized approach to teaching Baby Busters the Bible that was
narratively-organized, experientiaUy-focused, and relationally-based and that would lead
to the development oftheir bibhcal hteracy and result m their continued commitment to
the disciphng process. The nine-week Intersections Bible study was the tangible resuh of
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that action. Based on my participation in and observation of the Bible study, and the
research findmgs regarding hs effect on the subjects and theu response to it, 1 was able to
support the findings of current hterature as weU as to mitiate some change and
improvement m the local church regardmg bibhcal hteracy among Baby Busters. My
next action will be to teach a revised and expanded version of the Intersections Bible
study.
Reflecting on the piupose of the study, action research provided an effective
framework for addressing the research questions that guided the study as weU as aUowing
me the flexibflity to reflect on the Bible studies from week to week and to make
refinements over the course ofthe nine-weeks, which not only improved the project but
the subjects' ejqjeiience in it.
Summary
This review ofhterature sought to research and nitegrate pertinent information
from the areas ofpostmodernism, the Baby Buster generation, bibhcal literacy, and
bibhcal theological information in order to show how they informed the design of an
approach to bibhcal literacy among Baby Busters.
The research on postmodemism revealed the predominant influence of the
philosophy ofFriedrich Nietzsche on the origins ofpostmodemism The denial of
absolute tmth is viewed as one of the hallmarks ofpostmodem philosophy, while the
relativism, plurahsm, and nihihsm permeatmg the phUosophical chmate of the 1990s
culture are considered to be the by-produrt of such a philosophy.
The hterature regardmg the Baby Buster generation indicated that this body of
46.000,000 mdividuals bom between 1965 and 1983 is most mdicative ofpostmodem
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philosophy. In the same way that postmodemism stands opposed to the clauns of
Enhghtenment moderaism, the Baby Buster generation rejects the modernistic orientation
of the Baby Boomer generation. The hterature revealed the unmense chaUenge facmg
the local church to communicate the objective tmth ofthe bibhcal narrative to Baby
Busters who have come to Christian faith out of a background where pluralism and
relative tmth are elevated to honorable status.
The hterature related to bibhcal hteracy assisted me in developing a
con^rehensive definrtion ofbibhcal hteracy as it is estabhshed in Scriptiue and Church
tradition. As a developmental process mvohdng an mdividual's mind, character, and
behavior, bibhcal hteracy encompasses knowing, being, and doing. For the purpose of
this study, I enployed the terms informational and formational to describe these
important aspects ofbibhcal hteracy. The hterature also provided a sound basis for why
bibhcal hteracy is irrq)ortant, as weU as a review of the significant events and movements
m the history ofbibhcal literacy from the premodem age to the present. Utilizmg the
concept of the bibhcal pre-hermeneutic of the behever, I addressed why a imique
approach to bibhcal literacy among Baby Busters is necessary.
Prior to defining the characteristics of a design for bibhcal hteracy among Baby
Busters based on the review and integration ofpertinent literature, the study was
established m the bibhcal context and theological and scrq)tural support were provided
regarding the importance and imique chaUenge undergirding this study.
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CHAPTER 3
DESIGN OF THE STUDY
Problem and Purpose
As noted in Chapter 1, the problem of the study was that while United Methodist
churches offer discipleship opportunities to develop bibhcal literacy among the general
popuhis, very few offer such opportimities specifically tailored to take into accoimt the
mfluences that have shaped the lives of individuals from the Baby Buster generation.
Consequently, many Baby Busters are disengaging from any consistent, organized form
of discipleship because it does not present bibhcal truth in a way they can imderstand and
assimilate into their postmodem worldview. Since, according to the research ofCelek
and Zander, and Long, Baby Busters are said to think, perceive, beheve, and process tmth
differently from previous generations, an approach to bibhcal literacy was needed that
took into accoimt these differences.
The purpose, therefore, ofthis study was to design, inclement, and evaluate an
approach to cuhivatmg bibhcal literacy among Baby Busters not currently mvolved m an
ongomg, systematic Bible study program The study was evaluative in nature, and
primarily utilized quahtative measures.
The project designed to test the approach occured over a nine-week period with
fourteen subjects from the Baby Buster generation. The project was developed based on
the ten characteristics of an approach to bibhcal hteracy among Baby Busters hsted m
Chapter 2 (see p. 54-59). The goal of the projert was threefold: to test the vahdity of the
design of the approach to bibhcal hteracy among Baby Busters, to lay a foundation of
bibhcal hteracy so that they would have the tools to develop into committed foUowers of
Jesus Christ, and to cultivate in the subjects a desire to stay engaged m the discipling
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process.
Research Questions
Based on the piupose of the study, three research questions guided the project.
Research Question 1
Did the subjects demonstrate a change in informational hteracy over the nine-
week Bible study?
The most important factors in this study are the subjects and theu development
into bibhcally hterate foUowers ofJesus Christ. Measuring then mformational hteracy
prior to and foUowmg the project for a change mdicated, m part, whether or not they
experienced the desired forward momentum in their spiritual formation.
Operational Question 1. If a change took place what kmd was it and why did it
occur?
This question sought to discover the degree of change that may or may not have
occurred in the subjects' level of informational hteracy over the nine-week Bible study
through the pretest/posttest informational hteracy questionnaire as graded on the
informational literacy scale. It also sought to determine the possible causes for that
change.
Research Question 2
Did the subjects demonstrate a change in formational hteracy over the nine-week
Bible study?
Measuring the subjects' formational hteracy prior to and foUowing the project for
a change not only suggested, in part, whether or not they experienced the desired forward
momentum in their spiritual formation, it also guarded against unbalanced, spiritual
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development in the subjects. While the mformational approach to studymg the Bible is
more analytical, focusing more on mastering and getting one's mind around the text,
MulhoUand suggests that "ifwe come to the informational aspect of reading [the bibhcal
text] with an mner postiue of openness to God, the informational task wiU then lead us to
the formative dynamic" ( Shaped by the Word 58). The subjects' formational literacy was
measured anecdotaUy through several questions on the participant evaluation form as
weU as through the exit interview.
Operational Question 1 . If a change took place what kind was rt and why did rt
occur?
This question sought to discover the degree of change that may or may not have
occurred in the subjects' level of formational literacy over the nine-week Bible study as
weU as the possible causes for that change. Once again, this was measured anecdotaUy
through specific questions on the participant evaluation form and the exh interview.
Research Question 3
Did the subjects develop a change in their commitment to participate m an
ongoing Bible study program?
As was stated earher in the study, developing into a bibhcally hterate foUower of
Jesus Quist is a lifelong process to be enjoyed and cannot fiiUy be accomplished within
the short time span ofnine weeks. However, the customized approach to biulding
commimity and connecting the subjects to the bibhcal story and rts themes could be so
compelling that they would develop a desire to contmue participating m an ongoing,
systematic Bible study.
Operational Question 1 . If a change took place wiiat kind was it and why did it
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occur?
This question sought to determine, through anecdotal means derived from specific
questions on the participant evaluation form and the exit mterview, what change the
subjects experienced in regard to their commitment to participate m an ongoing Bible
study program.
Subjects
Fourteen mdividuals from the Baby Buster generation, between the ages of
eighteen and thirty-six, not currently involved in an ongoing, systematic Bible study
program served as the subjects ofthe project. Due to the probabihty of attrition over the
nine-week project, foxuteen subjects were selected in order to ensure that at the
conclusion ofthe project at least twelve participants remained. The subjects were drawn
from among a group ofBaby Busters attending Pine Ridge FeUowship in Deltona,
Florida.
In order to assemble a group ofBaby Busters, an invitation letter (see Appendix
A) was written to fifty-one individuals between the ages of eighteen and thirty-six
attending Pine Ridge FeUowship inviting them to complete a twenty-hem, descriptive
questioimaire (see Appendix B). The questioimaire was administered on four previously
agreed upon days, times, and locations to the thirty-two individuals who responded to the
invitation to participate, from which twelve were selected for the project. Prior to
distributing the questionnaire, I took a few minutes to informaUy express words of
appreciation and mstruction, and to ejq)lain the purpose of the questioimaire. Individuals
were provided as much time as was necessary to coirq)lete the questionnaire; however,
thirty minutes was an anticipated tune frame. One person from the Research Reflection
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Team acconpanied me in order to provide assistance in administering the questionnaire
and to answer the subjects' questions.
Following the completion of the questionnaire, individuals were then asked to
leave the questioimaire on the desk and to help themselves to a refreshment table where
crackers, fruit, cookies, and soft drinks were served.
Variables
Three types ofvariables pertained to the project. They were mdependent,
dependent, and mtervening. The independent variable was the nine-week Bible study�
the content, methods, and group dynamics of the project. The dependent variables were
the level ofbibhcal hteracy m the subjects, as weU as the different geographical locations
where they were raised. The intervening variables were the age, gender, length of time
the subjects had been a C3iristian, and the rehgious environment in wdiich they were
raised.
Instrumentation
The instrumentation for this study involved seven descriptive measures related to
the study. The first was a quantrtative, descriptive questioimaire administered to thirty-
two Baby Busters attendmg Pine Ridge FeUowship (see Appendix B). The questionnaire
was comprised of twenty, muhiple choice questions designed to identify fourteen Baby
Busters whose worldview had been influenced by postmodemism and were not currently
involved m an ongoing, systematic disciphng program
The second measure used m the study was a pretest, multiple choice, Bible basics
questionnaue (see Appendix C). It was conprised of forty-eight questions specifically
related to the Old and New Testaments. A researcher-designed informational hteracy
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scale was used to score the responses ofthe subjects to the pretest questionnaue (see
Appendix D).
The third measure of the study was an entrance mterview I conducted with the
subjects ofthe project (see Appendix E). Questions were asked ofparticipants as a
means of assistmg them to tell their story. The entrance mterview provided me with an
understanding ofhow weU the subjects understood and connected their story to the
bibhcal narrative prior to the project.
The foiuth measure of the study was a structiued observation instrument (see
Appendix F). I used this instrument foUowmg each session of the project to record
observations and questions related to group dynamics and the subjects' response to the
particular material presented and discussed.
The fifth measure ofthe study was a written participant evaluation by the subjects
(see Appendix G) at the close ofthe project. The written evaluation aUowed each subject
to reflect on the effectiveness of each dimension ofthe project in addition to how weU the
project fidfUled its desued goal ofengaging them m an ongoing Bible study program .
The sixth measure of the study was a posttest, multiple choice, Bible basics
questionnaire, identical to the pretest questionnaire. It, too, was conprised of forty-eight
questions specificaUy related to the Qld and New Testaments. It measured the subjects'
growth related to the informational aspect ofbibhcal hteracy foUowing the project. Like
the pretest, it, too, was scored using the bibhcal literacy scale.
The seventh measure of the study was a formational hteracy exit interview I
conducted with the subjects of the project (see Appendix H). The exit interview provided
an understanding of the growth that had occurred foUowing the project in terms ofthe
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subjects' understanding of the relationship between then story and the bibhcal narrative.
Reliability and Validity
As a means of ascertaining the reliability and vahdity of the descriptive
questionnahe and pretest-posttest, muhiple choice, Bible basics questionnaue
instruments, I presented each as a pretest to the five individuals associated with the
Research Reflection Team As part of the pretest of each instrument I asked the
individuals to note necessary revisions or additions. I also sent the pretest-posttest,
muhiple choice, bibhcal hteracy questionnaire to Dr. Robert MulhoUand from Asbury
Theological Seminary. As professor ofNew Testament, he was capable of reviewing the
test hems and offering input on attaining content vahdity for the pretest-posttest muhiple
choice, bibhcal hteracy questioimaire.
Data CoUection
The data for this study was coUected through a descriptive questionnaire, a
pretest-posttest questionnaire, an entrance and exh interview, a written participant
evahiation, and a structured, observation instrument.
Data Analysis
This study mvolved six areas of analysis. The first was related to the descriptive
questionnaire (see Appendix B). The responses on the questionnaire were analyzed m
order to ascertam fourteen subjects to participate in the project of the study. I analyzed
responses that specificaUy
1 Correlated to the characteristics ofpostmodemism and the Baby Buster
generation provided hi the Chapter 2 review ofUteratiue and
2. Reflected Baby Busters wUo are not currently involved in an ongoing, systematic
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discipling program.
The second area of data analysis referred to the researcher-designed pretest-
posttest, muhiple choice, Bible basics questionnaire (see Appendix C). As noted earher,
this questionnaire was comprised of forty-eight questions related to the Old and New
Testaments. The questionnaire was analyzed using a researcher-designed Bible basics
scale (see Appendix D). The scale ranged from 0 to 12, with each mark in between
representing foiu correct responses. Zero would represent the lowest level of
informational hteracy while 12 would represent the highest level of informational literacy
within the context ofthe questionnaire. For instance, if a subject provided sixteen correct
responses, that subject would score a 4 on the informational literacy scale, representmg a
somewhat low, pretest level of informational hteracy. FoUowing the nine-week project,
this same subject would take the posttest, muhiple choice, Bible basics literacy
questionnaire and would again receive a score based on the number of correct responses.
If, in the posttest, the subject provided thirty-two correct responses, the subject would
score an 8 on the informational hteracy scale, representing a 50 percent irq)rovement
over the pretest score and some significant development in terms ofhis or her level of
informational hteracy.
The third area of analysis was related to the researcher-conducted entrance
mterview with the subjects participating m the project (see Appendbc E). C^estions were
asked of each participant as a means of evaluatmg the presence and development of
formational bibhcal hteracy in each participant. The entrance mterview provided me
with an understanding ofhow weU the subjects imderstood and connected their mdividual
narratives to other bibhcal narratives prior to the project.
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The fourth area of analysis was related to the structured observation mstrument
(see Appendix F). Information I recorded based on weekly structiued observation ofthe
project provided observations and msights that were used to support the findings of the
study. This information was also used as anecdotal material m (Hiapter 4 of the study.
The fifth area of analysis was related to the post-project written participant
evaluations (see Appendix G). Information from the evaluations was used as anecdotal
material in Qiapter 4 of the study.
The sixth area of analysis involved the researcher-conducted exit interview with
the subjects participating in the project (see Appendix H) . The exh interview provided
an imderstanding of the growth that occurred foUowing the project in terms of the
subjects' imderstanding of the relationshqj between their individual narrative and related
bibhcal narratives, and the qualitative difference such imderstanding made in their
character. I recorded the subjects' responses on the interview form and used them as
anecdotal material in Chapter 4 of the study to support the findings of the project.
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CHAPTER 4
Findings of the Study
This chapter presents the findmgs of the study, organized m five sections. The
first section provides a profile of the subjects of the study. The next three sections
address the three research questions, and the final section highhghts the key learnings
rising out of the study that mform bibhcal literacy among Baby Busters.
The data for this chapter was drawn from the researcher-designed instruments
noted m Chapter 3. These mclude the descriptive questionnaire, the pretest and posttest
questionnaires, the entrance interview, the exit interview, the structured observation
mstrument, and the participant evaluation form. When quoting or referring to the
subjects of the study I use their first and last initials.
Profile of the Subjects
The Bible study group was originally made up of fourteen persons selected from
the Pine Ridge FeUowship Umted Methodist Church. However, only twelve persons
completed the study. The two individuals who dropped out did so after the second Bible
study gathering for health-related reasons. Among the twelve who completed the study,
one-third were male, and two-thirds were female, between the ages of eighteen and
thirty-six, with the average age bemg twenty-seven (see Table 4.1).
Table 4.1
A Profile of the Subjects
Actual Numbers
Gender
Male 4
Female 8
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Table 4.1 (con't)
Age
18-24 5
25-30 1
31-36 6
Length ofTime as a Christian
Not yet 1
0-2 years 6
3-5 years 1
6-10 years 2
1 1-over 2
Religious Epvironment Id Which You Were Raised
Nffliexistait 3
Haphazard 4
Unhealthy 1
Healtiiy 4
Among the twelve subjects one was not yet a Christian at the time of the study.
While the study was designed to involve Baby Busters who were aheady behevers, I
decided to involve a committed seeker who was very close to taking that step of faith to
become a behever. My hope was that through the influence of the Bible study she would
become a behever, and halfway through the study that is exactly what occtirred. For this
individual as weU as for several others vAio had been Christians for less than two years,
this Bible study was their first sustained exposure to any sort of systematic group study of
the Scripture. It therefore carried significant, yet not exclusive, influence in terms of
their future choices regarding participatmg m other Bible study programs. This fector
also apphed to the other subjects of the study who, even though they may have had
previous involvement in a Bible study, had since become disconnected and iminvolved.
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Research question #3 reflects the mfluence and effectiveness of the nme-week Bible
study in producmg a commitment among the subjects regarding their future participation
in an ongomg, systematic Bible study program
In the descriptive questioimaire, subjects were asked to describe the rehgious
environment in which they were raised. While Table 4. 1 reflects their responses, this
mformation is important because it serves as one among several variables shaping each
subject's e>q)erience in the Bible study. For those subjects whose rehgious environment
was non-existent, the possibility existed that they might have entered mto the study with
httle or no commitment, questioning whether it would have any real value and meaning
for their lives. For those raised in a haphazard environment, there, too, existed the
possibihty of commitment and motivation issues plaguing their experience. Those whose
rehgious environment was described as unhealthy could possibly have encountered
difiBcuhy trusting the heart ofthe leader, the other participants, and the Bible study itself
to provide them with a positive, beneficial experience. Subjects whose environment was
described as healthy were likely to have gone into the study poshive and expectant.
Among the twelve subjects who completed the study, only three attended aU nine
ofthe Bible studies. One subject missed four ofthe studies, foxu missed two of the
studies, and four missed one ofthe studies. Because of these inconsistencies in
attendance, several ofthe subjects' experience of community was diminished and
fragmented, and the potential iupact ofthe study on the development oftheir bibhcal
hteracy was restricted. In a few of the subjects, a possible correlation could be
estabhshed between their attendance and the influence oftheu rehgious upbringing. For
instance, the subject who missed foiu of the studies was raised m a haphazard rehgious
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environment and acknowledged having struggles with comrtritment. One ofthe three
subjects who attended aU nine ofthe Bible studies was raised m an environment
described as heahhy. Howe\ er, numerous other subjects' Bible study experience
provided no discemable correlation to the rehgious environment in which they were
raised. Therefore, as was stated earher, the rehgious environment in which the subjects
were raised was only one among many variables shaping their experience in the nine-
week Bible study.
Research Ouestion #1
Did the subjects demonstrate a change in informational hteracy over the nine-
week Bible study?
I sought to answer this question through the use of a pretest and posttest
Informational Lheracy Questionnaire, as weU as an Informational Lrteracy Scale. The
questionnaire was limited to the nine themes ofthe study distributed randomly among the
forty-eight questions. Eight of the questions dealt with books of the Bible, five wrth
bibhcal personahties, ten with bibhcal quotes, three with bibhcal definitions, four with
parables, two with Bible stories, fourteen with bibhcal concepts, and four with general
bibhcal trivia. Ten of the questions were from the Old Testament; thirty-two were from
the New Testament, and sbc were general in nature (see Table 4.2).
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Table 4.2
Informational Literacy Pretest and Posttest Questionnaire
Question Distribution Scale
Biblical/
Theological
Theme
Books
of the
Bible
Kbiical
Personalities
Quotes Definitions Parables Bible
Stories
OT/NT
Biblical
Cncpts.
Kblical
Trivia
Week#l
Sin 1 1 0 1 0 2 0 0
Week #2
Grace 1 0 1 0 1 0 2 0
Week #3
R^>entance 0 1 2 1 0 0 1 0
Week #4
Discipleship 0 0 2 1 1 0 2 1
Week #5
Scripture 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 3
Week #6
Church 1 1 1 0 0 0 2 1
Week #7
Evangelism I 0 1 0 0 1 2 0
Week #8
Stewardship 1 0 0 0 1 0 3 0
Week #9
Evil and
Suffering
2 2 1 0 0 0 0 0
Total
Qaestions 7 5 10 3 3 3 12 5
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Subjects were administered the questionnaire before the nme-week study as weU
as immediately afterward wrthout any changes or adjustments to the questioimaire. Each
subject was aUowed as much time as was necessary for them to complete the
questionnaire, wrth most requiring twenty-five minutes. Each pretest and posttest
questioimaire was scored on a researcher-designed, informational hteracy scale
comprised of twelve grid marks with each mark representing foiu correct answers. For
exarrple, if a subject selected thirty-two correct responses out of the possible forty-eight,
he or she would have received a score of eight on the hteracy scale. The hteracy scale
registered the comparative change or lack thereofm each subject's informational hteracy
based on his or her participation in the study.
Operational Question 1
If a change took place what kind was rt and why did rt occur?
According to the resuhs provided by the pretest and posttest, informational
literacy scales, aU twelve subjects registered a change in their informational literacy.
Table 4.3 reflects that in every case the change that occurred was m the form of an
increase.
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Table 4.3
The Change in Informational Literacy
j ? pre ? post
( ) Length of time as a Christian
Several of the subjects who were new to the Christian faith (0-2 years)
experienced the most significant increases to their mformational hteracy while those who
had been behevers for a longer period of time experienced a more nominal increase,
described by some as a sort of "filling in the gaps" with regard to their prior Bible
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knowledge. The mcrease in each of the subject's informational hteracy can be attributed
to foiu factors as derived from the exit mterviews with each subject as well as the
structured observation instruments conpleted after each weekly Bible study.
The systematic presentation of the Bible material each week. The development of
informational hteracy in each ofthe subjects was more of a serendiphous by-product
commg out ofthe presentation of the bibhcalAheological theme, the Bible story, and the
epistle lesson each week as opposed to a rote dispensmg ofBible fects and mformation.
For mstance, m the first week of the study, the topic was "Sm and The FaUen Human
Condrtion." To begm the Bible study, 1 showed a four-minute chp from the John
Grisham movie, A Time to Kill, in wdiich two ofthe characters display racist attitudes
toward Afiican Americans and then proceed to assault and rape a little girl and leave her
for dead. It was a very disturbmg clip and immediately made the subjects experience the
terrible nature of sin. FoUowing the clq), I led the group in highhghting six focus points
for the purpose ofnaming the sins we observed in the chp: racism, hatred, substance
abuse, physical and sexual abuse, and a conq)lete disregard for life. Next, I formally
introduced the theme to the class and defined the word "sm" as meaning that we have
"missed the mark ofGod's holiness because of a feUed condition m our souls inclining us
to wiUfiiUy rebel against and disobey God's known laws." In addition to this definrtion. I
also reviewed Romans 3:10-12 with the class which says, "As the Scriptures say, 'no one
is good�not even one. No one has real understanding; no one is seeking God. AU have
turned away from God; aU have gone wrong-^io one does good, not even one." Next we
looked at the story ofDavid and Bathsheeba recorded in 2 Samuel 1 1-12:12. specificaUy
highhghting 11:1-5. FoUowmg the reteUmg of the story, we took a close-up look at each
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of the mam characters and then role within the drama: David, Bathsheeba, Uriah, Joab,
and Nathan. Then, as a group, we discussed the question, "In what ways did David sm
and draw attention to the faUen, human condition?" Next we studied the related epistle
lesson, which in this case was Romans 5:12-21, with the key verse being, "When Adam
sinned [Gen. 3:1-7], sin entered the entue human race. Adam's sin brought death, so
death spread to everyone, for everyone sinned." As a part ofthis time, we discussed
three focus questions: "What is the origm of sm and the faUen human condition?" (Rom
5:18-19), "What purpose does the Law ofMoses (the Ten Commandments) serve
according to this text?" (Rom 6:20; Gal. 3:19a-24a); and, "Can we and should we be
held personaUy responsible for our sin if 'Adam' was the cause?" (Rom 8:12-13). In the
process of e?q)eriencing the theme, defining the theme, relating the theme to a bibhcal
narrative and related Scriptiue from the epistles, and discusshig the theme, the subjects
increased their knowledge and developed in their informational hteracy.
The processing and discussion ofbibhcal truth within the group context. In the
exit mterviews, subjects were asked, "Has your level of informational hteracy changed
over the nine-week Bible study, and if so, explam what factors contributed to that
change?" A majority of the subjects said that the tune spent processing and discussmg
the themes, questions, and Bible stories m the group settmg was a significant contributor
to the mcreased change hi their informational hteracy. Long supports this findmg when
he writes, "Xers [Busters] take dehght in dialogue and discussion. They take joy m the
process ofdiscovering tmth for themselves with the assistance of others m community"
((jenerating Hope 1 93). The group process not only reinforced what they were learning,
but new insights and answers were gleaned m the exchange process. For mstance, T. K.
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said, "The discussion groupings produced some of the greatest learnings for me,
especially on the theme of stewardship." S. Z. stated that "the discussions, and
exchanges that occurred among my peers regarding the Bible story resulted in answers
and new insights that I would not have received on my own."
Bridgmg the relevance gap. Once the subjects were able to see the relevance of
the themes to their everyday lives and to understand their pragmatic value, they were
more mchned to mvest themselves m the learning process. Bemg able to identify v^dth
the theme and to experience its relevance gave them a hunger to know more m order to
understand it and to apply rts truth to then hves. In her exit mterview, T. B. said, 'The
video chp and the Bible story made the themes more real to me and helped me to see
their relevance to my life, which in turn made me want to leam and gain more
knowledge." As Celek and Zander suggest, "When communicating to Busters, rt must be
relevant to their generation. Above aU else, it has to be usefiil m order for them to hsten
to h" (104). As Table 4.4 reflects, the content ofthe Bible study was presented m such a
way that the relevance gap was bridged.
Table 4.4
Response of the Subjects to the Participant Evaluation Form
Question #2
The content of the nine-week Bible study was
Uninformative and irrelevant
(0-3 on the scale)
Informative but irrelevant
(4-7 on the scale)
Informative and relevant
(8-10 on the scale)
"I have leamed and can undo^tand more how Bible stories and my stoiy relate."
"Some weeks, of course, were more relevant than others."
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The principle of creative redimdancy. The theme of each week's Bible study was
also the theme of the foUowing Sunday worship celebration. This meant that the Bible
story and epistle lesson, as weU as the msights and mformation from the study, were
repackaged and restated in the form of the worship celebration message, music, and "My
Story" testimonies (see p. 1 0). The effect ofthis redimdancy was the remforcmg ofthe
bibhcal/theological theme and the related bibhcal mformation covered durmg the
previous week's study. Several subjects, who, because oferq)loyment, sickness, or
bemg out of town, were not able to benefit from the effect of the worship celebration. I
can only surmise that had they been more present for both the Bible study and worship
celebration the level of change in then informational hteracy would have been even
greater.
One other observation is worth noting as it relates to operational question #1
regarding "why a change occurred in the subjects informational hteracy." Among those
who participated m the study, five in particular recorded the greatest increases in their
informational hteracy according to the results of the pretest and posttest. These subjects
also lacked any substantive exposure to bibhcal teaching and traming in their past. For
three of the five, their pretest scores also reflected the lowest levels of informational
hteracy. Therefore, those who entered the project with the least amount of informational
hteracy were able to register some of the greatest change in the form of an increase due to
the effect of the Bible study and their lack ofexposure to any substantial bibhcal teaching
prior to the project.
Research Ouestion #2
Did the subjects demonstrate a change m formational hteracy over the nine-week
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Bible study?
From the study, I discovered that formational hteracy cannot be measured m the
same way that mformational hteracy is measured. In trying to determine whether a
change m formational hteracy had occurred I had to depend largely upon anecdotal
material gathered from the responses ofthe subjects to three questions taken from the exh
mterview and participant evaluation forms. One was an interview question while the
other two were evaluative in nature.
1 . Has yoiu level of formational literacy (your character and behavior) changed over
the nine-week Bible study? If so, explain what factors contributed to that change.
2. The effectiveness ofthe Bible study in helping me to imderstand how 'Svhat 1
beheve" is integrated into "the way I behave and live my life" was ineffective, effective,
or very effective, along with room for comments.
3. The Bible study helped me to encoimter the presence and power of Crod in the
Bible and to experience change in my character not at all, somewhat, or very much, along
with room for comments.
The responses ofthe subjects to these questions are recorded in Tables 4.5, 4.6, and 4.7.
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Table 4.5
The Change m Formational literacy
Pre Kble Study Post Bible Study
Low
Formational
Literacy
Partial
Formational
Literacy
High
Formational
Literacy
Low
Formational
Literacy
Partial
Formational
Literacy
High
Formational
Literacy
J. w. ?
D. S. ?
B.H. ?
N.L.
S.Z.
T.K.
L.K
T. B. ? ?
L.B.
M.F.
B.F. V
S.K.
Table 4.6
Response ofthe Subjects to the Participant Evaluation Form
Question #5
The efTectiveness of the Bible study in helping me to understand how '^at I bdieve" is integrated
into "the way I behave and live my life" was
Ineffective
(0-3 on the scale)
Effective
(4-7 on the scale)
Very effective
(8-10 on the scale)
"Before I had a knowledge based understanding ofthe themes we studied. But now, I can see there [sic]
relevance to my life, and how Ihey can be a practical part ofmy daily bving."
"It helped me to realize that not just one part ofmy life needed God, but every part. I can't just believe it, I
need to hve it, and this study helped to showme how."
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Table 4.7
Response of the Subjects to the Participant Evaluation Form
OuestioD #10
The Bible study helped me to encounter the presence and power of God in the Bible and to e}q>erience
change in my character
Not at all
(0-3 on the scale)
Somewhat
(4-7 on the scale)
Very much
(8-10 on the scale)
'Tm not sure how to divide the change in character betweai the Bible study, church worship, and bdng
around others in the faith. I would say it served as a positive rdnforcemesit to all of the above."
"I have certainly retained many ofthe points we discussed throu^out the study, and have put those ideas
into practice in my life. The lesson on sin [week #1] was particularly life changing for me."
As Table 4.5 indicates, aU twelve subjects experienced a change in their formational
hteracy; however, several subjects observed that while theu formational hteracy changed,
rt was not the sole effect of the nine-week Bible study that caused the change. Rather, rt
was the cumulative effect ofmany factors over a period of time, including, but not
limited to the study.
Operational Question #1
If a change took place what kind was it and why did h occur?
As was previously noted, aU twelve subjects e?q)erienced a change in theu
formational hteracy and that change was in the form of an increase. That change,
however, occurred in some specific ways worth noting.
1. Several of the subjects' change occurred conceptuaUy. They came to appreciate
an old value and to understand rt within the context of a new terminology. Prior to the
study, most of the subjects were familiar with the value commonly articulated as, "If
you're going to 'talk the talk', you'd better 'walk the walk.'" What they came to
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discover is that this value of "talking the talk" and "walkmg the waUc" forms the basis for
what was commonly referred to throughout the project as the mtegration ofChristian
knowing and Christian domg, or otherwise known as formational hteracy. Equipped with
this new term, they were able to see how, together with mformational hteracy, it creates a
complete picture ofbibhcal hteracy and healthy Christian discipleship.
2. Several ofthe subjects expressed not only having developed a greater awareness
and understandmg of the inq)ortance ofChristian knowmg and domg but also ofhavmg a
stronger commitment to mtegrate them m theu daily hves. They came to understand that
one without the other forms an mcon^lete, unbalanced discipleship. In the words of one
ofthe subjects, "This study reaUy helped me to see that this is not so much just vdiat I
beheve with my mind that is iuportant but also how I act. I want my whole hfe and
every detail ofh to reflect Jesus m me."
Before addressmg several of the reasons for why the change m formational
hteracy occurred in the subjects, there are several reasons worth noting for why h had not
occurred prior to the project. Fust, several of the subjects admitted that prior to the Bible
study, they had never really personalized the importance of formational hteracy for their
daily lives. Second, many of the subjects had no fahh community in which to process
and receive support and guidance for assimilating bibhcal truth into their daily lives.
Third, all of the subjects remarked that they had struggled m bemg able to identify with
and to experience the relevance and practical apphcation ofthe bibhcal themes and
stories to their lives and had therefore lacked sufficient motivation to integrate knowing
and doing singly because the Bible or another person said they should. As Long reminds
us, "Busters want to be led to discover the tmth for themselves mstead ofbemg told what
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to believe. They are wilhng to discuss thmgs, and are suspicious ofpeople who
arrogantly claun to know the truth" (Generatmg Hope 193).
What then were the reasons for the change the subjects e?q)erienced in their
formational hteracy?
The presentation ofbibhcal truth relationally and then propositionally. Presenting
the bibhcal truth and theological themes first relationahy through a bibhcal story helped
the subjects to establish a connection and identification with the theme from the inside
out. From this identification with the theme and the bibhcal story, group discussion was
stirred among the subjects that, in addition to the practical apphcation time, eventually
led them to the discovery ofthe theme's relevance and apphcation to their hves. The
presentation ofpropositional truth through the Epistles served not only to imderscore the
relational truth of the bibhcal story but to also impress upon them the in^ortance ofthe
theme's integration into their daily lives. Commenting on the place ofpropostional truth
in the development of formational hteracy Ford says,
A story is a starting point, not a conclusion. In Jesus' hands a story was a
powerfiil tool for Uliunination and persuasion, but he never stopped whh a
story. Stories attract us, mvolve us and tug at our emotions, but Jesus
always went on to appeal to the inteUect and the wih. . . Some ofhis most
effective teachmg was direct, didactic and propositional (236)
Processmg truth m community through the practical apphcation time. The flow
of the project was designed to help the subjects e?q)erience bibhcal truth in the group
settmg through the modem movie paraUel and the Bible story, to be taught bibhcal tmth
in the group settmg through the mtroduction ofthe bibhcal/theological theme, the Bible
basics, and the epistle lesson, and to process and apply bibhcal tmth in small clusters of
three-foiu people through the related issue/concem time and the practical apphcation
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time. The goal ofthe practical apphcation time was to take the theme and, through a
series of questions, to consider how hs truth could be mtegrated mto the character of the
subjects and apphed to their daily hves. As Long suggests, "The key question for Xers
[Busters] today is 'Is h real?' not 'Is it true?' They need to see the mcamation of the
gospel in people's lives more than to hear the proclamation of the gospel through oiu
words" (Generatmg Hope 210). Long is suggesting that Busters want to experience the
difference that bibhcal tmth can make in then lives and not just be told that it can or
should make a difference, which is what I hoped would be accoiiq)hshed through the
practical apphcation time. Commenting on the power of smaU group coromunity, Celek
and Zander have observed that
life change most frequently wih not occur among Busters in a church
service or a large group setting. Large group meetings merely lay the
groundwork, lower the drawbridge, and tear down the waUs so that life
change can occur in more intimate settings. Busters process tmth
relationally, and need time to think about it, to taU^ about it among their
friends, and to talk about rt some more. (114)
S. Z., commenting on how her level of formational hteracy had changed over the nine-
week Bible study said, "The discussions we had in the practical apphcation time made
me feel like I wasn't alone and they helped me to imderstand how to apply what I was
learning." J. W. said, "The practical apphcation tune helped me to process, among my
peers, many of the points that were discussed throughout the study, and to put those ideas
into practice in my daily life."
The worship celebration experience, particularly the message and the "my story"
segments. The purpose ofthe worship celebration within the project was to reinforce the
bibhcal theme and related teaching that were covered during the Bible study the week
before. Ah aspects ofthe worship experience, from the music to the message, were
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developed to present the theme to the congregation m a way that would stimulate then-
mind as weU as to chaUenge their character and behavior. While the messages were
narrative in theu content and presentation, 1 included informational aspects of the
previous week's theme, whUe focusing heavily on the formational dimensions
chaUenging them and helping them to see how the content of the message could apply to
their lives. During several ofthe worship celebrations a lay person, very often one of the
subjects fi-om the study, was invhed to take five-seven minutes to share their story, teUing
how Jesus Christ had made a difference in his or her life particularly in relation to the
theme of the day. On some occasions it also took the form of an mterview, with me
mterviewing the person by asking questions about his or her faith story as it related to the
theme. On Simday, 14 October 2001 the theme of the worsh^ celebration was
discipleship. As a way ofhighhghting the in:q)ortance of integrating what we were
learning about discipleship with the actual doing of discipleship, 1 invhed M. F. to
participate in a "my story" interview. 1 began by asking her to introduce herself and to
share the story ofhow she came to faith m Christ. 1 then asked her to share why
discipleship is inqportant to her, and what her daUy practice of discipleship looks like. I
then asked her to describe her greatest struggle with discipleship and concluded by
mviting her to share one of the key truths she was learning as a resuh ofher discipleship
practices. What I discovered as a resuh of this and other similar ejq)eriences over the
course of the project is that rt not only buih a bridge of identification among the hsteners,
particularly the subjects of the study, but it also provided an additional way for them to
be chaUenged by it and directed as to how they could practice and apply its truth in their
own lives.
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Research Question #3
Did the subjects develop a change in theu commitment to participate in an
ongoing, Bible study program?
In seeking to determine whether the subjects' experienced a change in their
commitment to participate in an ongoing, Bible study program, I had to depend largely
upon anecdotal material gathered from the responses ofthe subjects to three questions
taken from the entrance and exit interviews and participant evaluation forms. Two were
interview questions vdiile one was evaluative in nature.
1. Describe and explain your involvement or lack ofmvolvement in an ongoing,
systematic Bible study. What factors have contributed to yoiu involvement or lack of
mvolvement (Pre Bible Study Table 4.8)?
2. Has your level of comnhtment to participating in an ongoing, Bible study
program changed? If so, describe how and why (Post Bible Study Table 4.8)?
3. The Bible study captured my heart and has given me the desire to stay committed
to participating in an ongoing Bible study program not at alL somewhat, very much, with
room for comments (Table 4.9).
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Table 4.8
Change m Comnritment to an Ongomg, Bible Study Program
Pre Kble Study Post Kbie Stndy
No
Commitment
Nominal
Conunitmrat
High
Commitment
No
Commitment
Nominal
Commitm�it
High
Commitment
J. w.
D.S. V
B.H.
N.L ?
S.Z.
T.K.
L.K
T.B. �/
LB. V
MF. ?
B. F.
S.K.
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Table 4.9
Response ofthe Subjects to the Participant Evaluation Form
Ouestion #11
The Bible study captured my heart and has given me the desire to stay committed to participating in an
ongmng, Bible study program
Not at all
(0-3 on the scale)
Somewhat
(4-7 on the scale)
Very much
(8-10 on the scale)
"A taste of real community has given me the desire to continue in a small group."
"I really aijoyed the study, but find it hard sometimes to fit everything in. I have the desire to continue in this
type of study, but it is just making the time to commit to it that is hard."
As Table 4.8 reflects, each ofthe subjects did experience a change in thek
commitment to participatmg in an ongoing Bible study.
Operational Ouestion #1
If a change took place what kind was it and why did it occur?
Before addressing several of the reasons why the subjects experienced a change in
the form of an increase in their commitment to participatmg in an ongomg, Bible study,
there are several reasons worth notmg for why it had not occurred prior to the project.
Fust, several subjects suggested that because they were raised in erther nonexistent or
haphazard rehgious envuonments, participating m a Bible study was just not part of theu
paradigm for hvmg hfe. D. S. said, "I had never reaUy considered gomg to a Bible study.
I didn't know what it was." Second, some subjects had a negative experience
participating m a Bible study m the past and concluded as a result that it singly was not
worth their time or personal hivestment. N. L. said, "The one time I attended a Bible
study h was awkward and I couldn't relate." Third, several subjects mentioned
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difBculties coordinating their daily schedules to accommodate a Bible study, m addition
to problems wrth travel and distance. Fourth, a number of subjects, mcludmg B. F.,
mentioned that they aUowed their fear of feehng madequate and ignorant aroimd
"Scripture quotmg kind ofpeople" to prevent them making a commrtment to be involved
m a Bible study. Fifth, nearly halfof the subjects did not feel that the content of a Bible
study would be relevant to their lives, and with no presumed relevance, the motivation to
particq)ate and be committed was absent.
What then were the reasons for the change the subjects experienced in their
formational hteracy?
The contagious experience ofcommimity. According to Hahn and Verhaagen,
who are Baby Busters themselves,
no generation m recent memory has valued relationships more than ours.
Many ofus are fi-om broken homes, so talk ofour fiends bemg like
family is not sentimental, idle chatter. Such talk reflects our heart hunger
to connect, to experience belonging and community. (172-73)
Echoing this thought in his response to having participated in the project, J. W. said,
"Experiencing the sense ofcommimity within the group has made me hungry for more
and given me the desire to continue in a smaU group. The relationsh^s were exceUent
and gave me a taste of real community." B. F. added, "1 now know that I'm not alone m
my joumey. 1 discovered that I'm not standing alone." N. L. also said, "I liked being
able to hear other people's stories and to experience how they could identify with my
story." These comments not only mirror the spirrt ofHahn and Verhaagen' s statement,
but they are also reflective of the findings presented in Table 4. 10 on the effectiveness of
the study in producing a sense of community and connectedness among the subjects.
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Table 4.10
Response of the Subjects to the Participant Evaluation Form
Ouestion #7
The efiFectivQiess of the Bible study in developing a sense of community and connectedness among the groiq)
members was
IneflFective Effective Very eflFective
(0-3 on the scale) (4-7 on the scale) (8-10 on the scale)
.........
"I really enjoyed working in groups because it allowed me to cormect with a lot ofpeople I normally wouldn't
have. It was a neat way to leam and hear other people's stories and to know that I am not alone."
"1 think it began to occur over the course ofthe study, but for me it takes more than 18 hours [nine two-hour
Bible studies] to develop a saise of community."
The study revealed that the development ofbibhcal hteracy is best accomplished
in the context of an emotionaUy safe, authentic, trusting community. While that is not an
exclusive truth relative to Baby Busters, I discovered that rt is a key coitqjonent in their
spiritual development and m motivating them to stay committed to an ongomg, Bible
study program However, developing that type of cormnmiity among the subjects of the
study over the nine-week project was a slow, consistent process that reaUy just got started
and never fiiUy developed as Table 4. 10 and Table 4.11 indicate.
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Table 4. 11
Response of the Subjects to the Participant Evaluation Form
Onestion #8
Tbe emotional dimate of the Bible study was
Intimidating and unloving
(0-3 on tbe scale)
Cautious
(4-7 on the scale)
Safe and caring
(8-10 on the scale)
^^?�/
"The climate was gaierally safe and caring. This definitely improved as the study progressed."
"It took a few weeks for people to warm-up and share opaily. I noticed some people ordy shared in the smaller
group s^ing throu^out the study. I felt more comfortable the last few sessions and could really speak up."
While developing that sort of commimity takes years to be fiiUy realized, I was
able to discover through the anecdotal data provided by the subjects that enough of the
spiritual and relational dynamics ofbibhcal commimity were present among the group to
capture their hearts and motivate them to stay committed to the developmental process of
bibhcal hteracy.
The relevance ofthe study to daily living. Commenting on why he experienced a
change in his commrtment to participatmg in an ongoing, Bible study program L. B. said,
"The project wasn't just a knowledge-based study fidl of things we couldn't apply. It
was real and relevant and apphcable to our everyday hves." Each week the subjects
seemed e?q)ectant that the theme bemg studied was somehow going to intersect with their
story and relate to their daily hvmg. I beheve the project's failure to be relevant would
have influenced the subjects to discontinue their participation and to remain uncommitted
to participating in a program for bibhcal hteracy. However, this fortunately was not the
case as Table 4. 12 clearly reflects.
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Table 4.12
Response ofthe Subjects to the Participant Evaluation Form
Question #9
The relevance of the Bible study to my life was
Irrelevant
(0-3 on the scale)
Somewhat rdevant
(4-7 on the scale)
Very rdevant
(8-10 on the scale)
???????????
"1 was really able to get into this. Our family as a result has been applying what we have leamed in our own
lives."
The project was successfiil m meeting the subjects' expectations for relevance
and, therefore, to encoiuage them to stay committed to an ongomg, Bible study program
This was due m large part to the effect ofthe related issue/concem and the practical
apphcation movements ofthe project which focused on addressing the pragmatic nature
of the themes being studied.
The desire to maintain bibhcal literacy momentum. For L. K and S. K the desire
to stay committed to an ongoing, Bible study program involved not wanting to sacrifice
the momentum gained from the nine-week project. L. K. said, "I want to contmue to
stay committed because I want to keep learning more and more. I want the way I act and
treat others to keep improvmg." S. K. simply said, "I don't want to faU away and go back
to the way I was." While L. K.'s response reflects a desue to biuld on her disciplesh^
and S. K.'s response reflects a fear of falling away m her discipleship, both have placed a
vahie on the progress they e?q)erienced in the development of their bibhcal hteracy and
are thus motivated to stay committed to an ongoing, Bible study program Part oftheir
motivation may also stem from theu expenence as members of a generation having
experienced fizzled out hopes and dreams personaUy, relationaUy, economicaUy, and
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politically. As Long says, "The diflficult experiences that this generation has gone
through deeply affect how they view society and themselves" (44-45), and 1 would add
how they view their spuituahty. Therefore, for L. K. and S. K., and others hke them,
some oftheir motivation for staying committed to an ongoing, Bible study is that they do
not want to see the developing momentum behind their hopes and dreams for becommg
bibhcaUy hterate die.
The flow and format of the Bible study. As Table 4.13 reflects, the subjects found
the flow ofthe Bible study each week beneficial to their experience.
Table 4.13
Response of the Subjects to the Participant Evaluation Form
Ouestion #3
The flow of the Kbie study each week was
Cmnbersome to my
experience
(0-3 on the scale)
Acceptable but not benefidal to my
experience
(4-7 on the scale)
Beneficial to my experience
(8-10 on the scale)
"I needed more discussion time in the small groiqjs."
"The transition from section to section was smooth and easy to follow.'
J. W. said, "1 appreciated the flow of the Bible study each week m that it was different
from the usual Bible study format of readmg Scripture and discussmg questions." N. L.
said, "I liked the format ofthe study because h helped me to leam and to relate my
personal story to the stories from the Bible." The customized design of the Bible study.
which was developed aroimd narrative discipleship, took into account the relational and
communal way Baby Busters encoimter and process bibhcal tmth and proved to be
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eflFective toward the goal ofmotivatmg them to stay committed to an ongoing, Bible
study program.
Summary of Findings
The premise ofthis study was that m order to cultivate the bibhcal hteracy of
Baby Busters a customized approach would be required. That approach would need to be
designed taking into account the inteUectual, emotional, and spiritual influences shapmg
the lives ofBaby Busters, in addition to the way they process and assimUate bibhcal
truth. What I discovered through the project and the apphcation ofmy research questions
is that my premise, based on my e?q)erience mmistering with Baby Busters m the local
church as weU as the insights ofpertinent hterature, was correct. As was stated in
Chapter 1, "Baby Busters are a unique generation of individuals requiring a diflFerent
approach as weU as specialized strategies and methodologies in order to develop them
mto bibhcally hterate foUowers ofJesus Christ" (see p. 2). Based on the findings ofmy
research, the first thing that "diflFerent approach" requires is the use of a narrative
discipleship model buUt around the ircportance of commimity. As the project revealed,
the subjects had little desire to have the Bible story mspire them and more of a desire to
be able to identify theu story with it. Out ofthat identification, the relevance gap was
bridged, and the subjects displayed a wiUmgness to engage and buy mto the truth of the
text and to apply it to their lives. However, the "oxygen" that kept this process ahve was
the experience ofauthentic commimity. As the subjects shared with one another their
doubts, struggles, and hopes of connecting to the bibhcal story and theme and applying
hs truth m then daUy lives, the experience of community aUowed them to do so within a
trusting, caring environment.
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The second aspect of that "different approach" involves the pragmatic nature of
the subjects' engagmg ofthe Bible stories and themes. Learning Bible mformation
singly for the sake ofgaining knowledge provided httle motivation for the subjects. The
underlying question among the subjects was, "How is this going to make a difference in
my life?" and "Is this real and apphcable in my world?" The subjects needed time to
discuss these questions and to process and apply then discoveries to theu individual
stories. In retrospect, I needed to have aUowed more time in each Bible study for that
process to occiu.
The third aspect of that "different approach" to developing bibhcal hteracy in
Baby Busters was the confirmation of the value ofthe coUaborative relationship between
the Bible study experience and the worship e?q)erience. BuUt upon the principle of
creative redundancy, this aUowed the subjects to hear and experience the same bibhcal
truth being commimicated in multiple, creative ways and over an extended period of
time. In the same way that bibhcal hteracy is incomplete without both the informational
and formational dimensions, so the approach to developing bibhcal hteracy in Baby
Busters is incomplete without the collaborative effect ofboth the Bible study experience
and the worshq) e>q)erience when developed aroimd the same theme.
WhUe the project seemed to accomphsh the purpose ofthe study, I realize that
developing bibhcal hteracy in Baby Busters is a lifelong process. The subjects' exposure
to nine weeks and nine thematic studies was only enough to begin to cuhivate and tiU the
sofl oftheir hearts and minds. Perhaps that is why research question #3, which sought to
measure through anecdotal means their commrtment to participatmg in an ongomg, Bible
study, was so urportant. The fixture development ofthe subjects' bibhcal hteracy wiU no
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doubt be influenced by their conunitment to complete what the project was only able to
begin.
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Chapter 5
Summary and Conclusions
In Chapter 1 the reader was introduced to a fictitious, married couple named Chris
and Charlene, symbohc ofthe Baby Buster generation. As postmodem Christians, they,
hke generations before them, had a desire to grow m theu feith. Yet, they wanted to do
so wrthin the context of an authentic, tmsting community oftheir peers and with an
approach that would be customized to take mto accoimt the inteUectual and emotional
influences and experiences that had shaped their lives as weU as the way they encoimter
and process Scripture. The conclusions recorded in this chapter wiU substantiate the
findings of current hterature, as weU as those ofthe study, suggesting that ifBaby
Busters, like Chris and Charlene, are to stay committed and engaged in the process of
becoming bibhcaUy hterate, a specialized approach to cuhivating bibhcal hteracy is
required.
Evaluation and Interpretation of Data
The first element ofmy evaluation is an acknowledgement ofthe chaUenge I
encountered in conducting a participant observer study. Because I had a relationshq) with
each of the subjects m the study as their pastor and because ofmy commitment to their
discipleship, I naturaUy wanted them to experience an increased change in their
hiformational and formational literacy and m their commitment to participating in an
ongomg, Bible study. My number one priority throughout the project was their spuitual
growth and development. The presence ofthis desire on my part as the researcher
highhghted the importance of the objective, unbiased nature of the instumentation
employed m the study. The descrq)tive questionnaire, pretest/posttest, mformational
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literacy questionnaire, as well as the exit mterviews and the participant evaluation forms
are exanq)les of this mstrumentation. Then presence helped to ensure the vahdity ofthe
study and to counterbalance the mherent relational bias present m a participant observer
study.
The Design of the Study
The purpose ofthe study was to design, inclement, and evaluate a customized
approach to cultivating bibhcal hteracy among Baby Busters, like Chris and Charlene,
not currently involved in an ongoing, systematic Bible study program The specific
approach that was designed and implemented involved a nine-week Bible study entitled
"Intersections: How Bibhcal Stories and Themes Connect with Your Life Joiuney." The
thle "Intersections" was selected because one of the goals of the study was to employ a
narrative discipleship approach in helphig the subjects to develop their bibhcal hteracy.
Narrative discipleship, as stated m Chapter 2, "is the outworking ofnarrative evangelism
After the stories ofour hves are linked with God's story, the story does not end.
Narrative discipleship endeavors to show how the bibhcal story continues to intersect
wrth our stories" (see p. 57-58). The thle represented one of the key truths that emerged
from the study. Namely, that m cultivatmg bibhcal hteracy among Baby Busters a
connection or intersection exists between their stories and the bibhcal story. Once they
were able to identify with the bibhcal story and theme and that relational connection was
estabhshed, rt mcreased the probabihty for the development of informational and
formational hteracy.
Each ofthe Bible studies was two hours in length, and according to the subjects'
response to question #1 on the particq)ant evaluation form regarding their thoughts and
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feelings about the two hoiu time commitment to the Bible study each week, they viewed
rt as a wise and acceptable investment oftheir tune. While the subjects agreed on the
value ofthe time investment, some discrepancy existed on wdiether the two hour time
aUotment was adequate to accommodate the eleven movements of the study. T. B. said,
'1 feh the two hours was a good amoxmt oftime. . . Any less time would have been
inadequate." In response to question #3 of the participant evaluation form regarding the
flow of the Bible study, J. W. said, "At times it seemed hke a brt too much to get through
in two hours." Responding to question #4 regarding the effectiveness ofthe Bible study
m helping the subjects to imderstand Old and New Testament Bible basics, he also said,
"I feh hke time constraints limrted us in this are...I would have liked more explanation in
some mstances, but there was not enough time." J. W.'s comments reflect a chaUenge
that I, too, ejq)erienced hi trying to give credible attention to aU eleven movements ofthe
Bible study hi two hours, particularly the related epistle lesson, the Bible basics, the
related issue/concem, and the practical apphcation (see Table 5.1).
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Table 5.1
Summary of the Structured Observation Instrument
The Gathering and
Prayer Time
(10 minutes)
The subjects were engaged and responsive to one another. Each week
that passed there was a greater freedom and trust experienced between the
subjects."
The Modern Movie
Parallel
(5 minutes)
"By and large this was very effective. There were a few instances where it
did not connect, but that was due more to poor clip choice. More often than
not it fulfilled its purpose of giving the subjects a point of identification with
the theme."
Introduction of the
Biblical/Theological
Theme
(10 minutes)
This time was always productive. All subjects were engaged and
responsive to the theological/biblical theme. It often served as a real light
bulb" moment for many of the subjects."
The Related Bible Story
(15 minutes)
The subjects were always engaged and responsive to the Bible story. The
purpose and goal was to establish identification and to provide information.
This consistently occurred."
The Related Epistle
Lesson
(15 minutes)
This time did not receive as much attention as it should have due to time
constraints. Most often the biblical historical context of the epistie was not
expounded on which would have provided an additional point of connection
for the subjects. It functioned more to provide information rather than
identification."
The Related Bible
Basics
(15 minutes)
This section feels somewhat awkward in terms of its placement in the Bible
study. It was glossed over during our actual gatherings. 1 would reference It,
and encourage the subjects to review it, and then keep moving due to time
constraints."
The Break
(10 minutes)
This was a well-timed breather. It was used as a real community-building
time."
The Related
Issue/Concern
(15 minutes)
"A very good time among the subjects to relate the theme to a social issue
relevant to them. It wasn't a time for coming up with pat answers to complex
issues as much as it was a time of discussion and reflection. They really
seemed to look forward to this time, and always wanted more.
The Practical
Application
(15 minutes)
The group really seemed engaged and responsive to this time. It was a
time for them to draw together the modem movie parallel, the theme, the
biblical story, and the epistie lesson and apply it to their stories. They looked
forvrard to this time as well and always seemed to want more."
The Closing Prayer
Time
(10 minutes)
The subjects were engaged and responsive to one another."
Priming the Pump "1 never really referenced this in our time togettier. The subjects were
encouraged to review it over the upcoming week."
The time crunch experienced m the project highhghts a potential danger and a
dilemma that were present. The danger lay in the pressure I felt to push the subjects to
corcplete the eleven movement flow of the study in order to attam the goal of finishing
each week. The imphed message ofmy pushing and prodding was that coupleting all
eleven movements was more important than the subjects' experiences. While nothing
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could have been fiuther from the truth, what resuhed at times was the feeling that the
eleven movements m the study fimctioned less as the means to an end, the end being a
fehh joiuney to be experienced, and more as an end in themselves, the end being a goal to
be conquered. This in turn could have proven to be counterproductive to the building of
community, as weU as to the development of formational hteracy, both ofwhich require
tune to sm^ly "be" and to reflect. The dilemma presented by the study was that m order
for me to gK e credible attention to each movement of the study, an adjustment needed to
have occurred. 1 needed to have removed or decentralized movements deemed
unnecessary to the fiiMhnent of the goal of the study, to have lengthened the study time,
or both. Based on my evaluation (see Table 5. 1 ; p. 1 04) as weU as the anecdotal material
provided through the participant evahiation forms, 1 needed to have both decentralized
one ofthe movements and to have lengthened the study time. Therefore, in the fiiture,
when this study is offered again, rt will most likely increase from two hours to 2 Vz hours,
aUowing for more time to be given to those movements in the study that ejq)erienced a
time crunch. It would also aUow me to adjust the amoimt of time and placement given to
other movements within the study. Because of the awkwardness and abruptness of
shifting from the relational and e?q)eriential dynamics of the study to the informational
segment on Bible basics, 1 would decentralize this movement by assimilating h into the
mtroduction ofthe bibhcal/theological theme, the Bible story, and the epistle lesson
movements of the study and therefore omrt rt as a smgle movement. This would aUow
me to more naturally address those parts ofthe study, hke the Bible basics, that were
informational in nature, whUe maintauiing a narrative, relational, and experiential focus.
WhUe time was a factor in the diminished effectiveness and influence of a few of
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the movements m particular, the overall systematic arrangement of the Bible study
accomphshed the goals of the project: to build and foster commimity among the subjects,
to present bibhcal truth relationaUy usmg a narrative discipleship approach, to help the
subjects experience the pragmatic nature ofparticular bibhcal truths, and apply them in a
relevant way to their lives.
In an e-maU I received from J. W. foUowing the first Bible study, he underscored
the spiritual impact he experienced as a result of the systematic flow of the movements.
Together, to a greater or lesser degree, they produced a relationaUy-focused Bible study
aUowing him to identify with the bibhcal story and not just be informed or inspired by it.
He wrote,
I've never come out of a Bible study with so much to take
whh me to think about. Everything-from the opening
movie chp to the closing focus questions-chaUenged me to
really look at how "sm" (and specificaUy the story ofKmg
David) intersects with my own life. It is so easy for us as
Christians to read about people like David (or Adam for
that matter) and shake our good Christian mdex finger at
them in judgment. Your study, however, forced me (and I
beheve forced aU ofus) to realize that we too have missed
the mark of (jod's holiness tune and time agam. I think the
most eye opening to me was the realization that my sm
looks as disgusting as the sm ofthe two movie characters.
Also, seeing the cycle of events that fiieled David's
continued acts was so relevant to my own shortcomings.
Although I had read and heard the story ofDavid and
Bathsheeba before, mtersecting it with my own daily life
was amazingly relevant to say the least.
Could J. W. have had the same experience through a BMe study that began with
the proposhional truths ofRomans 3:23 and 5:12-21 and then bemg told that he had a sm
problem? I thmk h is very doubtfiiL The fact that he was able to discover his sm
problem by first relatmg and identifying with the Bible story ofDavid and Bathsheeba as
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well as to the modem movie paraUel made him far more receptive to the propositional
tmth of the epistle that foUowed. As a Baby Buster mfluenced by postmodernism,
J. W. 's imderstandmg oftmth is tied to his personal story and experience. Therefore, by
first intersecting and identifymg the relational tmth of the David story with J. W.'s
personal story, h laid the foundation for his subsequent afBrmation ofthe
theologjcal/bibhcal tmth associated with the theme of sin. It also poshively effected the
development of formational hteracy in him, more so than ifh had occurred beginning
with an approach focused on proposhional tmth. This is why the related Bible story
movement (relational tmth) in each ofthe nine gatherings preceded the related epistle
lesson (propostional tmth). This goes to aflBrm the insights ofCelek and Zander who
have observed that "Busters process tmth relationaUy rather than propositionally" (51) as
weU as those ofHahn and Verhaagen wiio suggest that "(jenXers [Busters] are yearning
for something more than solely information-based discipleship" (see p. 2).
J. W.'s comments regarding the itrpact of the narrative discipleship approach on
his experience is a microcosm of the eleven other subjects' ejqjeriences. In response to
question #6 on the particq)ant evaluation form wiiich asked them to evaluate the
effectiveness of the Bible study in helping them to understand how their personal story
was related to other stories m the Bible, eleven rated h as very eflfective, and one rated rt
as eflfective. No one rated rt as ineffective.
In retrospect, I beheve two aspects ofthe project could have been more effective
in the way they were presented. The first has to do with the design of the project. I
should have designed the project to be more experiential based and less reason based,
since Baby Busters would rather discover and e?q)erience tmth than have rt told or
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e?q)lained to them For example, m the Bible study on evangehsm, I spent qmte a bh of
tune appeahng to the subjects' reason by highhghtmg the parables m Luke 15 and
showing a video ofBih Hybels talkmg about "The Lost Sheep," "The Lost Com," and
"The Lost Son." While that served an important fimction, it probably would have been
even more effective if I would have firsi filled four kiddie pools with hay, dropped a
diamond ring mto each pool ofhay, divided the group mto teams of three, and had each
team search for the ring until they found it. By doing it this way, I would have helped the
subjects to experience the heart ofevangehsm to seek and save the lost and then appealed
to their reason by reading Luke 15, followed by the teaching video by BiU Hybels.
The second aspect that could have been more effective involves the topics that
were selected for the subjects to discuss during the related issue/concem movement of the
project. Based on the particidar bibhcal/theological theme ofthe week, 1 coiUd have
selected topics that were more relevant to the concems ofBaby Busters. As stated in
Chapter 1, the piupose ofthis movement was to associate the bibhcal/theological theme
to a modem day issue or concem of a Baby Buster and to thereby assist the participants
in imderstanding the pragmatic nature ofthe theme and to discover how rt works and
apphes hi the real world (see p. 13). While some ofthe issues and concems selected
addressed actual "hot topics" for Baby Busters (e.g.- tolerance and plurahsm when the
theme was evangelism), others were rather general and mundane (e.g.- quotes by
Epicums and Knechtle when the theme was evil and suffering). Accordmg to Ford,
Busters are searching for a Gospel that works, that addresses issues
relevant to theu hves, issues like: racial justice and reconcihation,
equality, the environment, poverty, hopelessness, economic justice, sexual
addictions and disorders, gender confiision, as weU as every kind of
explortation including child abuse, spousal abuse, sexual abuse, and sexual
harassment. (174)
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In the future, I want to be more intentional to incorporate these and other issues into the
related issue/concem movement of the Bible study and to thereby help those participating
see how the bibhcal themes work and relate in then world.
Each of the weekly Bible studies was developed aroimd a bibhcal/theological
theme with the eleven movements of the study fimctioning to contextualize and flesh out
each of the themes. The themes occurred m the foUowing order:
Week One: Sm and the FaUen Human Condition;
Week Two: Grace;
Week Three: Repentance;
Week Four: Discipleship;
Week Five: Scripture;
Week Six: The Church;
Week Seven: Evangelism;
Week Eight: Stewardship; and.
Week Nme: EvU and Suffering.
The themes were developed with a systematic progression beginning wrth the
problem of sm. God's response to the problem of sin separating humanity from himself
was to offer grace through Jesus Christ. The human response to God's grace offered in
Christ is repentance from sin and tmsting in Christ for salvation. Once salvation has
occurred, discipleship begms. Two of the central elements ofgrowmg m one's farth are a
continuing encounter wrth Scripture as weU as a commrtment to the ministry ofthe
Church universal through the local church. Two key commitments of aU Christ foUowers
mvolve evangehsm and the stewardship of one's hfe and resources. One of the harsh
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realities all disciples ofJesus experience in this hfe is that of evil and suffering.
Together, these nine themes helped the subjects to imderstand and experience concepts
central to Christianity and to the hfe of aU disciples of Jesus Christ.
As a pastor I see a twofold need among Baby Busters. Fust, to be rooted m the
basic behefs ofChristianity and second, to imderstand and expeneacQ those bibhcal
values that would develop and grow them m their fahh. In retro^ect, the themes selected
for the project were really a blending of these two foci, neither being very
comprehensive. Therefore, when I teach the Intersections Bible study again, I would like
to develop it into two, nine-week tracks according to these dual foci and to re-arrange
their order in the foUowing manner:
Track One; Basic Beliefs
Week One: God;
Week Two: Sin;
Week Three: Jesus;
Week Four: Grace;
Week Five: Repentance;
Week Six: Salvation;
Week Seven: Sacraments;
Week Eight: Evil and Suffering; and,
Week Nine: End Times.
Track Two; Growth and Development
Week One: Discipleship-the process by which we grow;
Week Two: The Church-the body in which we grow;
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Week Three: The Holy Sphit-the power by which we grow;
Week Four: Scripture-the Word in vMch we grow;
Week Five: Prayer-the heart whh which we grow;
Week Six: Worship-the expression ofour growth;
Week Seven: Servanthood-the fruit ofour growth;
Week Eight: Stewardship-the measure ofoiu growth; and.
Week Nine: Evangelism-the passion of our growth.
Implications of the Findings
Cultivating bibhcal hteracy in Baby Busters, like Chris and Charlene, requires a
customized, incamational approach that takes into account the inteUectual and emotional
influences that have shaped their lives. In the same way that interpreting a bibhcal text
without first taking hito accoimt the cultural context and influences that have shaped h
would be irresponsible, cuhivating bibhcal hteracy in Chris and Charlene without first
considering the influences and e?q)eriences that have shaped who they are and how they
encounter Scrq)ture would also be irresponsible . Two ofthe most significant hifluences
are inteUectuaUy and emotionally wrapped up in postmodemism InteUectually, as
members ofthe first postmodem generation, Chris and Charlene reject modernism's
claim that tmth is rationale, objective, and absolute. Instead, they are more comfortable
with postmodernism' s claim that truth is subjective and experiential bound up in a
person's individual story. As such, they do not want to be told what to beheve but would
rather relate and identify theu story to the bibhcal story and discover what constitutes
tmth as a result of that mtersection and their interpretation ofh. Emotionally, Chris and
Charlene reject the mdependent, individualistic nature ofmodernism and embrace
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postmodernism' s aflBnity for interdependence and community, where feehngs and
relationships supercede logic and reason. As noted m Chapter 1, Chris and Charlene both
came from dysfimctional homes and were new in their commimity. While on the one
hand these factors created m them some fear and anxiety over being in relationship with
other people, they also created m them an emotional hunger to feel whole and secure and
meaningfiiUy related and connected to other people. A few ofthe words to the theme
song ofthe television program, "Cheers," e?q)ress the longmg of their hearts:
Sometimes you want to go where everybody knows your name, and they
Are always glad you came. You wanna be where you can see, our
Troubles are aU the same you wanna be wiiere everybody knows your
Name. You wanna go where people know, people are aU the same, you
Wanna go where everybody knows your name (Angelo and Portnoy).
Thus, m order for Chris and Charlene, as Baby Busters, to grow in their bibhcal hteracy,
the approach has to be narratively organized, experientiaUy focused, and relationaUy
based, reflecting key values present m postmodemism
The theological basis informing this approach to cuhivathig bibhcal hteracy in
Chris and Charlene is found in the incamation ofGod with hs practical e?q)ression hi the
ministry ofPaul. In the mcamation, God chose to find common groimd with humanity
by becoming mdigenous and connecting whh us, living among us in Jesus Christ, who
was fiiUy human yet fully divine and without sin. As was stated in Chapter 1, Paul's
methodology for leading people to Jesus Christ was mcamational (see p. 15-16). An
exanqile of this is his experience among the Cireek phUosophers in Athens (Acts 17:16-
34) where he mdighuzed the gospel He entered into their worldview of rehgion and
altars, built relationships with them, found a meaningflil point of connection with them
(e.g., the ahar 'To an Unknown God"), and then led them to the (Christian worldview
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without cortpromising his own m the process.
In cultivatmg bibhcal hteracy m Baby Busters like Chris and Charlene, the same
mcamational approach apphed. 1 had to mdigmize bibhcal tmth by entering mto the
postmodem worldview and hs narrative, experiential, and relational characteristics.
From these points of connection and identification, the Baby Busters were eventually led
to afBrm the tmth ofthe various Bible themes and stories in the project. In the project,
this process occurred through all eleven movements but most specifically through the
modem movie paraUeL, the Bible story, and the practical apphcation time. For example,
if 1 were trying to help Chris and Charlene imderstand the concept ofgrace, I would not
begm wrth the propositional tmth statements ofTitus 3:4-5 or Ephesians 2:1-10. Rather,
I would begin by showing them a brief clq) from the movie, Les Miserables based on the
novel by Victor Hugo. The chp would focus on the main character, Jean Valjean, a man
whose past was shaped by cmehy and hardship and whose fiiture was shaped by a gesture
ofundeserved love and mercy offered when rt was needed most and deserved the least.
As they watch the chp, I would ask them if they could relate to Valjean by thinkmg of
times in their lives when they, like he, had received love and mercy when they needed it
the most and deserved rt the least. Sharing stories and experiences ofpossible
intersections between themselves, Valjean, and one another would then foUow. I would
then mvrte them to hsten to the reading of the parable of the laborers m the vmeyard m
Matthew 20:1-16 and to discuss how they would feel if they were the laborers employed
at the third hour as weU as those employed at the eleventh hour? I would also ask them
how Valjean was like the eleventh hour laborer and if they could relate their stories to
ehher character. The practical apphcation time would aUow them an opportimity to
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voice, through printed questions, their doubts and fears and to share theu msights on how
grace is relevant and apphcable m theu hves. The goal of these movements would be to
mdigmize the bibhcal truth and to help Baby Busters hke Quis and Charlene to
experience a connection between their story and the stories of their peers, the Jean
Valjean story, and the story of the laborers. As they develop an identification with the
characters in the stories, they would very likely discover and afBrm the truth ofgrace for
themselves and relate it to their lives. This approach, beghining at the level ofChris's
and Charlene' s personal stories and experiences as weU as their hunger for authentic
community, reflects the infhience ofpostmodemism in their lives as weU as hs influence
in the approach to cuhivating their bibhcal hteracy as Baby Busters.
Limitations of the Studv
Five linhtations were present hi this study. The first and most obvious is that it
was limited to behevers afShated with the Baby Buster generation bom between 1965-
1983. While persons bom before 1965 who ascribe to postmodem values and process
bibhcal tmth according to its mfluence would have responded fevorably to the project,
the study was specifically limhed to those between the ages of 18 and 36.
The second limitation is that only Baby Busterswho were not currently mvolved
m an ongomg, Bible study could participate in the project. This limhation was based on
the premise of the study that the reason they were not participating m an ongomg, Bible
study was because ofhs "one size fits ah" approach that failed to account for the
influence ofpostmodemism on the way they mterpret, assimilate, and apply bibhcal
tmth. By developing a customized approach among those disconnected, I would be able
to determine whether or not a change in their commitment to partic^ate was due to the
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customized approach ofthe project.
The third hmhation mvolved the length of the project. It was only nme weeks
long and was limrted to two hours each week. The development ofbibhcal cormnunity,
as weU as the development ofinformational and formational hteracy, was really just
beginning to take shape once the nine weeks was convicted. While Chapter 4
documented that the subjects experienced an mcreased change m both their mformational
and formational hteracy as wefl as m their commitment to an ongomg, Bible study, that
change reflected only what occurred over the nine-week period. Nine weeks only
aUowed for the subjects' bibhcal hteracy to be scratched at the surface whereas a longer
period of time would have increased the probability ofgreater change.
Another fector limiting the study were the nine bibhcal/theological themes around
^\iuch the project was organized. Bibhcal hteracy is very con:q)rehensive and involves
the wdiole of Scripture, from Genesis to Revelation. The nine themes in the project,
however, were limrted to various sections and stories in the Bible; therefore, the
cultivation of informational and formational hteracy is relative and limrted to the nine
themes studied. For instance, because shi was one of the themes we studied, each subject
could appear to be bibhcally hterate on this topic. However, if asked about the Holy
Spirrt, whom we did not study, very few of the subjects would reflect a very significant
level ofbibhcal hteracy. This limrtation highhghts the need for a longer, more
conprehensive Bible study involving muhiple bibhcal themes and stories, more fiiUy
encompassmg the whole of Scripture.
A fifth factor hmrtmg the study was that rt mvolved only Baby Busters from Pme
Ridge FeUowship and did not include persons from other Unrted Methodist chmches or
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denominations. Would persons from other churches or denommations have had a
negative effect on the development ofcommimity among the group? Would they have
adversely affected the development of informational and formational hteracy, especially
if their loyalty to a different church would have prevented them from participatmg in the
worshq) celebration aspect ofthe project? Because ofthis limitation, I do not know.
Future Research
As was noted m Chapter 4 (see pg. 83, 100), the prmcq)le of creative redimdancy
(see pg. 10) was said to have been an influencmg factor m developmg bibhcal hteracy
among Baby Busters. However, because 1 foiled to measure accurately its effect on their
bibhcal hteracy through my research, there was no objective, verifiable documentation to
support such a claim In the fiiture, if fiirther research is conducted, 1 would suggest
adding three types of questions to the study in order to measure more effectively the
effect ofthe creative redimdancy principle. First, I would include an additional research
question: What was the effect ofthe creative redimdancy principle in developing the
subject's informational and formational hteracy over the nine-week Bible study? Second,
1 would add a question to the Participant Evaluation (Appendix G): The combmed
influence of the weekly Bible study and worship celebration experience contributed to the
development ofmy bibhcal hteracy over the nine-week Bible study�^Very much.
Somewhat, Not At AIL Third, I would add a question to the Exit Interview (Appendix H)
regardmg the intact ofcreative redundancy on the subject's experience, ff these three
questions had been included in the current study, I feel certain that the data would have
supported the findings reached m Chapter four (see pgs. 83, 100).
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Conclusions
One ofmy motives for engaging in this study was bom out of a frustration I feh
over the number ofChristian Baby Busters at Pine Ridge FeUowship who, like Chris and
Charlene, were active m worship but had faUen away from participatmg m any sort of
ongoing, Bible study program I found myself interpretmg their absence as an mdication
that they were "spiritual slackers" and did not care about growing m their faith, either
mformationally or formationaUy. 1 feh frustrated trymg to reach out to them through
traditional, proposhionaUy-oriented, smaU group, Bible studies, wiule receiving very
httle, if any, response. InitiaUy, the thought never occurred to me that their lack of
mvolvement could be related to the methodology associated whh the way Pine Ridge
FeUowship was atterrptmg to disciple Baby Busters through Bible study. Eventixally,
through conversations with several of them, I realized that they had a himger for a faith
that was real, relevant and relational, and that went beyond Sunday worship and
mspuational ideas. What they were looking for in a Bible study was reaUy no different
than the indigenous approach missionaries employ in reaching unchiuched people groups
with the gospel The missionaries enter into the people's particular worldview, seek to
find a point of connection, and, as a result ofthat connection, lead them to discover and
experience the tmth of the gospel My Baby Buster friends were looking for a Bible
study that would be customized to their postmodem worldview and that would present
bibhcal tmth to them by taking into accoimt the inteUectual and emotional influences that
had shaped their lives. They were looking for a Bible study that could speak their
postmodem language, one in which their story and personal e?q)erience took center stage,
wiiere relationships dommated, and that was e?q)eriential and relevant, not just theoretical
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and inspirational. The nine-week project ofthis study is the result ofthat endeavor. 1 am
convinced that in the Unhed Methodist church I serve, as weU as m the United Methodist
denomination, ifwe want to develop young people like Chris and Charlene into bibhcally
hterate foUowers ofJesus Christ we wiU have to customize our approach to discipleship
and account for the mfluence ofpostmodemism shaping the way they mterpret,
assimilate, and apply bibhcal tmth. Ifwe are imwilling, we run the risk ofplacing a
higher value on the type of discipleship methodology comfortable to us rather than those
for whom that methodology exists to serve. WhUe I was senshive to the need ofthe
project to be relational and to foster a sense of community among the subjects, I
underestimated the importance the subjects placed on this particular dynamic ofthe
project. I discovered that in cultivating bibhcal hteracy among Baby Busters,
relationships rule. The focus must be relational, as opposed to informational. Based on
the development of relationships and conomunity and the communication, assimilation,
and processing ofbibhcal tmth within that context, informational and formational hteracy
began to occur. Cultivating bibhcal hteracy in Baby Busters is a group process that
mvolves and is contingent upon the presence of commimity: a community in which they
are able to share their doubts, fears, and questions on theu joumey toward identifying
theu story wrth the bibhcal story and to discovering and applying the bibhcal tmth
therein.
While developmg a relational environment and customized approach are
essentials to cultivating bibhcal hteracy among Baby Busters like Chris and Charlene,
those factors alone are not enough to make them bibhcaUy hterate. In addition to these,
they have to bring a commitment and consistency to the hfelong process ofbibhcal
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literacy. The purpose of the nine-week project was to begm the process of cultivatmg
bibhcal hteracy in the subjects and to give them a hunger to stay committed and
consistent to its development over the course of their life. Quistian Baby Busters like
Chris and Charlene who are willing to exercise the commhment and consistency
necessary to grow m theu forth can be found in churches aU across America. They just
need a local church to offer the kind ofcustomized approach to cuhivating bibhcal
hteracy described in this study to intersect whh then commrtment.
This study on bibhcal hteracy among Baby Busters was bom out of a dilemma I
encountered for disciphng individuals hke Chris and Charlene. Prior to this study, my
approach for discipling behevers in their faith was one dimensional, based largely on
modernistic philosophy. It was informationally oriented and appealed primarily to logic
and reason. It was an approach I commonly used for developing bibhcal hteracy in
people, regardless of then generational aflBliation. After observing several Baby Busters
drop out ofthese studies and experience little or no change in their imderstanding or
behavior, I became concemed. My concem led me on a joumey, which, for me, resuhed
in a valuable discovery. Namely, as this study has shown, disciphng Baby Busters into
bibhcaHy-hterate followers ofJesus Christ is a hfelong process requiring a customized
approach that accounts for the mfluence ofpostmodemism on the way they encoimter,
assimilate, and apply bibhcal tmth. When such an approach is employed, as rt was
through the project of this study, rt wiU be eflfective m cuhivating bibhcal hteracy m
Baby Busters.
Postscript
Smce the conclusion of the project, aU twelve subjects have contmued as active
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participants in the mmistry ofPme Ridge FeUowship through the weekly worship
celebration. Eight of the twelve subjects have continued to grow in the context of task
smaU groups organized aroimd a ministry fimction, and structured to provide a sense of
community and connectedness. Four of the twelve subjects have continued to pursue
smaU group discipleship opportunities based on the communication ofbibhcal truth from
a propositional approach. WhUe this type of smaU group is not their first choice,
currently at PRF, it is their only choice. However, in September of 2002 this wiU change.
The Intersections Bible Study wiU be offered in hs revised and expanded version
providing the subjects with an ongoing smaU group Bible study that wiU accommodate
theu desire for a study that is narratively-organized, experientiaUy-focused, and
relationally-based. WhUe nine ofthe twelve subjeas have expressed strong mterest m
participatmg ia the study when h is offered again, there are also many other Baby Busters
at PRF, who did not participate in the nine-week study, who have e)q)ressed interest m
participatmg.
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APPENDIX A
Letter of Invitation
Name Date
Dear
Hi! I hope this l^er finds you doing well. As you know, I am privileged to serve as the saiior pastor of
Pine Ridge Fellowship, a new United Methodist church in the DeLand district ofAe Florida Annual Conference.
However, you may not be aware tiiat I am also airolled as a doctor ofministry studait at Asbury Theological Seminary
v/bere I am writing a dissertation on "BibUcal Litaacy Among Baby Busters." It is my hope that Arou^ my studies I
will be able to contribute and enhance not only our local church's eflfort but also the United Methodist Chorch's eflfort
in cultivating bibhcal literacy among Baby Busters.
For the project portion ofmy study, I will be leading a nine-week Bible study with fourteen Baby Busters
beginning Thursday, Sq>temb� 13, 2001, and concluding on Thursday, November 15, 2001. The Bible studywill be
designed specificaUy for the purpose ofcultivating bibhcal Uteracy among newiy converted Baby Busters possessing a
worldview defined by postmodemisrtL
As one whose age places you within the Baby Buster aeration (1965-1983), I would like to invite you to
complete a twenty-item, descriptive questiormaire for the purpose ofdeterminingwh^er or not you would fit the
desired profile for subjects involved in the project. In order to accommodate your busy schedule, I will be
administering the descrq)tive questionnaire on four s^arate dates, Sunday, August 5, 2001, and Sunday, August 12,
2001 at the HeritageMiddle School Caf^orium at 1 1 :30 a.m. foUowing worship, and on Tuesday, August 7, 2001, and
Wednesday, August 8, 2001, at 7:00 p.m. at the Pine Ridge FeUowship chiffch oflBce located at 1555 Saxon Boulevard,
building 3, suite 302. Please select the date most convenioit to your schedule. The questiormaire should require no
more than 30 minutes to conq>lete, after AAihich you wiU be fi-ee to leave.
Thank you for considering my request ofyou to participate in this first dimaision ofmy dissertation project.
To confirm your participation and/or to ask questions regarding the contaits ofthis letter, please caU me at 386-575-
0078 or 386-860-6880, or e-maU me. God bless you!
Sincerely,
David C. Mooming
Pastor ofPine Ridge FeUowship
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APPENDIX B
Descriptive Questionnaire
The purpose of the questionnaire is to fimction as an mstrument for identifymg Baby
Busters who
� Possess a postmodem worldview and not just a Baby Buster demographic
afBhation;
� Have recently converted to the Christian fahh (0-12 months); and,
� Have had limited, if any, experience in the local church, as weU as limhed
quahtative and/or quantitative exposure to the Bible and its teaching.
General Information
Please provide the foUowing information.
Today's Date:
Name:
Age:
Sex (check one): Male Female
Marital Status (check one):
Smgle
Married
Divorced
Widowed
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Please place a check in the box beside the statement that most accurately describes
you, your views, and your approach to life.
1. 1 have asked Jesus Christ to come into my heart and to forgive my sms within the last
? 0-6 months
? 6-12 months
? 12 months-longer
? 1 have not yet asked Jesus into my heart.
2. Smce becoming a Christian,
? I have attended worship regularly and have had ongoing participation in a smaU
group for learning and support.
? 1 have attended worship regularly and have not had ongomg participation m a
smaU group for learning and support.
? 1 have rarely attended worship but have regularly participated in a smaU group for
learning and support.
? I have rarely attended worship and have not consistently participated in a smaU
group for learning and support.
? 1 was raised to occasionally participate m the ministry of the church by attendmg
Sunday school, youth group, and worship at least once a month.
? I was raised to attend church only on rehgious hohdays like Easter and Christmas.
? 1 never attended a chiuch-sponsored fimction except for a wedding or
fimeral prior to my conversion.
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4. Prior to my conversion e?q)erience,
? 1 never read from any portion of the Bible.
? My only e?q)osure to the Bible was when 1 would attend a wedding or fimeral.
? 1 read from the Bible several times a month.
? I read from the Bible several times a week.
5. Since my conversion experience,
? I have never read from any portion of the Bible.
? My only e7q)osure to the Bible is when I attend church.
? I read from the Bible several times a month.
? I read from the Bible several times a week.
6.
? "What's in rt for me" describes my philosophy of life.
? "The Bible says it so 1 beheve it" describes my philosophy ofhfe.
? "Live and let live" describesmy philosophy of life.
? Other philosophy:
7.
? The Bible provides the standard for absolute truth.
? There is no such thing as absolute truth.
? Each person or community creates its own imderstanding of truth.
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? Christianity is the only right way to experience the hope of eternal hfe with God.
? Christianity is only one among many acceptable ways to e?q)erience the hope of
etemal life with God.
? There is no right or wrong way to experience the hope of etemal life with God.
9.
? I would describe myself as a 'lone ranger."
? 1 can take or leave doing things with other people.
? I prefer to do thmgs as a team and m close community wrth others.
10.
? I work because I love it.
? I work to make a living.
? Ifgiven the choice I woidd rather go out with friends than spend time working.
11.
? 1 am drawn to leaders who are great communicators.
? 1 am drawn to leaders who are authentic.
? 1 am drawn to leaders who are very smooth and pohshed m theu presentation.
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12.
? 1 like ideas to make rational, logical sense.
? I do not like it when ideas contradict each other.
? 1 have no problem whh contradictions or paradoxical ideas.
13.
? Twenty-first centmy technology and MTV have had the most significant
infiuence m shapmg my life.
? The values and teachings ofChristianity have had the most significant influence
in shaping my life.
? My fiiends and peers have had the most significant influence in shaping my life.
? My parents and extended family have had the most significant influence in
shaping my life.
14. Which television show most accurately reflects your life philosophy and value
system?
? Friends
n The Brady Bunch
? Touched by an Angel
? RealWorld
15.
? I trust pohtical, rehgious, and financial institutions.
? I feel skeptical toward pohtical rehgious, and financial mstitutions.
? 1 feel mdiflferent toward pohtical rehgious, and financial mstitutions.
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16. I would prefer to listen to a sermon about
? Why the Ten Commandments are important for today.
? John Wesley and the doctrine of sanctification.
? How to be successfiil m the marketplace.
? How to find meaning and purpose m life.
17. How would you describe the rehgious envuomnent m which you were raised?
? Nonexistent
? Haphazard
? Unheahhy
? Heahhy
1 8. Which of the foUowing hems is a key foctor for you m making decisions?
? The logic and objective truth of the Bible.
? Your horoscope.
? Your life experience and v^diat you beheve to be the truth for you.
? A parent or other authority figure in your life.
19. 1 beheve couples who choose to live together before marriage are
? Disobeying God.
? Being smart.
? Not domg anything wrong.
? Enthled to do wliat they beheve to be moral
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20. When I thmk about the future ofour nation, I feel
? Optimistic.
? Indifferent.
? Depressed.
? Pessimistic.
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APPENDIX C
Pretest and Posttest Questionnaire
The purpose ofthe questionnaue is to serve as an instrument for measming the subjects'
mformational bibhcal hteracy prior to the project as weU as then growth m the same
regard following the project. Each of the questions correlates to one ofthe nine, bibhcal
themes to be studied in the project.
? Please place a check in the box beside the answer you believe to be correct.
1 . The story ofAdam and Eve is located in
? The book ofRevelation
? The book ofGenesis
? The book ofGalations
? The book ofMatthew
Theme; sin and the human condition
2. Who is recognized as the Head of the Church?
? Peter
? Jesus
? Paul
? Moses
Theme; the Church
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3. Which of the foUowing has nothing to do with the bibhcal concept of stewardship?
? Time
? Talents
? Prayer and Fasting
? Money
Theme; stewardship
4. Which of the foUowing books ofthe Bible describe the smfid faU ofhumanity?
? Revelation
? Genesis
? Matthew
? Deuteronomy
Theme; sin and the human condition
5. Cortplete the foUowing sentence spoken by Jesus: "In this world you wUl have
? Peace, love, and happiness
? Fmancial problems
? Stress
? Tribulation
Theme; evil and suffering
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6. Which of the foUowhig quotes is ascribed to the Gospel ofMatthew?
? "God helps those who help themselves."
? "In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was whh God, and the Word was
God."
? "Go therefore and make disciples of all the nations, baptizing them hi the name of
the Father and the Son and the Holy Spirrt, teaclung them to observe aU that 1
commanded you; and lo, I am wrth you always, even to the end ofthe age."
? "I can do aU things through Qrrist who strengthens me."
Theme; evangelism
7. When did the early Church begin?
? When Jesus was bom.
? When Jesus rose from the dead.
? FoUowing St. Paul's martyrdom
? On the day ofPentecost.
Theme; the Church
8. What New Testament book of the Bible mtroduces the concept of "bemg justified
[saved] by grace through forth in Jesus"?
? Acts
? Revelation
? Romans
? Matthew
Theme; grace
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9. The word repentance means
? To be given a second chance.
? To experience a change ofmind.
? To try harder.
? To be sorry.
Theme; repentance
10. The mmistry ofhelphig people to grow m their relationship wrth Jesus Christ is
called
? FeUowship
? Sponsorship
? Evangehsm
? Discipleship
Theme; discipleship
1 1 . How many books are there m the Old and New Testaments ofthe Bible?
? 39; 27
? 34; 25
? 36; 36
? 20; 20
Theme; Scripture
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12. Which of the foUowmg parables addresses the subject of stewardship?
? The Prodigal Son
? The vine growers
? The Talents
? The Marriage Feast
Theme; stewardship
13. Which of the foUowing books of the Bible is best known for addressmg the subject
of evU and suffering?
? John
? Job
? James
? Joshua
Theme; evil and sufTering
1 4. What chapter and book of the Bible is known for hs emphasis on evangehsm?
? John 14
? Psahn23
? Exodus 20
n Luke 15
Theme; evangelism
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15. Wliich ofthe foUowmg Bible stories most accurately reflects the problem ofthe
human sinfiil condrtion?
? The feeding ofthe five thousand
? Daniel and the hons' den
? David and Bathsheeba
? David and Gohath
Theme; sin and the human condition
16. What parable in the Bible most clearly communicates the concept ofGod's grace?
? The Rich Fool
? The Prodigal Son
? The Two Foimdations
? The Laborers in the Vineyard
Theme; grace
17. Which of the foUowmg did St. Paul emphasize as needing to be a key characteristic
ofthose wiio foUow Jesus Christ?
? Preaching
? Teaching
? Prayer
? Argumg
Theme; discipleship
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18. Wliich ofthe foflowmg is not a type of literature foimd m Scripture?
? Prophetic
? Self-Help
? History
? Gospel
Theme; Scripture
1 9. The Bride ofChrist refers to
? God
? The Holy Spurt
? The Church
? The Virgin Mary
Theme; the Church
20. The foUowing Bible passage from Ephesians 2:4 describes wiiat bibhcal doctrine?
"But God, being rich hi mercy, because ofHis great love with which He loved us,
even when we were dead m our sins, made us alive together wrth Christ."
? Repentance
? Sm
? Grace
? The Church
Theme; grace
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21. For whose death did God caU Kmg David to repent?
? Gohath
? Uriah
? Absalom
? Saul
Theme; repentance
22. Which ofthe following parables highhghts the importance ofdiscipleship?
? The Parable of the Sower
? The Parable ofthe Mustard Seed
? The Parable ofthe Marriage Feast
? The Parable of the Fig Tree
Theme; discipleship
23. To what did Jesus conq)are the person who hstened to and acted upon His words of
truth as revealed in Scriptiue?
? A rock
? A house buih upon the rock
? The church
? The Kmgdom ofGod
Theme; discipleship
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24. All Scripture is given by what?
? The inspiration ofGod
? The inspiration ofman
? The mspiration ofthe Church
? An unknown source
Theme; Scripture
25. What is the book ofActs about?
? The early years ofJesus' ministry
? How to speak in tongues
? The early years ofthe Church and the spread ofthe gospel
? The activhies and teachings of Jesus
Theme; the Church
26. What did Jesus teach about stewardship?
? It's a matter of obhgation.
? It's a matter ofobedience to and love for God.
? Do h or your damned.
? It's a key to bemg accepted by God.
Theme; stewardship
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27. To whom was God referring when He said, "Have you considered my servant
? There is none hke him on the earth, a blameless and upright man who
fears God and tiuns away from evil."
? Noah
? Jonah
? Job
? Abraham
Theme; evil and suffering
28. It is in^ortant to teU others about Jesus Christ because
? All people have sinned and need a Savior.
? You never know who might listen.
? It makes God like you more.
? It's not that inq)ortant.
Theme; evangelism
29. Adam was the cause ofw^at?
? The salvation ofmankind
? Eve coming into the world
? Sin coming into the world
? God bemg mad at the world
Theme; sin and the human condition
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30. Salvation comes by
? Receivmg Jesus Christ as Savior.
? Bemg baptized.
? Having Christian parents.
? Being a member of a church.
Theme; grace
31. According to the Bible, God desires that
? "Some would repent, and only a few perish."
? "All woidd repent, and none perish."
? "None would repent, and all perish."
? Everyone just do theu best.
Theme; repentance
32. What is the Greatest Commandment?
? 'T)o unto others as you would have them do unto you."
? 'Tx)ve the Lord Your God wrth all your heart and with all your soul and whh all
your mind."
? 'Thou shaU not kill"
? "Love your neighbor as yourself
"
Theme; discipleship
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33. Which of the foUowmg is not a category ofScripture?
? The Gospels
? The Epistles
? The Apostles
? The Pentateuch
Theme; Scripture
34. What are the two sacred ordinances that the Lord commanded the church to observe?
? Marrying and burying
? Worship and the offering
? Singing and preaching
? Baptism and the Lord's Supper
Theme; the Church
35. The bibhcal concept of tithing is related to which ofthe foUowing bibhcal
disciplines?
? Evangelism
? FeUowship
n Stewardship
? Outreach
Theme; stewardship
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36. Which of the followmg books ofthe Bible is known for its emphasis on e?q)eriencmg
joy even m the midst of evil and suffering?
? Galatians
? Ephesians
? Phil^pians
? Colossians
Theme; evil and sufTering
37. The story ofPhilip and the Ethiopian Eunuch highhghts the significance of
? Conq)assion.
? Memorizing Scriptiue.
? Sharing one's faith.
? TeUmg the tmth.
Theme; evangelism
38. The word "sm" means to
? Have a good tune.
? Disappoint God.
? Miss the mark.
? Be condemned.
Theme; sin and the human condition
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39. To a non-Christian, the message ofthe Cross is .
? ShamefiU
? Foohshness
? Wisdom
? Powerfid
Theme; grace
40. Complete the following sentence: "Peter said to them,
'
, and be
baptized every one ofyou in the name ofJesus Christ so that your sms may be
forgiven; and you will receive the gift of the Holy Spirit.'"
? Stand up
? Pray
? Repent
? Worship
Theme; repentance
41 . Jesus taught, 'If any person wiU come after Me," let them what?
? Pray three times a day.
? Be poor, and follow Me.
? Deny himself, take up his cross daily, and foUow Me.
? Plan on a nice, easy life.
Theme; discipleship
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42. The bibhcal concept of stewardship first appears m what chapter and book of the
Bible?
? Exodus 3
? Matthew 5
? Genesis 28
? Genesis 12
Theme; stewardship
43. To whom is Jesus referring when He says, "The thief comes only to steal and kiU
and destroy"?
? The Pharisees
? The Devil
? Judas
? Ponthis Pilate
Theme; evil and suffering
44. What work ofministry is bemg referred to m the following Bible verse: "How
beautifiil are the feet ofthose who bring good news!"
? Hosphality
? Servanthood
n Preaching
? Evangelism
Theme; evangeUsm
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45. Jesus said He came to do what to the Scripture?
? Write h.
? FulfiUit.
? Destroy it.
? Memorize it.
Theme; Scripture
46. What was the primary message ofthe prophet Jeremiah to those m exile?
? Say you are sorry.
? Beheve and be baptized.
? Be kind to the poor.
? Repent for your sin.
Theme; repentance
47. Conplete the foUowmg Bible verse, "And I teU you, you are , and on this
rock I wiU build my ."
? Parents; Family
? Peter; Church
n Jesus; Kingdom
? Paul; Ministry
Theme; the Church
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48. To what was Jesus referring when he said, "By this everyone will know that you
are my disciples?"
? Ifyou give to the poor.
? Ifyou can quote the Bible.
? Ifyou have love for one another.
? Ifyou can perform miracles.
Theme; discipleship
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APPENDIX D
Informational Literacy Scale
This scale was used as an mstrument to score the responses of subjects completing the
pretest-posttest, multq)le choice, informational bibhcal hteracy questioimaire. Each
number on the scale corresponds to foiu correct responses. The terms "Very Low,"
"Moderate," and "Very High" refer to the level of informational hteracy among the
subjects.
0 12
LOW MODERATE HIGH
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APPENDIX E
Entrance Interview and Researcher Documentation Form
The foUowmg questions were asked of each participant prior to the project in order to
ev ahiate the presence of formational bibhcal hteracy in each participant. Such e\ ahiation
was based on the participants' articulation ofhow their individual stories are related to
other bibhcal stories and the quahtative difference such understanding is making in their
character.
Name:
Today's Date:
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Question 1
What adjectives (descriptive words) would you use to describe your hfe story and
experience?
(Please include descriptions ofpeople, cucumstances, events, and feelings).
Researcher Documentation:
Ouestion 2
Ifyou had to relate yoxu hfe story to the life story of a bibhcal character or event
recorded in the Bible, who or what woidd it be? Why?
Researcher Documentation:
Ouestion 3;
Describe and e?q)lain your mvolvement or lack of involvement in an ongoing, systematic
Bible study. What factors have contributed to yoiu mvolvement or lack of involvement?
Researcher Documentation:
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Ouestion 4;
Can you describe how your character^ehavior has changed as a resuh ofyour conversion
e?q)erience? Can you relate your experience to a character or situation m the Bible?
Researcher Docxunentation:
Ouestion 5;
What do you hope to gain from participating in this nine-week Bible study?
Researcher Documentation:
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APPENDIX F
Structured Observation Instrument
This instrument was used foUowing each of the nine-week, ceU group meetings to record
the subjects' responses to the foUowing dimensions of the project.
Date:
Bible Study Session:
Movement #1: The Gathering and Prayer Time
The subjects were
? Disengaged and umesponsive to the gathering and prayer time.
? Engaged and responsive to the gathering and prayer time.
? Confiised by the gathering and prayer time.
Movement #2: The Modem Movie ParaUel
The subjects were
? Disengaged and imresponsive to the modem movie paraUel.
? Engaged and responsive to the modem movie paraUel.
? Confiised by the modem movie paraUel.
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Movement m- The Theological/ZBibhcal Theme
The subjects were
? Disengaged and unresponsive to the theological/bibhcal theme.
? Engaged and responsive to the theological/bibhcal theme.
? Confiised by the theological/biblical theme.
Movement #4: The Bible Story
The subjects were
? Disengaged and unresponsive to the Bible story.
? Engaged and responsive to the Bible story.
? Confiised by the Bible story.
Movement #5: The Epistle Lesson
The subjects were
? Disengaged and unresponsive to the Epistle lesson.
? Engaged and responsive to the Epistle lesson.
? Confiised by the Epistle lesson.
Movement #6: The Bible Basics Related to the Theological/Bibhcal Theme
The subjects were
? Disengaged and imresponsive to the Bible Basics.
? Engaged and responsive to the Bible Basics.
? Confiised by the Bible Basics.
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Movement iii- The Break
The subjects were
? Unresponsive to one another during the break time.
? Engaged and responsive to one another durmg the break time.
? Uncomfortable with one another diuing the break time.
Movement #8: The Related Issue/Concem
The subjects were
? Disengaged and unresponsive to the related issue/concem.
? Engaged and responsive to the related issue/concern.
? Confiised by the related issue/concem.
Movement #9: The Practical Apphcation
The subjects were
? Disengaged and imresponsive to the practical apphcation time.
? Engaged and responsive to the practical apphcation time.
? Confiised by the practical apphcation time.
Movement #10: The Closmg Prayer Time
The subjects were
? Disengaged and responsive to one another during the closing prayer time.
? Engaged and responsive to one another during the closmg prayer time.
? Confiised by the closing prayer time.
Movement #11: The Group Dynamics among the Subjects
The subjects were
? Disengaged and unresponsive to one another.
n Indifferent to one another.
? Engaged and responsive to one another.
Summary:
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APPENDIX G
Participant Evaluation Form
This form was used by the participants to provide quahtative feedback regarding the
nine-week, Bible study experience.
Please circle the number on the scale foUowing each of the questions that represents your
e?q)erience with the nine-week, Bible study. Please use the "comment" space to record
addhional remarks related to your answer.
1. The two hour time commitment to the Bible study each week was
0123456789 10
A poor investment An acceptable investment A wise investment
ofmy time and energy ofmy time and energy ofmy time and energy
Comment:
2. The content of the nine-week, Bible study was
0123456789 10
Uninformative Informative Informative
and irrelevant but irrelevant and relevant
Comment:
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3. The flow of the Bible study each week was
01234S6789 10
Cimibersome to my Acceptable but Beneficial to my
experience not beneficial to my experience
e?q)erience
Comment:
4. The effectiveness of the Bible study in helping me to understand Old and
New Testament Bible basics was
01234S6789 10
Ineffective Effective Very Effective
Comment:
5. The effectiveness of the Bible study in helping me to understand how **what I
beheve** is integrated into "the way I behave and live my fife" was
01234S6789 10
Ineffective Effective Very Eflfective
Comment:
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The efTectiveness of the Bible study in helping me to understand how my
personal story is related to other stories in the Bible was
0123456789 10
Ineffective Effective Very Effective
Comment:
The efTectiveness oT the Bible study in developing a sense of community and
connectedness among the group members was
0123456789 10
Ineffective Eflfective Very Eflfective
Comment:
The emotional climate of the Bible study group was
0123456789 10
Intimidating Cautious Safe and
and unlovmg caring
Comment:
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9. The relevance of the Bible study to my life was
0123456789 10
Irrelevant Somewhat Very
relevant relevant
Comment:
10. The Bible study helped me to encounter the presence and power of God in
the Bible and to experience change in my character:
0123456789 10
Not at aU Somewhat Very much
Comment:
11. The Bible study captured my heart and has given me the desire to stay
committed to participating in an ongoing Bible study program:
0123456789 10
Not at ah Somewhat Very much
Comment:
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APPENDIX H
Exit Interview and Researcher Documentation Form
The following questions were asked of each participant foUowing the project in order to
evaluate the development of formational bibhcal hteracy in each participant. Such
evaluation was based on the participants' articidation ofhow theu individual narrative is
related to other bibhcal narratives and the quahtative difference such understanding is
maldng in their character.
Name:
Today's Date:
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Ouestion 1;
Now that you have completed the nme-week, Bible study, which one of the following
themes do you most closely relate to: sin and the faUen human condition, grace,
repentance, discipleship. Scripture, the church, evangehsm, stewardship, evil and
suffering? Please explain why and share a personal story that iUustrates why you relate
most closely to that particular theme.
Researcher Docimientation:
Ouestion 2;
Now that you have coiiq)leted the nine-week, Bible study, to what bibhcal character or
event recorded in the Bible would you relate your hfe story? Why?
Researcher Documentation:
Ouestion 3;
Has your level ofmformational hteracy (understanding of the Bible and theological
themes) changed over the nine-week, Bible study? If so, explain wiiat factors contributed
to that change?
Researcher Documentation:
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Ouestion 4;
Has your level of formational literacy (your character and behavior) changed over the
nine-week, Bible study? If so, e^qplain what factors contributed to that change.
Researcher Documentation:
Ouestion 5;
Has your level of commitment to particq)ating in an ongoing, Bible study program
changed? If so, describe how and why?
Researcher Docimientation:
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APPENDIX 1
"Intersections" Bible Study
This appendix contains a detailed description of the "Intersections
" Bible study mchiding
an introductory letter to the participants ofthe project, a detailed outline of each ofthe
nine-weekly, Bible studies, as well as the design ofeach week's corresponding worship
celebration.
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HOiit/ BIBLlCAt STORIES AND TNEAAES
CONNECT iH/ITH YOUR t-IFE JOURNEY
A NINE Wt/EElC BIBLE STUDY
SPECIFICALLY DESIGNED FOR BABY BUSTERS
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Introductory Letter
Dear
I want to welcome you to the "Interseaions" Bible study and thank you for yoiu
investment of time. Over the next 9 weeks, we wih experience the joy of community and
the wonder ofdiscovering how bibhcal stories and themes mtersect wrth our life
journeys. Our time together will be characterized by authentic relationships, relevant
topics, practical teaching from the Bible, and apphcations to everyday life.
It is my smcere hope that you will experience a safe, non-threatening environment in
which to grow m your farth and to have both your understanding and your character
shaped as you encounter God's Word.
Please remember that this Bible study has been designed specificaUy with you in mind as
a member ofthe Baby Buster generation. Your story, and the influences that have shaped
your life, really matter, and wUl play an inq)ortant role in how you interpret and
assimUate bibhcal truth. I am very exerted about our time together, and I pray you wiU
receive a blessmg from rt, much more than you could ever hope or imagme.
Once again, welcome to the "Intersections" Bible study!
Keeping the Farth,
Pastor David C. Moenning
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WEEK ONE BIBLE STUDY
Date: Thursday, September 20, 2001
Theme: Sm and The FaUen Human Condition
The Gathering and Praver Time
? The highs, lows, and in-betweens ofyour week.
? ''Let us come boldly to the throne ofour gracious God. There we wiU receive his
mercy and we wiU jBnd grace to help us wiien we need it."
(Hebrews 4:16)
The Modern Movie Parallel
A Time To Kilt-John Grisham
The Focus Points
?
?
?
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Introduction of the Theme
S. and the F H C
DefinTtirm
The concept of sm means that we have M the M ofGod's hohness
because of a feiled condhion m our souis mchnmg us to willfidly rebel agamst and
disobey God's known laws.
"As the Scrq)tures say, 'no one is goodniot even one. No one has real understanding; no
one is seekmg God. All have tumed away from God; All have gone wrong-^o one does
good, not even one."
(Romans 3:10-12)
The Related Bible Story
The story ofKing David and Bathsheeba
? 2 Samuel 11-12:12
Focus Verses: 2 Samuel 11:1-5
"The followmg Spring, the time ofyear when kmgs go to war, David sent Joab and the
Israehte army to destroy the Ammomtes. In the process they laid siege to the city of
Rabbah. But David stayed behind in Jerusalem Late one afternoon David got out ofbed
after taking a nap and went for a stroll on the roofof the palace. As he looked out over
the city, he noticed a woman ofunusual beauty taking a bath. He sent someone to find
out who die was, and he was told, 'She is Bathsheeba, the daughter ofEliam and the wife
ofUriah the Ifittite.' The David sent for her; and when die came to the palace, he slept
with her. Thai she returned home. Later, when Bathsheeba discovered she was
pregnant, she sent a message to inform David."
King David's Perfective:
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Bathdieeba's Perspective:
Uriah's Perq>ective:
Joab's Perspective:
Nathan's Perspective:
Focus Question:
? In vdiat ways did King David sm and draw attention to the feUen, human
condition?
The Related Epistle Lesson
? Romans 5:12-21
Focus Verse: Romans 5:12
"When Adam sinned (Genesis 3:1-7), sm entered the entire human race. Adam's sm
brought death, so death ^read to everyone, for everyone sfamed."
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Focus Ouesrinn*;-
? What is the origm of sm and the fallen hiunan condhion? (Romans 5:18-19)
? What piupose does the Law ofMoses (The Ten Commandments) serve according
to this text? (Romans 6:20; CJaiatians 3:19a-24a)
? Can we and should we be held personally re^onsible for our sin if "Adam" was
the cause? (Romans 8:12-13)
The Related BiMe Basics
? 1 & 2 Samuel
Ifistory:
The two books of Sanouel were originally one corqjlete book Many modem
scholars even suggest that 1 & 2 Samuel and 1 & 2 Kings were from the ver>'
beginning a angle, coimected hi^ory. 1 & 2 Samuel provides the transition
from the era ofthe judges to the period ofthe Monarchy.
Context:
'1 Samuel begins in the days of the judges and describes Israel's transition
from a theocracy (led by God) to a monarchy (led by a king). 2 Samuel tells
the story ofKing David's ride in Israel There are 3 major figures whose lives
are recorded throughout 1 & 2 Samuel: Samuel, Saul and David."
(Beers 402, 458)
Stmcture:
Eh and Samuel
Samuel and Saul
Saul and David
(8:1-15:35)
(16:1-31:13)
(1 Samuel 1:1-7:17)
David's Successes
David's Stmggles
(2 Samuel 1:1-10:19)
(11:1-24:25)
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Genre: (A category of literary composition characterized by a particular style, form, or
content.) 1 & 2 Samuel has a history geme.
Break
The Related Issue/Concern
? Broken homes in our commimity and country.
"The Boston Herald, m a column written by Don Feder, carried the headline, 'Nuclear
Family in Mehdown.' Allan Carlson ofthe Howard Center for the femily said, 'We are
moving toward a post-femily society.' This God-ordained institution, which has
prevailed in almost every culture on earth ance the Garden ofEden, is unraveling right in
front ofour eyes. Households headed by unmarried partners grew by almost 72% during
the past decade, most ofthem mvoKdng people living together out ofwedlock.
Households headed by single mothers increased by more than 25%, and those led by
smgle fathers grew by almost 62%. For the first time ever, nuclear &miHes dropped
below 25% ofhouseholds. A third ofall babies were bom to unmarried women (33%)
wMe cohabhation increased by close to 1,000% from 1960 to 1998. While same-sex
homes are soaring, the old taboos against divorce and cohabhation are disappearing, and
the culture is abandoning its commitment to lifelong marriage. The divorce rate is
actually higher by a small margin among bom-again Christians than for those yAio
profess to have no faith at all These social changes represent a growing decadence with
far-reaching inq)hcations for the fiiture."
- Dr. James Dobson, Focus on the Family
Focus Question:
? Try to identify and discuss some of the cause/effect reahties between "sm and the
fallen human condition" and the epidemic ofbroken homes in our country.
The Practical Application
(Clioose at least one to discuss)
? Are there general ways m which the story ofKmg David and Bathsheeba relates
to your story?
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? What was the "cycle of sm" (James 1: 14-15) m the Kmg David scenario? Can
you identify a way in vMch the "cycle of sin" has been at work in your own hfe?
? Read Galatians 5:19-21. Would you add anythmg m particular to the hst based on
your own life e7q)erience?
? Can you really be a Christian and still struggle with sm? Look at the followmg
passages: Romans 6:6-14; Galatians 5:24-25; Romans 7:22-25.
The Posing Praver
"Share each other's troubles and problems, and in this way obey the law ofChrist."
(Galatians 6:2)
Priming The Pump
For next week please read Romans 1-6, and the Gospel ofMatthew 20:1-16.
evidence ofpeople receiving what they need the most and deserve the least.
Look for
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WEEK ONF WORSHIP CELEBRATION
Date: Smiday, September 23, 2001
Theme: Sm and the Faflen Hmnan Condhion
Opening Segment
"P.R.F. Praise Team "
Welcome
Song Celebration
Prayer
Message
"Intersections: Part 1-Missing TheMark
Giving Back to God
Closmg Song
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WEEK TWO BIBLE STUDY
Date: Thursday, September 27, 2001
Theme: Grace
The Gathering and Praver Time
? The highs, lows, and in-betweens ofyour week.
? "Let us come boldly to the throne ofour gracious God. There we will receive his
mercy and we will find grace to help us w^en we need it."
(Hebrews 4:16)
The Modern Movie Parallel
Les Miserables-based on the novel by Victor Hugo
The Focus Points
?
?
?
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Introduction of the Theme
G
Definition
Jesus never used the word grace, but he taught it and Kved it. Grace means "to bend, to
stoop, or to show undeserved favor (charts). To show grace is to extend fevor or
kindness to one wiio doesn't deserve it and can never earn h.
"Love that goes upward is worship; love that goes outward is affection; love that stoops
is grace." - Charles Swindoll
"For all have shmed; and fall short ofGod's glorious standard. Yet now God m Ifis
gracious kmdness declares us not guilty. He has done this through Christ Jesus, who has
freed us by takmg away our sms." (Romans 3:23-24)
The Related Bible Story
The parable ofthe Laborers in the Vineyard
? Matthew 20:1-16
Focus Question:
? In this parable, who or what is represented by the landowner? The laborers? A
denarius? The different times: early in the morning, the third hour, the sixth, the
ninth, and the eleventh hour?
? What is the connection between the parable and the people of Israel and the
Cientiles (Acts 11:1-18; Romans 1 1:25-28)?
? How is grace exhibhed in this parable?
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The Related Epistie Lesson
? Thus 3:3-7
Focus Verse: Titus 3:4-5
"But then God our Sa\ior showed us His kindness and love. He saved us, not because of
the good things we did, but because ofHis mercy. He washed away ova sms and gave us
a new hfe through the Holy Sphh."
Focus Questions:
? When it comes to grace, what is God's role, and what is our role?
? Is there a cost associated with grace? For whom?
? What is cheap grace?
"Cheap grace is the preaching of forgiveness without requiring repentance, baptism
without chiuch discq)line. Communion without confession, absolution without personal
confessioiL Cheap grace is grace without discipleship, grace without the cross, grace
without Jesus Christ, living and incarnate."
-BonhoeflFer
The Related Bible Basics
? Matthew and Thus
Context & History:
"The Jews had e?q)ected a Messiah (God-anointed leader) who would rescue them from
their Roman oppressors and establidi a new kingdom Few, however, recognized Jesus
as the Messiah. The Gofel ofMatthew was written to Jews to prove that Jesus was the
promised Messiah [ref Matthew 1:1-17, geneology] and to explain God's kingdom"
'Titus was a Greek behever who was taught and nurtured by Paul He was one ofPaul's
trusted traveling con^anions and closest friends. He became Paul's fecial ambassador,
and eventually the overseer of the churches on Crete. Paul developed Titus into a mature
behever and a refonsible leader. The letter to Titus was a step in this discipleship
process and was a guide to assist Titus in organizing and overseeing the churches on
Crete."
(Beers 1394, 1946)
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Structure:
Birth and prqiaration ofJesus the King (Matt. 1:1-4:11)
Message and ministiy ofJesus the King (Matt. 4: 12-25)
Death and Ressurection ofJesus the Kmg (Matt. 26:1-28:20)
Leadershq) in the church (Titus 1:1-16)
Right living m the church (Thus 2:1-15)
Right living in society (Titus 3:1-15)
(jenre: (A category ofhterary conq)oshion characterized by a particidar style, form, or
content.) The particular style, form, and content ofMatthew makes h a Gospel,
written by Matthew (Levi) the disdple ofJesus. The particular style, form, and
content ofTitus makes rt an epistle written by Paul
Break
The Related Issue/Concem
? Offering grace to those in our famiHes and hi the marketplace who have hurt us.
Grace is two-dimensional in nature. We receive it from God (vertical grace) and are
called to offer it to others (horizontal grace).
We vahdate or mvahdate the grace in our hearts by the way we offer it to others.
Focus Ouestion:
? How do we balance holding individuals who have hurt or offended us accountable
for their actions while showmg them the same gift ofgrace God has shown us?
? What is the price we pay for not bemg willing to extend God's grace to others,
especiaUy those who have an emotional "debt" (Matthew 18:2-35)?
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The Practical Application
(Choose at least one to discuss)
? Ifh apphes to you, discuss why you have a problemwith 'last hotu laborers"
connected to yoiu life wiio haven't deserved to receive the same "wage"
(forgiveness and etemal hfe) as everyone else, but because ofGod's grace, they
do.
? How has God's grace made a difference in your life?
? It has been said, "(jod's grace just isn't feir. Thank God it's not feir!" How does
that statement relate to your personal feith story?
The Posing Praver
"Share each others troubles and problems, and in this way obey the law ofChrist."
(Galatians 6:2)
Priming The Pomp
For next week please read Acts 2:14-47 and the Gofel ofLuke 15:11-31. Look for
evidence ofpeople turning from sm and responding to God's grace.
WEEK TWOWORSHIP CELEBRATION
Date: Sunday, September 30, 2001
Theme: Grace
Opening Segment
"P.R.F. Praise Team"
Welcome
Song Celebration
Prayer
Message
"Intersections: Part 2-Love That Stoops
"
Giving Back to God
Qosmg Song
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WEEK THREE BIBLE STUDY
Date: Thursday, October 4, 2001
Theme: Repentance
The Gathering and Prayer Time
? The highs, lows, and in-betweens ofyoiu week.
? 'T/Ct us come boldly to the throne ofour gracious God. There we will receive his
mercy and we will find grace to help us when we need h."
(Hebrews 4:16)
The Modern Movie ParaUd
"The Brooklyn Tabemacle Choir-A Testimony"
The Focus Points
?
?
?
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Introduction of the Theme
R_
Defimtion
The R of a persons heart to God's grace, resuhmg m a change ofmmd
imetanoia) and C T A of theu hfe motivation and
direction, away from sin and toward God.
"Now tum from your sms and turn to God, so you can be cleansed ofyour sms. Then
wonderfid times of refredunent wih come from the presence of the Lord."
(Acts3:19-20a)
"Repentance is the process by which we see oiuselves, day by day, as we really are:
smfid, needy, dependent people. It is the process by vMch. we see God as He is:
awesome, majestic, and holy." - Charles Colson
The Related Bible Story
The parable of the Prodigal Son
? Luke 15:11-31
Focus Verses: Luke 15:17-21
"When he finally came to his senses, he said to himself 'At home even the hired men
have food enough to spare, and here I am, dying ofhunger! I will go home to my &ther
and say, 'Tather, I have sinned against both heaven and you. And I am no longer worthy
ofbeing caUed yoiu son. Please take me on as a hired man." So he retiuned home to his
fether. And while he was still a long distance away, his father saw him commg. Filled
with love and conmassion, he ran to his son, embraced him and kissed him. His son said
to him, 'Father, I have sinned against both heaven and you, and I am no longer worthy of
being called your son.'"
Focus Question:
? In this parable, v^o is represented by God, the younger son, and the older son?
? What does this parable teU us about God and his desue for humanity? (2 Peter
3:9)?
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? How is being sorry dififerent from repentance?
? What events led to repentance on the boy's part?
The Rdated Epistie Lesson
? Romans 2:4
'T)on't you realize how kind, tolerant, and patient God is with you? Or don't you care?
Can't you see how kind he has been in giving you time to tiun from your sm?"
Focus Ouesrions:
? What was the cidtiual situation to wiiich Patd was writing m this passage? What
does it suggest about some of the things that get m oiu way of repenting?
? What role does God have in the act of repentance?
The Related Bible Basics
? Romans
Context &Mstory:
"Paul wrote the letter to the Romans from Greece (particularly Corinth), at the beginning
ofhis third missionary joumey. Paul had never been to Rome at the time ofhis writing
but was planning to go there. By having this letter prior to his arrival in Rome, the Jews
who had come to faith during Pentecost (Arts 2) and had subsequently started the church,
would be familiar with his teaching and theology. In his letter, Paul presoits and gives
the baas for the major concepts of the Christian hith as well as his personal faith."
(Beers 1763)
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Structure:
A. What to Believe (1:1-11:36)
1.
2.
3.
4.
Smfiihiess ofhumankind
Forgiveness of sm through Christ
Freedom from sm's grasp
Israel's past, present, and friture
B. Howto Behave (12:1-16:27)
1. Personal responsibihty
2. Personal notes
(jeme: (A category ofhterary coicposition characterized by a particular style, form, or
content.) The particular style, form, and content ofRomans makes it an epistle
(a letter addressed to a particidar audience ofpeople, in this case the Jewidi
Cluistians in Rome) written by Paul.
Break
The Related Issue/Concern
? Repentance and Authenticity. People can say they have repented, but how do we
reaUy know?
Signs ofRepentance Then: Jonah 3:1-10; James 2: 17-20
Signs ofRepentance Now: Acts 2:37-39; James 2:17-20
The Practical Application
(C3ioose at least one to discuss)
? Ifyou were the younger son in the parable ofthe Prodigal Son, vAiat would you
have expected the father's response to have been to your retum? Is your answer
shnilar or diflFerent to what the Other's refonse was? Why?
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? To which part ofthe younger son's repentance 'journey" do you most strongly
relate? The moment ofhis acknowledgement ofhis sfai, his running home, or his
reception once he arrived home?
? What are some ofthe feelings you have experienced wiien you have repented?
How are they similar or different from those experienced by the yoimger son?
The Closing Praver
"Share each other's troubles and problems, and in this way obey the law ofChrist."
(Galatians 6:2)
Priming The Pump
For next week please read Ck)lossians 1
diould do to grow in their feith.
-4 and look for what Paul says new C3iristians
WEEK THRFF WORSHTP CELEBRATION
Date: Simday, October 7, 2001
Theme: Repentance
Openmg Segment
"P.R.F. Praise Team"
Welcome
Song Celebration
Prayer
My Story Interview
Sand Koref
Message
"Intersections: Part 3-Making a 'U-Tum in life
Special Song
"Welcome Home "
The Lord's Supper
Givmg Back to God
Closing Song
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WEEK FOUR BIBLE STUDY
Date: Thursday, October 1 1, 2001
Theme: Discq)leshi5)
The Gathering and Praver Time
? The highs, lows, and in-betweeas ofyour week.
? "Let us come boldly to the throne ofour gracious God. There we will receive his
mercy and we will find grace to help us wdien we need it."
(Hebrews 4: 16)
The Modern Movie Paralld
'T)ive" music video - Stevai CXirtis C3iapman
The Focus Pomt
? S the spiritual surface with CJod is not enough! Ifwe really want to
grow in a meaningfid relationshq) with God, we've got to 'T)ive In," fldly
immersing oiuselves in Him and hungering to be with Him.
Introduction of the Theme
D
Definrtion
A lifestyle focused on following and hungering for more ofGod and on growmg in one's
love and feith relationdiip to Jesus Clirist.
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"Hear O laael! The Lord is om- God, the Lord alone. And you must LOVE [en^hasis
mine] the Lord your God with all your heart, all your soul, and aU yoiu strength."
(Deuteronomy 6:4-5)
"No one can become my discq>le without giving up everything for me."
(Luke 14:33)
The Related Bible Stories
Mary and the Costly Perfiune (Nard) and the Cost ofBemg a Disciple
? Mark 14:1-9 and Luke 14:25-35
Focus Verses: Mark 14:3b and Luke 14:25-27
'Thiring supper, a woman came in with a beautifid jar ofexpensive perfiune. She broke
the seal and poured the perfiune over his head."
"Great crowds were following Jesus. He tumed aroimd and said to them, 'Ifyou want to
be my follower you must love me more than your own fether and mother, v\ife and
children, brother and sisters-yes, more than your own life. Otherwise, you cannot be my
disciple. And you caimot be my disciple ifyou do not carry your own cross and follow
me."
Focus Chiestions:
? What was the significance associated with Mary pouring the perfiune over Jesus,
besides "anointing his body for burial ahead of time?" What did it represent?
? In Luke 14:25-27 was Jesus trying to discourage people from followmg Him?
? What is Jesus' idea ofdiscipleship? How does it differ from today's pop culture
idea of discipleship?
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The Rdated Epistle Lesson
? Colossians 2:6-7
Focus Verse: Colossians 2:7a
"Let your roots grow down mto Him and draw up nourishment from Hun, so that you
will grow m feith, strong and vigorous m the truth you were taught."
Focus Question:
? When Paul taUcs about 'lettmg your roots grow down mto Mm (Jesus), so you
will grow in feith,"what is he talking about? How does one 'let theu roots grow
down into Him"? What are some practical ways this takes place?
The Rdated Bible Basics
? Colossians
Context & History:
"Paul wrote this letter from prison to combat feke teachings which had hifrhrated the
Colossians church. The specific problem he was addressing was 'syncretism'-the
combhiing of ideas from other philosophies and rehgions with (Huistian truth and
doctrine. The resuitmg heresy was known as 'gnosticism' wiiich e?q)hasized having a
'special knowledge' and denying Cbnst as God and Savior. While Paul never vished
Colossae, the purpose ofhis letter was to remmd and encourage them to hold fest to the
truth of the Christian gospcV
(Beers 1897)
Structure:
A. What Christ has done (1:1-2:23)
B. What Christians should do (3:1-4:18)
(jeme: (A category ofhterary con^oshion characterized by a particular style, form, or
content.) The particular style, form, and content ofColossians makes it an
epistle (a letter addressed to a particular audience ofpeople, m this case the
chiuch at Colosse) written by Paul.
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Break
The Related Isstte/Concern
? Dispasdonate-Mauthentic Qiristiaiuty. Shallow Christians (with weak fehh root
systems) make shallow chm-ches (with weak faith root systems).
"One of the frightening things that we find in om- research all the time is that even among
the tens ofmilhons ofbom-again Cluistians, about halfof them woidd say that when it
comes to Christianity they are not absolutely cormnitted to the faith. I'm rapidly coming
to the conclusion that part ofour problem is that we've made it too easy to be part of the
Cliristian churcL I think that there is very httle sense ofprivilege and awe and
responsibility that comes along in our culture with the notion ofbemg considered a
discq)le ofChrist. It is like, 'Hey, I got my salvation taken care of^ I've got my
membershq) card at my church. Now let me go to the country chib and do my thing.'
The problem is that Cluistianity is not just about being a church member. It is about
conastently trying to become more hke Christ. It is about life transformation. So each
individual has to ask, 'Well so what? What difference does it make if I'm really a
foUower of (Huist, and if I'm a foUower ofQuist, what difference should I be making in
this world?"
(qtd. m Umted Methodist Review June 22, 2001: 3)
? What do you consider the goal ofyour feith? Is it sunply salvation and church
memberdiip, or is it to become a "healthy," fiiUy-devoted foUower of Jesus
Christ? How do you think the majority ofQuistians todaywould answer that
question?
The Practical Application
(Choose at least one to discuss)
? At its core, is discq)leship something we do as (Dhristians or is h more of an
attitude and desue toward (jod?
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? On a scale of 1-10, how would you rate yoiu love for God (1 bemg dispassionate
like Judas and 10 bemg passionate like Mary-Mark 14: 1-9)?
? How well are you domg m living up to Jesus' words about the cost of
disicq)leship in Luke 14:25-33?
? What firitual disciplines are hardest for you to practice? What stq)s can you
take to impTove m that area?
? What does Ecclesiastes 4:9-12 have to do with discipleship?
The Posing Praver
"Share each other's troubles and problems, and m this way obey the law ofChrist."
(Galatians 6:2)
Priming the Pump
For next week please read Acts 17:16-34; 2 Timothy 3:16-17, and Hebrews 4:12. Think
about the claim that "we should organize our hves aroimd the teaching and truth of
Scripture."
WEEK FOUR WORSHIP CELEBRATION
Date: Sunday, October 14, 2001
Theme: Discipleship
Opening Segment
"P.R.F. Praise Team"
Welcome
Song Celebration
Prayer
Special Song
"Yovr Love Is Extravagant
"
Message
"Intersections: Part 4-Passionate Lo\>e "
Giving Back to God
Closing Song
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WEEK FIVE BIBLE STUDY
Date: Thursday, October 18, 2001
Theme: Scripture
The Gathering and Praver Time
? The highs, lows, and in-betweens ofyoiu week.
? "Let us come boldly to the throne ofour gracious God. There we will receive his
mercy and we wiH find grace to he^ us when we need h."
(Hebrev^ 4:16)
The Modern Movie Parallel
YouVe Got Mail
The Focus Point
? Just hke Joe and Kathleen diared theu H and S with one
another throu^ e-mail, God has shared His S and T with us
through His HolyWord, which is kmd of like receiving one big e-mail from God.
Introduction of the Theme
S
Definition
The fecific R ofGod to humanity, mspued by the Holy Sphh and recorded
by men in order to guide and instruct us m daily hving.
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"All ScTq)tiire is inspired by God and is usefid to teach us what is true and to make us
realize what is wrong in our hves. It straightens us out and teaches us to do what is right.
It is God's way ofpreparing us m every way, fldly equipped for every good thing God
wants us to do."
(2 Thnothy 3:16-17)
'The word Scrqjtiues is a translation ofthe Greek term graphe. It means 'that which is
written. ' When we rely on the Bible, we rely on that which has been written. God didn't
sin:q)ly think His message. He didn't singly speak His message or reveal it in the clouds
or through dreams to men and women in bibhcal times. No, He saw to it that His Word
was actually written down. He put it in the language of the people, so that people in all
generations could read it and grasp its significance. He graphed His Word. It contains
the very mind ofour God m written form"
�Charles Swindoll
The Related Bible Story
The Story ofJesus and the Pharisees
? Matthew 23:25-28
? Focus Verses: Matthew 23:25-26
"How terrible it will be for you teachers of the rehgious law and you Pharisees.
Hypocrites! You are so carefid to clean the outside ofthe cup and the dish, but mside
you are fihhy-full ofgreed and self-mdulgence! Bhnd Pharisees! Fust wash the inside
ofthe cup, and then the outside will become clean, too."
Focus Questions:
? Why did Jesus speak so harshly to the teachers of rehgious law and the Pharisees?
After all, weren't they knowledgeable about the Bible and very educated m the
ways ofGod?
? What do Jesus' words to the teachers of rehgious law and the Pharisees reveal to
us about the purpose and power of Scr5)ture?
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? How do Jesus' words highlight the importance of encoimtermg the Scrq)ture both
mformationally and formationally?
The Related Epistle Lesson
? Hebrews 4:12
'Tor the Word ofGod is fidl of living power. It is diarper than the diarpest knife, cutting
deep into oxir innermost thoughts and desires. It e?q)oses us for what we really are.
Nothing in aU creation can hide from him. Everything is naked and exposed before his
eyes. This is the God to whom we must exphm all that we have done."
Focus Questions:
? Discuss the meaning and piupose of the words m this passage intrationaUy
infired by God to describe the Scriptures: living and power.
? Discuss the meaning ofthe phrase, "We need to not only get mto the Word of
God, but we need to let the Word ofGod get mto us," m relation to the passage
above.
The Related Bible Basics
? "The Bible is corrprised of a rich assortment ofhterature typesr^ymns and
histories, laws and genealogies, prophecies and proverbs, parables and prayers,
epistles and apocalyptic visions. Each en5)loys different hteracy techniques and
is intended to serve dififerent purposes. And each demands to be treated
differently."
? "The only Scripture known to the apostle Paul and the early church was the
Hebrew Bible, the core ofwhat Christians now call the Old Testament. It would
be nearly a century after the death of Jesus before the concept of a distinctly
Christian Scripture would begm to emerge. And h would take longer still before
any formal consensus would arise as to which writings should be included in the
bibfical canon (the hst of oflBciaDy recognized books). The process of canon
formation was very much a human and historical process. Already in Paul's time
h was widely beheved that the status 'mspired by God' is what set the sacred
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Scriptures apart from other meritorious texts. As h is today, the Hebrew Bible
(O.T.) at the tiun of the era was a diverse assortment of sacred Jewidi
hterature-law and history, hturgy and poetry, proverb and prophecy-composed
by different hands and in dififerent places over hundreds ofyears. It existed then
as it had for centuries as a collection of loose parchment or papyrus scrolls, each
normally contahiing no more than one 'book' of the Bible. By then there were no
siuviving manuscripts from the hand ofan original author. Each scroll had been
painstakingly copied from an earher copy, over and over agam, generation after
generation. The scrolls were probably kept together as a collection in boxes or
other containers at the Jewish synagogue or hbrary or at the 'house church' where
Christians wordiiped. WhUe they may have been arranged 'm order,' any
significance that was attached to the sequence of the books was not fidly reflected
physically until centuries later, when the codex, with its bound pages set in place
one after another, would require a deliberate ordering ofthe bibhcal material It is
somcA^hat misleading then to think ofthe early Bible as a neatly defined 'book' in
the sense of a smgle unified hterary work, or even as an anthology. In reality, it
was an ancient library whose conq)onents together had come to be recognized as
themfued and authoritative Scriptures of the people of Israel By the first
century h was widely recognized that the Scriptiues consisted ofthree distinct
units: the law, the prophets, and the writings. Many scholars conclude that the
Hebrew Scrq)tures ofthe first century probably were not substantially different
from what they are today."
? "The formation of the Christian Scr^tiue was a slow and gradual process. In the
early years ofthe chiuch, the message ofChristianity was transmitted oraUy.
Preachers and evangehsts, many ofvvhom had witnessed the events ofJesus' life
and had heard his teachings, shared their vivid memories and proclauned the
message of the death, burial, and resurrection of Jesus the Messiah. The teachings
ofthe apostles, those who had been closest to Jesus, were deemed especiaUy
authoritative. The oral traditions of the apostles would contmue to be reched weU
into the second century. As the years roUed on, however, and the church spread
mto Ada Minor and Rome. Written record ofthe saymgs ofJesus and the
teachings ofthe apostles became mcreasmgly unportant agamst the feding of
memory and the death of the apostles. Eventually, those writmgs would assume a
status equivalent to that of the Hebrew Scriptures. StiU there was no ofl&dal Hst
of recognized Christian Scriptures. The first step in that dhection came around
140 CE as a resuh of disputes over heresies that were fringmg up m the diurch.
Out of this second century conflict, developed the church's emphasis on authentic
apostohc connection as the prime determinant of canonical status. Church leaders
began cuculating lists ofbooks they considered authoritative, and whUe there was
widespread agreement, there also were some minor variations. Eariy in the fourth
century, the church historian Eusebius ofCaesarea divided the most widely
circulated books into three categories: 'recognized' books, 'disputed' books, and
'heretical' books. Thus, aU 27 books ofwhat would become the canonical New
Testament were hsted fevorably by Eusebius. The first hst to give direct assent to
aU 27 appeared m the Easter Letter ofAthanasius to the Alexandrian church m
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367 CE. Under Augustine's influence, the Third Coimcil ofCarthage approved
the same hst m 397 CE, and it was ratified by a papal decree m the year 405. By
the end of the foiuth century, then, the New Testament canon for the church in the
West was virtually set. Apostohc connection, conformity to the 'rule of feidi,'
and acceptance and usage m the churches had been the keys. The Christian canon
marked the arena in vshich each new generation ofbehevers stood and sought to
imderstand afi-edi the nature of the faith. It did not estabhdi one doctrinal
position, but often balanced several or fixed the hmhs within which Christians
might rightfy disagree."
�Jeffrey L. Sheler from Is the Bible True?
Break
The Related Issue/Concem
? How do we reconcile the exclusive claims contained m Scrq)ture with the sacred
texts (the Koran, The Book ofMormon, etc.) ofother world rehgions?
The Practical Aptdication
(Choose at least one to discuss)
? What difference does the reading ofScripture make in your life? What difference
can it make according to what is written in the Bible?
? What is the one thing about Scripture that is most diflficuh for you to accept?
What are you doing to address and resolve that tension?
? What does the phrase, "identification leads to afBrmation" mean to you in hght
of this study on Scripture?
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The Closing Praver
"Share each other's troubles and problems, and m this way obey the law ofChrist."
(Galatians 6:2)
Priming The Pump
For next week please read Acts 1-2:42-47 and Ephesians 4:1-16. Look for evidence of
what it means to be "The Church."
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WEEK FIVE WORSHIP CELEBRATION
Date: Simday, October 21, 2001
Theme: Scrq)ture
C^enmg Segment
"P.R.F. Praise Team"
Welcome
Song Celebration
Prayer
Video Clq)
"You've GotMail"
Message
"Intersections: Part 5-You 've GotMail "
My Story Interview
Mrs. Mindy Fails
Givmg Back to God
Closing Song
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WEEK SIX BIBLE STUDY
Date: Thursday, October 25, 2001
Theme: The Church
The Gathering and Prayer Time
? The highs, lows, and hi-betweens ofyour week.
? "Let us come boldly to the throne ofour gracious God. There we will receive his
mercy and we will find grace to help us vshen we need it."
(Hebrews 4:16)
The Modem Movie Parallel
The Best Bits ofMr. Bean: Mr. Bean Can't Stay Awake in Cbxach.
The Focus Pomt
? TheC , what is h? What is h really supposed to look and feel hke?
Introduction of the Theme
C
Definition
Ekklesia: 'To call out from among (the world)."
The church is an assembhng ofChrist followers "called out from among" and gathered
for the piupose of livmg out their &ith through feUowshq), discq)leship, service,
outreach, and worsh^ under the Lordsirip ofJesus Christ.
"And Sunon Peter answered and said, 'Thou are the Christ, the Son of the hvmg God.'
And Jesus answered and said to him, 'Blessed are you, Simon Baijona, because flesh and
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blood did not reveal this to you, but My Father vAio is in heaven. And I also say to you
that you are Peter, and upon this rock 1 will buHd My church, and the gates ofhell diall
not overpower h.'"
(Matthew 16:16-18)
The Rdated BiMe Stories
The story ofPeter on the day ofPentecost
? Acts 2:41-47 'The Fust Ghnpse of the C3mrch"
Focus Verses: Acts 2:44,46
"And all those who had beheved were together, and had ah things in common: And day
by day continuing with one mmd in the ten:5)le, and breaking bread from house to house,
they were taking their meals together with gladness and sincerity ofheart."
Focus Questions:
? What is the backgrotmd story (Acts 2:22-40) to what occurs m Acts 2:41-47?
What are the 5 key piuposes of the Church that are articidated in verses 41-47?
What is the common vahie present in this story about the Church and hs
development. (Hint: Regardless ofwhat they did, it was done m community.
N W S A !)
? Why do people go to bars? What's one of the key thmgs they're hopmg to
experience? Why do people go to church? What's one of the key things they're
hopmg to experience? What makes the Church different from a bar?
"When people's need for community, and to not stand alone through the ups and downs
ofHfe, is best met m the church among the body ofbehevers we wiU have begun to
scratch where the mass ofhumanity is really itching, and we wifl have bridged the first
gap along the pathway of leading them to Jesus."
�^D. Moeiming
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The Related Epistile Lesson
? Ephesians 4:1-7; 11-16
"L therefore, the prisoner ofthe Lord, entreat you to waUf m a manner worthy of the
calling with vdiich you have been called, with all humility and gentleness, whh patience,
showing forbearance to one another in love, bemg diUgent to preserve the unity ofthe
Spirit in the bond ofpeace. There is one body and one Spirit, just as also you were called
m one hope ofyour calling; one Lord, one &ith, one baptism, one God and Father ofall
who is over ah and through ah and in all But to each one ofus grace was given
according to the measure ofChrist's gift. . . .And He gave some as apostles, and some as
prophets, and some as evangelists, and some as pastors and teachers, for the equq)pmg of
the saints for the work of service, to the building up ofthe body ofChrist; until we all
attain to the imity ofthe faith, and ofthe knowledge of the Son ofGod, to a mature man,
to the measure of the stature Vkhich belongs to the fldlness ofChrist. As a resuh, we are
no longer to be children, tossed here and there by waves, and carried about by every wind
ofdoctrine, by the trickery ofmen, by craftiness m deceitfid schemmg; but speaking the
truth in love, we are to grow up in all aspects into Him, vsho is the head, ev&i Christ,
fi-om \^hom the whole body, bemg fitted and held together by that which every jomt
siq)pties, according to the proper working of each individual part, causes the growth of
the body for the buildmg up ofhselfm love."
Focus Questions:
? What are the various fimctions of the Church that Paul highhghts m this passage?
? What does this passage teach us about how the Chiuch should treat one another?
? What role does Jesus Christ play m the Church?
The Related BiMe Basics
4 The Book ofActs
History:
Acts was written by Luke as a sequel to his Gospel It is the connecting Knk between
Christ's life and the Hfe of the church. It is an accurate historical record of the early
Church. It was written to "Theophilus"-aU lovers ofGod.
Context:
"The book ofActs begms with the outpouring ofthe promised Holy Spirit and the
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commencement of the proclamation of the gospel of Jesus Christ. This Spirit-mfhed
evangehsm began in Jerusalem and eventually fread to Rome, covering most of the
Roman Empue. The gofel first went to the Jews, but they, as a nation, rejected k. A
remnant of Jews, of course, gladly received the Good News. But the continual rejection
of the gofel by the vast majorit> of the Jews led to the ever-increasing proclamation of
the gospel to the Gentiles. This was according to Jesus' plan; the gofel was to go from
Jerusalem, to Judea, to Samaria, and to the ends of the earth."
(Beers 1684)
Stmctm-e:
A Peter's Mhiistry (1:1-12:25)
1. Establidunent of the church.
2. E?q)ansion of the church.
B. Paul's Mmistry (13:1-28:31)
1. First missionary joiuney.
2. The coimcil at Jerusalem
3. Second missionary joiuney.
4 . Third missionary joumey .
5. Paul on trial
(jeme: (A category ofhterary cortq)osition characterized by a particular style, form, or
content.) The particular style, form, and content ofActs makes h a
historical book, accounting for the beginning ofthe Church and the fread of
Christianity.
Break
The Related Issue/Concern
? The Church: societal change agsit or spiritual holy chib?
Focus Questions:
? What is the primary purpose ofthe Church according to Scrq)ture? To effect
social change or to be a firitual holy chib, or to ^? How
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does the tyranny of the "ehher/or" apply to this?
? Should the Church shape the cidture or dioidd the culture shape the Church m
terms of its mission and social principles? What are the in^hcations ofyour
answer?
ITie Practical Application
(Choose at least one to discuss)
? How can God use vsho you are (life, experiences, talents, interests) to fiuther the
mission and fimction ofthe Church? (Group members are encouraged to help one
another in answering this question.)
? Conq)aiing the Chiuch to a family and its different members, who are you most
hke and why? The step child, the rebelhous chhd, the strong-willed child, the
well-adjusted child, the risk-taking child, the fecial needs child, or
?
? Ifthe Church is "one body with many parts" (1 Corinthians 12), which part do
you identify with most?
The Posing Praver
"Share each other's troubles and problems, and m this way obey the law ofChrist."
(Cjalatians 6:2)
Priming The Pump
For next week please read Luke 15, and 1 Corinthians 9:19-23. Look for evidoice of
how Grod feek about those who are sphitually lost and how God wants us to view them
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WEEK SIX WORSHIP CELEBRATION
Date: Sunday, October 28, 2001
Theme: Chiirch
Openmg Segment
"P.R.F. Praise Team"
Welcome
Song Celebration
Prayer
My Story Interview
Cheryl Herring
Message
"Intersections: Part 6-Ndbody StandsAlone
"
Giving Back to God
Closmg Song
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WEEK SEVEN BIBLE STUDY
Date: Thursday, November 1, 2001
Theme: Evangehsm
The Gathering and Praver Time
? The highs, lows, and in-betweens ofyour week.
? "Let us come boldly to the throne ofour gracious God. There wewill receive his
mercy and we will find grace to help us when we need it."
(Hebrews 4:16)
The Modern Movie Parallel
Homeward Boimd
The Focus Pomt
? In the same way that the animals had been lost in the wildemess, and had come
home to those who loved them and celebrated theu return, so h is whh G
when a person, who is lost m the wdldemess of S , comes H to
God's love and forgiveness. That's the spirit ofE .
Introduction of the Theme
E
Definhion
To bring the G N ; to announce the gofeL
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Evangelism is the cooperative eflfort between the Holy Spirh and those who follow
Christ, of commmiicatmg the Good News ofGod's micondhional love and forgiveness in
Jesus Christ.
Specific means: Relational "one-to-one" evangehsm; servant evangelism; narrative
evangelism; prayer evangehsm; event evangehsm
'Therefore go and make discq)les ofall the nations, baptizmg them in the name ofthe
Father, and the Son, and the Holy Spirh, and teaching them to obey everything I have
conunanded you."
(Matthew 28: 19-20a)
The Related Bible Story
Luke 15:1-32 'The Lost and Foimd Chapter" in Scripture.
? Vs. 3-7: A lost sheep
? Vs. 8-10: A lost com
? Vs. 11-32: A lost son
"Contagious Christianity" video tape-Pastor BiU Hybels
Focus Chiestions:
? What does this parable teU us about how Ciod feels about "sphitually lost
people?"
? Do we share his same feehngs for "spirituaUy lost people"? Why orWhy not?
The Related Epistle Lesson
? 1 Cormthians 9 : 19-23
"This means I am not bound to obey people just because they pay me, yet 1 have become
a servant ofeveryone so that 1 can bring them to Christ. When I am vrith the Jews, I
become one ofthem so that I can bring them to Christ. Whoi 1 amwith those who foUow
the Jewish laws, I do the same, even though I am not subject to the law, so that I can
bring them to Christ. When I am with the GtentUes vsho do not have the Jewish law, I fit
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in with them as much as I can. hi this way, I gain their confidence and bring them to
Christ. Bm I do not discard the law ofGod; I obey the law ofChrist."
Focus Questions:
? To what key principle for domg the work ofevangelism does Paul make reference
four times m this passage ofScrq)ture?
? How can that prmcq)le mform the way we do evangehsm m 2001-2002?
The Related Bible Basics
? The Gospel ofLuke
History:
Luke was written by Luke the physician in order to present an accurate account ofthe life
ofChrist and to present Christ as the perfect human and Savior. It was written about AD
60.
Context:
"The Gospel ofLuke is the most comprehensive Gospel The general vocabulary and
diction show that the author was educated. Luke stresses Jesus' relationships with
people; emphasizes prayer, nuracles, and angels, and gives a prominent place to women.
Most ofLuke 9:51-18:35 is not found in any other gospel In addition to being a doctor,
Luke was also a Greek, and a Gentile Christian. He is the only known Gentile author in
the New Testament, and was a close con^anion ofPaul Luke also wrote Acts. The
Gofel ofLuke and the Book ofActs go together."
(Beers 1532)
Structure:
A. Birth and preparation ofJesus, the Savior (1:1-4:13)
B. Message and ministry ofJesus, the Savior (4: 14-21 :28)
1. Jesus' ministry hi CiaHlee
2. Jesus' mhiistry on the way to Jerusalem
3. Jesus' mmistry hi Jerusalem
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C. Death and Resurrection ofJesus, the Savior (22:1-24:53)
(jenre:
(A category ofhterary composhion characterized by a particular style, form, or
content.) The particular style, form, and content ofLuke makes rt a Gospel (a book that
records the hfe, mmistry, teachings, death, and resurrection ofJesus Christ).
Break
The Related Issue/Concem
? Keepmg m mmd "The Great Commission" (Matthew 28: 19-20a), it is apparent
that Jesus' command presupposes that "ah the people" represented in "all the
nations" want to and feel the need to be evangelized with the gospel. What do we
do with Jews, Muslims, and Hindus vsho feel Hke they have already discovered
the way to (jod? How do you reconcile your response whh the words ofActs
4:12 and John 14:6?
The Practical Apidication
(Choose at least one to discuss)
? Is evangelism an expectation of everyone who follows Jesus Christ? If so, are
you willing to be passionate about h? Why or why not?
? What are your biggest hang-up s about evangehsm? What do you need to do to
move beyond them?
? Share the story ofhow you were "evangelized" mto the Christian fiiith. How did
you feel about it?
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The Posing Praver
"Share each other's troubles and problems, and in this way obey the law ofChrist."
(Galatians 6:2)
Priming the Pump
For next week please read Matthew 25:14-30 and consider what God expects us to do
with the resources he has given us (time, talent, finances, etc.).
WEEK SEVEN WORSHIP CELEBRATION
Date: Sunday, November 4, 2001
Theme: Evangelism
Opening Segment
"P.R.F. Praise Team "
Welcome
Song Celebration
Prayer
Sacrament of Infent Baptism
Kylianne Philip
Message
"Intersections: Part 7-Spiritual Hoarding
The Lord's Supper
Giving Back to God
Closmg Song
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WEEK EIGHT BIBLE STUDY
Date: Thursday, November 8, 2001
Theme: Stewardship
The Gathering and Praver Time
? The highs, lows, and in-betweens ofyour week.
? "Let us come boldly to the throne ofour gracious God. There we will receive his
mercy and we wih find grace to he^ us v^4len we need h."
(Hebrews 4:16)
The Modern Movie Parallel
Simon Birch
The Focus Pomt
? Simon lived oidy 12 years, and was physically challenged, and yet he made a
huge contribution to the lives ofmany people. He was a good S of
what God had given him m hfe.
Introduction of the Theme
S
Definhion
The privilege and responsibihty ofmanaging the varying amount of resources God has
poured into our lives. Those resources include oiu time, our minds, our talents and
abihties, our relationships, and our feith.
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"Give as freely as you have received." (Matthew 10:8)
The Related Bible Story
Matthew 25:14-30 'The Parable ofThe Talents.
? A talent was an expression for a sum ofmoney worth approxhnately 15 years'
wages. In bibhcal times, people hved from day to day, and to have acciunidated
even one year's worth ofwages would have been enormous wealth.
Focus Cfaestions:
? What do the landowner, the servants, and the talents represent?
? To vdiich ofthe servants do you most closely relate? The servant who was given
1 talent, 2 talents, or 5 talents?
? What are the 3 distmct roles occupied by the landowner? He O the gift,
he S accoimts, and he gave R to those who were good
stewards.
The Rdated Epistle Lesson
? Romans 12:1
"And so, dear brothers and sisters, I plead with you to give your bodies to God. Let them
be a living and holy sacrifice-the kind Hewill accept. When you tlmik ofwhat He has
done for you, is this too much to ask?"
Focus Questions:
? Drawing upon the Qld Testament image of sacrifice, Paul encoiuages behevers to
offer themselves (totality) as "hving sacrifices" to God. Why shovdd theyAve?
What does this have to do wkh stewardshq)?
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The Related Bible Basics
The concept of stewardsh^ first appears in the Old Testament book ofGenesis, where
Jacob makes the followmg vow:
"IfGod be with me and protect me on this jomney and give me food and clothing, and if
He will bring me back safely to my father, then I will make the Lord my God. This
memorial pillarwill become a place for worsh^pmg God, and I will give God a tenth of
everything He gives me."
(Genesis 28:20-22)
History:
Genesis waswritt^ in 1450-1410 BC by Moses. It was written to the people of Israel to
record God's creation of the world and his desire to have a people set apart to worshq)
hinL
Context:
"(jfenesis means 'beginnings' or 'origm' and it mifolds the record ofthe beghming of the
world, ofhmnan history, of femily, ofcivilization, of salvation. It is the story ofGod's
pmpose and plan for Ifis creation. As the book ofbegmnings. Genesis sets the stage for
the entire Bible. It reveals the person and nature ofGod; the value and dignity ofhuman
beings; the tragedy and consequences of sin; and the promise and assurance of salvation."
(Beers 2)
Stmctiure:
A. The story ofcreation (1:1-2:4)
B. The story ofAdam (2:4-5:32)
C. The story ofNoah (6:1-11:32)
D. The story ofAbraham (12:1-25:18)
E. The story of Isaac (25:19-28:9)
F. The story ofJacob (28:10-36:43)
G. The story ofJoseph (37:1-50:26)
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Genre:
(A category of literary conq)osition characterized by a particular style, form, or
content). The particular style, form, and content ofGenesis makes it an Old Testament
book of law and history.
Break
The Related Issue/Concern
? How do we communicate the tme nature of stewardship to God in a caphahstic
cultiue that views everything as ''tmne." It's my money! It is my time! They're
my talents! It's my life!!!
The Practical ApiMication
(Choose at least one to discuss)
? What aspect ofthe stewardshq) equation do you stmggle with most? Why?
? Ifyou were to have a conversation with CJod "right now" about your stewardship,
what would that conversation be like?
The Qosing Praver
"Share each others troubles and problems, and m this way obey the law ofChrist."
(Galatians 6:2)
Priming the Pump
For next week please read the book ofJob as it relates to the subject ofevil and suflFering.
Record your questions, objections, and observations as you read.
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WEEK EIGHTWORSHTP rFT .FRR4TION
Date: Sunday, November 11, 2001
Theme: Stewardship
Openmg Segment
"P.R.F. Praise Team "
Welcome
Song Celebration
Prayer
Message
"Intersections: Part 8-The Gilt
Giving Back to God
Closmg Song
Moenningll3
WEEK NTNE BTBLE STUDY
Date: Thursday, November 15, 2001
Theme: Evil and Suffering
The Gathering and Praver Time
? The highs, lows, and in-betweens ofyoiu week.
? "Let us come boldly to the throne ofour gracious God. There we will receive his
mercy and we will find grace to help us when we need h."
(Hebrews 4:16)
The Modern Movie Parallel
Schindler's List
The Focus Point
? The reahties ofE and S are pamfid and disturbing to us. In
the face of such events we ask, "why?" "Where is (jod?" "What is His answer to
the problem ofevil and suffering?"
Introdnction of the Theme
E and S
Definhion
Evil and suffering are both the problem and the resuh. While there are two kmds of evil:
moral (man's own mhumamty to man) and natural (natural causes m the world), suffering
ucposed on humanity is the result.
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? Exanyles:
"We also rejoice in om* sufferings, because we know that suffering produces
perseverance; perseverance, character; and character, hope.
(Romans 5:3-4)
The Rdated Bible Storv
? Job 1-42
? Focus Verses: Job 2:11-13
"Three ofJob's fiiends were Eliphaz the Temanite, Bildad the Shuhite, and Zophar
the Naamathite. Whra they heard ofthe tragedy he had suffered, they got together
and traveled from theu homes to comfort and console him. When they saw Job from
a distance, they scarcely recognized him. Wailing loudly, they tore theu robes and
threw dust into the air over their heads to demonstrate their grief Then they sat on
the ground whh him for seven days and nights. And no one said a word, for they saw
that his suffering was too great for words."
Focus Questions:
? Based on this story m Job, is it correct to attribute aU evil and suffering to Satan?
? Are evil and suffering always the result and penalty for sin?
? Are people who love and honor God exenpt from evil and suffering? Should
they be?
? Ifyou were Job, what would your response to evil and suffering have been?
MoenningllS
The Rdated Epistle Lesson
? Hebrews 2: 18
"Since He Himself (Jesus) has gone through suffering and temptation. He is able to he^
us when we are being tempted."
Focus Questions:
? EHscuss the phrase, "evil and suffering are no respecters ofpeople."
? What difference does it make that Jesus suffered pain and experienced
tenptation? How can it help us as we e?q)erience evil and suffering?
The Rdated Bible Basics
? Job
History:
The date for the writing ofJob is imcertain, but estimates have suggested that it was
written diuing the time ofthe patriarchs, around 2000-1800 BC. The authorsh^ ofJob is
unknown, but some have suggested that it could possibly have been Job, Moses,
Solomon, or Elihu.
Context:
"Job, the book, tells the story ofJob, the man ofCiod. It is a grippmg drama of riches-to-
rags-to-riches, a theological treatise about suffering and divme sovereignty and a picture
of faith that endures. Job was a prosperous fermer hving in the land ofUz, He had
thousands of sheep, camels, and other hvestock, a large femily, and many servants.
Suddenly, Satan the Accuser came before Cirod claimmg that Job was trusting Ood only
because he was weahhy and everything was gomg well for him. And so the testing of
Job's feith began. Uhimately and through it all. Job decided to trust God, regardless of
what happened to him."
(Beers 781)
Structure:
A. Job is tested (1:1-2:13)
B. Three fiiends answer Job (2:4-5:32)
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C. A young man answers Job (6: 1-1 1 :32)
D. God answers Job (38:1 41:34)
E. Job is restored (42:1 17)
Geme:
(A category of literary con^oshion characterized by a particular style, form, or
content). The particular style, form, and content ofJob makes rt an Old Testament book
ofwisdom literature.
Break
The Related Issue/Concem
? Discuss the following 2 quotes:
"Either God wants to abolish evil, and cannot; or he can, but does not want to; or he
cannot and does not want to. Ifhe wants to, but cannot, he is ircpotent. Ifhe can, but
does not want to, he is wicked. But, ifCiod both can and wants to abohsh evil, then how
comes evil in the world?"
"Babies are bom with muhiple birth defects. CJenetic disorders plague many ofus. An
earthquake levels a chy, and thousands lose their lives in the rabble. The Bible teaches
that there is not always a one-to-one correspondence between sin and suflFering. When
we hiunan beings told CJod to shove off^ he partially honored our request. Nature began
to revoh. The earth was cursed. Genetic breakdown and disease began. Pain and death
became a part of the human experience. The good creation was marred. We live in an
unjust world. We are bom into a world made chaotic and unfeir by a humanity m revoh
against hs Creator."
�Epicums (Poole, vol 4)
�ChflFKnechtle (Poole, vol 4)
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The Practical Application
(Choose at least one to discuss)
? Have you responded to evil and suffering m your hfe more hke Job or Job's wife?
? How does the evil and suffering that Jesus e?cperienced at the hands of sfaiful
humanity (Lidce 23: 13-49) uniquely quahfy him to speak to you m the midst of
your suffering?
? Are people today lookmg to God more for an "explanation oftheu suffering" or
an "identification whh their suffering?" Explain your answer.
The Posing Prayer
"Share each other's troubles and problems, and in this way obey the law ofChrist."
(Gralatians 6:2)
Priming the Pump
Consider how you will continue yoiu participation in an ongoing Bible study.
WEEK NINE WORSHIP CELEBRATION
Date: Sunday, November 18, 2001
Theme: Evil and Suffering
Opening Segment
"P.KF. Praise Team "
Welcome
Song Celebration
Prayer
Special Song
"Why, Why, Why?"
Message
"Intersections: Part 9 - God 'sAnswer To Evil and Suffering.
Giving Back To God
Closing Song
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